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Prefoce

'fhis book is one of several published in recent years dealing with

issues in the philosophy of social science so basic as to call into

question the very possibility of such a form of knowledge. It

differs from most of these books in that it examines some of these

issues with an eye to their appearance in the context of a particular

theory, Marx's critique of political economy. This reflects both

my interest in this theory for its own sake, and my feeling that it is

at least in part the absence of discussion of the problems raised by

actual social theory that gives much philosophy of social science

its peculiarly sterile flavor.
On the one hand, arguments for the impossibility of scientific

study ofone or another realm ofphenomena are in general dubi-

ous. The development of new methods may always open hitherto

closed areas to scientific analysis. On the other hand, proofs of

the mere possibility of a science (as exemplified by Nagel's de-

fense of the social sciences in The Structure of Science) can be

nearly as uninteresting. Marx's Capital, meanwhile, contains the

statement of a theory constructed on a sufficiently large scale to

be comparable to interestingly general theories in other domains.
It meets the main requirements for a scientific theory: on the

formal side, it proposes a set of principles for the explanation of
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observable rcal i t ies and the predict ion of c lcf lni te trcnds; i t  is
falsifiable, though it is in fact quite well confirmed. This exam-
ple, however, has only rarely been discussed in the literature of
the philosophy of social science. To begin with, Marx's work is
not recognizedby the mainstream of academic social science with
respect to his own estimate of its importance: as a theory of
capitalist accumulation and crisis. Even among those social sci-
entists who style themselves radical or Marxist, the majority do
not accept Marx's own theory as an accurate representation of
social reality. From the point of view of the philosophy of social
science this is doubly unfortunate: not only because Marx's work
represents the outstanding example of a social theory, but also
because it includes, as part of its basic framework of ideas.
explicit attention to problems of interest to philosophers-while
raising a new one: the curious inability of social theorists to
accept the validity of Marx's analysis of capitalism despite its
remarkable scientific strength.

My own interest in the philosophical questions with which this
book is concerned developed while teaching college courses on
Capital. The greatest barrier to students' understanding Marx,s
ideas, I discovered, was their difficulty with seeing these ideas as
formulated from a point of view outside of the academic disci-
plines of economics, sociology, or political science. The basic
task I faced was to explain what Marx meant when he described
his theory as a critique of political economy rather than as a
contribution to economics. Explaining this involved discussing
Marx's conception of economics as not just a theory but a system-
atization of ideas that help define as well as explain the forms of
behavior constituting capitalist social life.

In this way I was led to the classic anthropological problem of
the relation between the cultural insider, the native for whom
reality is defined by culturally developed forms of experience and
thought, and the outsider, the scientific investigator who wishes
both to grasp and to explain the native's way of life. The problem
is posed to the extent that there is conflict between the anthropolo-
gist's and the native's understanding of the latter's worlcl: what,

r l  : r r r .y l l r i r rg.  r ' l r r r  j r rst  i ly  t l rc scicrr t  is t 's  c lu inr  lo providc an cxplana-
Irorr  o l  r l r t ivc cust() l l ts  srrpcr ior  to thc nat ivc 's own, whi le doing
;rrst  icc (o t l rc rrr lc playcd by cul turc in the vcry construct ion of
( ' \ l ) r ' l ' icncc as wcl l  as in i ts comprehension?

I lirrrntl it usclul to intmducc Marx's anthropological treatment
ol  l r is own culture with a short  discussion of Evans-Pri tchard's
;rrrirlysis ol'Azande witchcraft beliefs and practices. Just as Evans-
l'r itchard attempted to explain Azande ideas and rituals in terms
ol thcir place in native social life, Marx wished to explain the
t'ontinued faith in economics-despite its striking weakness as a
scicnce-displayed by the natives of his (and our) own culture in
lcnns of the central role played in capitalist society by this system
ol'idcas. This comparison proved helpful for my students; it led
rrrc to the questions, about the nature of scientific thinking and its
rclation to our everyday knowledge of social reality, and about
thc nature of that reality itself, discussed in this book.

While I believe that Marx's theory provides a starting point
I'rom which these questions can be answered, the present essay is
ncither an introduction to that theory nor a fullscale discussion of
Marx's conception of science and its realization in his work. The
basic question it confronts is an abstract one: how is scientific
knowledge of social life possible? That an answer to this question
does not merely depend on general philosophical considerations
but requires reference to the particular historical circumstances
of the development of social theory will emerge from simulta-
neous consideration of a sister question: why does such knowl-
edge seem impossible, despite some two hundred years of intel-
lectual effort? My argument, in a few words, is that the
difficulties of the social sciences have been due, not to the inher-
ent resistance of social life to scientific explanation, but to the
culturally determined inability of would-be social scientists to
subject their own categories for social experience-those of cap-
italist society-to the cross-cultural comparison on which the
possibility of scientific understanding of social life depends. It
was by his ability to look at capitalism from the perspective of its
eventual abolition that Marx succeeded both in explaining the
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l imits of bourgeois social theory and in constructing a scicntific

alternative.

Even so short a book as this one is a product of the intellectual

work of many people besides the author. My thinking on

the topics here explored reflects years of discussion with other

members of the group Root & Branch, and especially with Eliza-

beth Jones Richardson. By inviting me to teach with him, Fred

Moseley made possible the shared study of capital in the course

of which the comparison of economics and witchcraft first oc-

curred to me. Hilary Putnam supervised the dissertation from

which this book has developed, in the process kindly discourag-

ing me from chasing a number of philosophical red herrings'

Rochelle Feinstein and Ilse Mattick read the penultimate draft

with care; their suggestions led to many improvements. Finally,

anyone who knows his writings will recognize how much I owe to

my fatheq Paul Mattick. From him I learned not only how to

understand Marx but why it is important to do so: that the point of

understanding the world really is to change it.

One sees how subjectivism and objectivism, spiritualism and
rnaterialism, activity and passivity, lose their antithetical charac-
tcr, and hence their existence as such antitheses, only in a truly
social state of affairs; one sees how theoretical antitheses can be
rcsolved only in a practical way, only through people's practical
cncrgy, and how their resolution is therefore by no means only a
task fbr knowledge, but a real problem of life, which philosophy
lrls bccn unable to solve precisely because it has considered it as a
prrrcly theoretical problem.

Marx, Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts (1844)



I

Introductory

In his preface to the second edition of The Structure of Scientific
Theories (1977), Frederick Suppe expresses confidence that the
"confusion and disarray within philosophy of science" of the
previous decade "is becoming resolved" and has given way to a
relatively coherent state of the field.t However true this may have
been, the same certainly neither could nor can be said for the
awkward subtopic of Suppe's field, the philosophy of social sci-
ence. In the words of the author of a recent survev.

The initial impression one has in reading through the literature
in and about the social disciplines during the past decade or so
is that of sheer chaos. Everything appears to be "up for
grabs. " There is little or no consensus-except by members of
the sa-me school or subschool-about what are the well-estab-
lished results, the proper research procedures, the important
problems, or even the most promising theoretical approaches
to the study of society and politics.2
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This statcrnent only rcflects a striking clcgrcc ol'agrecment on
the unsatisfactory state of social theory itself, not only among
philosophical outsiders but among stock-taking anthropologists,
sociologists, economists, and political scientists themselves. Al-
though economics is often touted as the best developed of the
social sciences, it is freely admitted by respected practitioners
that its more theoretical areas have little connection with eco-
nomic reality, while relatively empirical efforts, such as econom-
ic forecasting, also bear little impressive fruit.3In Tjalling Koop-
man's words,  "af ter  more than a century of  intensive
activity . . . [one] is led to conclude that economics as a scientif-
ic discipline is stil l somewhat hanging in the air. " He is forced to
plead the case for his discipline on the basis of its unknown
future, in a statement so striking as to deserve quotation at length:

If overestimation of the range of validity of economic proposi_
tions is the Scylla of "informal" economic reasoning, a cor_
rect appraisal of the limited reach of existing economic theory
may cause us to swerve into the Charybdis of disillusionment
with economic theory as a road to useful knowledge. The
temptation to identify the results of existing economic theory
with economic theory as such [sicl]-and to disqualify both in
one breath-is strongest for the experienced economic advisor
to government or business, to whom the limitations of existins
theory are most painfully apparent.a

Tom Bottomore, in his UNESCO-sponsored .,guide to the
problems and literature" of Sociology, expressed the general
opinion when he wrote that "there is not, at the present time, any
general body of sociological theory which has been validated or
generally accepted."s This remark would, I think, be widely
accepted as applicable to anthropology, demography, political
science, and history (for those who classify this field as, or in part
as, a science). In general , as Bottomore says, ..one powerful
argument against the scientific character of the social sciences has
been that they have not in fact produced anything resembling a
natural law. "6

lNl l lo() t jc lOl?Y

Sort te ( l rkc t l r is  st l r lc  o l  t r l l l i rs as t rn int l  icat ion ol ' thc "youth"
ol  t l rc social  stut l ics.  rc la( ivc to (say) physics, but posi t  a body of
ob jcct ivc luws as thc goal to which these studies are wel l  on their
lvrry. Othcrs scc thc lack of succcss in reaching this goal as
rcprcscnt ing sonrcthing rnore ser ious. indeed as demonstrat ing
thc l'undamentally misguided nature of the current idea of a social
scicnce itself. The question as to the very possibility of social
scicnce has roots far deeper than the insufficiencies of actual
work in these areas: ultimately in the only slowly dissipating
dil' l ' iculty felt by European culture with treating human beings,
arrd their social interactions, as part of nature. This difficulty has
tlcclined in physical and social anthropology since the day of
Darwin's struggle against the idea of man's essential separate-
ness; it is weakening further with the growing acceptance of
biological approaches in psychology; but in the realm of social
theory the accessability of human phenomena to scientific think-
ing remains a topic for debate.

As May Brodbeck observes in the introduction to her reader in
The Philosophy of the Social Sciences, the modern idea of such
sciences can be traced to the thinkers of the Enlightenment. "See-
ing men as part of the natural order, they envisioned a science of
man and society modeled on Newton's explanation of heaven and
earth, by whose explanation the potentialities of man could be
realized to form a more just and humane social order."7 It has
remained a guiding assumption in this tradition of social theory
that it is possible to discover general laws of social behavior,
explanatory of observed phenomena. And though it has been
hoped that such laws would serve as guides to policy, believers in
the possibility of such sciences have also emphasized the necessi-
ty and possibility of "value-freedom" in research and analysis in
these realms. That is, while the subject-matter of the social stud-
ies is such as to inspire strong feelings and valuations-such, in
short, as to express a point of view or way of life-this tradi-
tion has held that these feelings and values must and can be
put aside in order to attain results as objectively valid as those
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of the physical  and biological  scicnces.
A line of descent of equal age, however, stems from Vico's

distinction between human and natural history: that we may have
special knowledge of the former as it is we who make it. There
are many versions current of the idea that consideration of the
human realm demands special modes of inquiry, radically differ-
ent from the methods appropriate to natural science. In general,
this line of thought involves some form or another of the claim
that

what is needed above all is a way of looking at social phenom-
ena which takes into primary account the intentional structure
of human consciousness, and which accordingly places major
emphasis on the meaning social acts have for the actors who
perform them and who live in a reality built out of their subjec-
t ive interpretat ion.8

People have not only made their worlds: they make and remake
them. This radically "subjective" aspect of human phenomena
poses (or is held to pose) all sorts of problems for scientific
research. It is, for instance, supposedly not the scientist's task to
advocate normative positions. But since humans are self-inter-
preting beings differences in interpretation of social experience-
as between a social group and a scientist investigating it-involve
differences in the ways in which the potential data for a social
theory are constructed. On a relatively simple technical level, this
problem appears as that of the interference of the researcher's
values with those of the objects of his study. A more fundamental
objection, to the very possibility of social science, maintains that
social life can only be understood from "within"-that is to say,
in terms of the reasons and values that define what the actions
constituting a way of life are, to begin with. If the student of
society is "outside" the culture investigated, he will not be able
to understand it; on the other hand, if he is "inside" it, it is
difficult to see what meaning can be given to the "objectivity"
associated with the idea of science.

One reason the methodology of the social sciences is so well

INtI?ODUCIORY

poptr l i r (ct l  is lhc l l rct  ( l r l r (  thcsc two l incs ol 'dcscent have always
lrccn inl inralcly intcrtwincd i l 'not incestuously,  at  any rate by
t 'vcly var icty ul 'cross-cousin marr iage. No one, for example, has
insistcd nrorc lbrccfully than Max Weber on the necessity for
valuc-liccdorn and scientific objectivity in the social sciences.
Yct it was hc who described Verstehen, "interpretive understan-
tling" of subjective points of view, as a fundamental method of
thcsc fields. Similarly, Ernest Nagel has argued that one can both
admit the subjective nature of the stuff of social analysis and hold
that "the logical canons employed by responsible social scien-
tists . . do not appear to differ essentially from the canons
crnployed . . in other areas of inquiry."e

This attempted synthesis of objectivity and subjectivity, I
think, characterizes the majority opinion within the social sci-
ences today: such sciences are supposed to produce objective
knowledge of the causes, nature, and consequences of the com-
plex structures of subjective meaning that constitute social phe-
nomena. Max Weber's definition is classical:

Sociology . . . is a science which attempts the interpretative
understanding of social action in order to arrive at causal expla-
nation of its course and effects. In "action" is included all
human behavior when and in so far as the actins individual
attaches a subject ive meaning to i t .

The idea of "subjectivity" here puts emphasis on the individ-
ual as the basic unit of analysis, whose "action is social in so
far as, by virtue of the subjective meaning attached to it by the
acting individual. , it takes account of the behavior of others
and is thereby oriented in its course."rO An example of such
"interpretive understanding" would be the explanation of eco-
nomic behavior in terms of the ' 'profit motive' ' of entrepreneurs .

In contrast, Marx's social methodology appears to champion
"scientism" in its purest form. What greater contrast to Weber's
attempted synthesis of subjective and objective elements could be
found than Marx's declaration in the Preface to Caoitctl. Volume
I, that
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indiv iduals are herc dcal t  wi th only so lar  as thcy are pcrsoni f i -
cations of econornic categories, the bearers of particular class-
relations and interests. My standpoint, fiom which the devel-
opment of the economic formation of society is viewed as a
process of natural history, can less than any other make the
individual responsible for relations whose creature he remains,
socially speaking, however much he may subjectively raise
himself above them.rr

Marx's attitude is explicit ly connected with his intention to con-
struct a science of society on the model of physics and chemistry.
Beside the passage just quoted we may set the statement of his
"standpoint" which is one of the best-known passages from
Marx's works:

In the social production of their existence, men inevitably enter
into definite relations, which are independent of their will,
namely relations of production appropriate to a given stage in
the development of their material forces of production. The
totality of these relations of production constitutes the econom-
ic structure of society, the real foundation, on which arises a
legal and political superstructure and to which correspond defi-
nite forms of social consciousness. The mode of production of
material life conditions the general process of social, political,
and intellectual life. It is not the consciousness of men that
determines their existence, but their social existence deter-
mines their consciousness. [C]hanges in the economic
foundation lead sooner or later to the transformation of the
whole immense superstructure. In studying such transforma-
tions it is always necessary to distinguish between the material
transformation of the economic conditions of production,
which can be determined with the precision of natural science,
and the legal, polit ical, religious, artistic or philosophical-in
short, ideological-forms in which men become conscious of
this conflict and fight it out. Just as one does not judge an
individual by what he thinks about himself, so one cannot judge
such a period of transformation by its consciousness, but on the
contrary, this consciousness must be explained from the contra-
dictions of material life, from the conflict existing between the
social forces of production and the relations of production.r2

INII?OI)UCIORY

' l ' l r is  prcscr i l r t iorr  sccrrrs in corr l i r r r t r i ty  to thc work,  the cr i t ique
ol pol i l ic l r l  cconorrry.  to whosc l ' i rst  publ icat ion i t  served as pref-
rrlory nurlte r. I)ucs l.urt Marx display a model of capitalist society
irr which cconolnic lirrces compel a developmental history in
wlrich pcoplc arc caught up and which thrusts ideological views
rntl nxrdes of social action upon them? Even an historian like
lr. P. Thompson, who claims a Marxian heritage, protests against
wlrat he considers the exclusion of subjectivity from Capital,
judging that work to be "a study of the logic of capital, not of
capitalism," for "the social and political dimensions of the histo-
ry, the wrath, and the understanding of the class struggle arise
I'nrm a region independent of the closed system of economic
Iogic.  "  t :

At the same time, we should not forget, as Thompson does,
that Capital is presented not as an economic theory, but as a
critique of economics, itself described by Marx as "superstruc-
tural" . If we look at Marx's actual analysis of capitalist society, a
picture seemingly in conflict with his methodological prescrip-
tion emerges. Capital begins with the analysis of commodities
and so of commodity exchange. The latter is not, as may at first
appear, to be identified with the transfer of objects from one
person's hand to another's. The owners of commodities, ratheq

m:rst place themselves in relation to one another aJ persons
whose will resides in those objects, and must behave in such a
way that each does not appropriate the commodity of the other,
and alienate his own, except through an act to which both
parties consent. The [exchangers] must therefore recognize
each other aJ owners of private property. . . . The content of
this juridical relation . . . is itself determined by the economic
relation. Here the persons exist for one another merely as
representatives, and hence owners, of commodities. . . . tl]t
is as the bearers of these economic relations that they come into
contact with each other.ra

The last sentence establishes phraseological continuity with the
passage quoted from the Preface to Zur Kritik. And yet the over-
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al l  meaning seems to bc quite di f fbrent.  Marx's idca is that the
modern concept of property, as defining a certain social point of
view and rule for behavior, is necessary for capitalist market
exchange to take place (since, for example, collectively owned
products cannot be exchanged within the collective). The eco-
nomic relation is fundamental in the sense that the exchange-
relation is involved in the definition of "property" (since a
good's being one's property here implies one's having the right to
sell it). But at the same time the exchange-relation itself is de-
scribed with reference to the kind of phenomena commonly called
"subjective" in the social science literature. It is only because
they treat each other as private proprietors that the individuals
concerned can be "bearers" of this economic relation. In fact,
this formulation seems not incompatible with Weber's definition
of "social action", cited above. The economic relation depends
upon the existence of the juridical relation, and the latter clearly
involves an element, at least, of "consciousness": at any rate we
are here within the "superstructure" which the economic "foun-
dation" is supposed to determine!

With this we touch, of course, on one of the classic problems of
Marxism. By bringing this problem of the relation of basis to
superstructure into contact with the bourgeois social theorists'
discussion of the relation between subjective and objective as-
pects in the construction of social reality, I wish to illuminate the
issues raised in both traditions. I will begin with an examination
of the concepts of "subjective" and "objective" as they have
been developed in modern social theory. Like many others, I will
use Peter Winch's critique of Weber as a starting-point. Despite
its serious weaknesses, Winch's work remains valuable for its
isolation of the central issues in modern social theory. I will try to
show that the category of "subjectivity" has maintained its place
in this context largely thanks to a confusion of the "intentional"
character of social phenomena with the idea that such phenomena
are unobservable. Having shown that the latter idea rests on a
misunderstanding of the nature of scientific observation, I will
turn in Chapter 3 to an examination of Winch's argument that

tNl t?ol)uclol tY I  I

rol  i ;11 [111 v1vlct lgc clrnnot bc olr . jcct ivc bccausc thc cr i ter ia fbr the
tr  rr t l r  ol  sociologic; .r l  prroposit ions arc always def ined as relat ive to
t l rc crr l (rrrc in clr"rcst ion. Hcrc I  wi l l  turn to another standby of the
plr i losophical  l i tcraturc on the methodology of social  science,
lrvrrns Pritchard's study of Azande witchcraft, to argue that this is
rrrr untcnable position. Chapter 4 will sketch an alternative con-
t r'ption of social understanding, and in Chapter 5 I will return to
Mrrrx's attempt to formulate methodological presuppositions for
rr scicntific study of social life in such a way as to do justice to its
rrrtcntional aspect. Finally, I will examine some important conse-
(luences of these presuppositions for our understanding of social
scicnce and its relation to other forms of social knowledse.



"Subjective" ond
"Objective"

According to F. A. Hayek, "there are no better terms available
to describe [the] difference between the approach of the natural
and the social sciences than to call the former 'objective' and the
latter 'subjective.' Yet these terms are ambiguous and might
prove misleading without further explanation."r On the one
hand, he says, the facts of social phenomena are as objective as
natural facts, in the sense that they are given independently ofthe
observer, and are thus public, given equally to every observer. On
the other hand, the social sciences are oriented towards subjectiv-
ity in that they "deal in the first instance with the phenomena of
individual minds, or mental phenomena, and not directly with
physical phenomena. They deal with phenomena which can be
understood only because the object of our study has a mind of a
structure similar to our own. " In addition, "the term 'subjective'
stresses . . . that the knowledge and beliefs of different people,
while possessing that common structure which makes communi-
cation possible, will yet be different and often conflicting in many
respects." Thus, finally, the social sciences may be described as

t2

' ' : ; ( l l i l l  (  l tv t  "  nNt)  "oBJtci lvt"  l3

' ' ( ' ( )n( 'cr .nc( l  wi t l r  n l iu l 's  corrscious or rc l lcctcd act ion,  act ions
ulrr ' r 'c i l  l )crs()r)  can l ' rc said to choosc between various courses
(r lx 'n lo hinr.  . "1

I t ' l roosc Hryck us a start ing point  not  because his analysis is
prrlticularly clcar or pcrsuasive, but because it includes-without
t lt 'rrrly clistinguishing them-the chief uses of the pair "subjec-
tivc/objcctive" to be found throughout the literature of and about
tlrc social sciences. Three uses of this pair of terms can be distin-
guished in the passages just quoted. (1) First of all, social facts
rrrc held to be objective relatively to the observer's subjectivity, in
(hc sense that they exist as objects for the observer's conscious-
rrcss, rather than as its products. (2) However, says Hayek, if we
Iook at these objects of social study we see that they themselves
have a subjective character, in that their existence depends on
some persons' minds-the minds of the persons studied. For this
rcason the facts relevant to social theory are, "in the first in-
stance," those which exist for the members of the social group
under investigation. One result is that social phenomena exist
distinctively in a world defined by choice and valuation, rather
than by natural causality. (3) Finally, Hayek stresses the individ-
ual as the basic unit of the social world. Society's stuff is subjec-
tive because it is composed of individuals and because no two
indiv iduals are al ike.

This third use of "subjective" will not be dealt with here. It
has played an important role in various "individualist" formula-
tions of social theory, and there is a large literature devoted to the
topic.3In general, for obvious reasons the individuals dealt with
by social theories have not been real, particular people, but ideal
representatives thereof, defined either in terms of a putative
human nature or in terms of the institutions. norms. etc. of a
given social situation. This is clearly to be seen in the case of the
classical concept here, Max Weber's "ideal type" or "the theo-
retically conceived pure type of subjective meaning attributed to
the hypothetical actor or actors in a given sort of action."4 (An
example is the ideal type of the entrepreneur in capitalist society,
supposedly motivated purely by economic gain.) Models of social
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action using such ideal types arc intended to yicld approxintations
to, and so explanations of, real social behavior, in which the
actual individuals are much more complexly motivated. As is
already indicated by the phrase, "ideal type", Weberian individ-
ualism (like methodological individualism generally) amounts to
little more than the recognition that society is made up of individ-
uals; the actual burden of explanation is carried by the type
concepts whose definition requires reference to social relations
between persons . 5 One could even say that the ' 'ideal individual' '
of social theory has been a conceptual representation of what
anthropologists call a "culture"-a system of learned patterns of
life shared by members of a society-as embodied by the individ-
uals who have learned it. We will return to the concept of culture
and its relation to the "subjective" below.

Since Hayek's first use of "subjective/objective" merely indi-
cates a minimum condition for use of the word "knowledge"-
that there be an object to be known in some sense independent of
the knower-the rest of this chapter will focus on Hayek's second
use of these terms. To begin with, he indicates, if we wish to
explain human behavior with respect to any natural phenomena,
the latter must "not be defined in terms of what we might find out
about them by the objective methods of science, but in terms of
what the person acting thinks about them. " Hayek elaborates this
in two ways. First of all, he claims, "any knowledge which we
might happen to possess about the true nature of the material
thing, but which the people whose action we want to explain do
not possess, is as little relevant to the explanation of their actions
as our private disbelief in the efficacy of a magic charm will help
us to understand the behavior of the savage who believes in it. "6
We will spend most of Chapters 3 and 4 dealing with a version of
this claim, for, unlikely as it may seem, it has been advanced as
basic to the nature of social knowledge. Interestingly, however,
this point has been developed by critics of the "mainstream"
social science of which Hayek is a representative, such as Peter
Winch.

We shall here deal onlv with the more conservative formula-

: i IJ t } . I I  ( ,  I IVI  "  N ND "OB]ECIIVE" I5

I rorr  o l ' t l rc cr l r r lnrst  bclwccn "sub. jcct ivc" and "object ive,"  as
rt 'prcscrr lcr l  by Wcbcr 's assuurpt ion that in addit ion to the subjec-
Irvc sidc ol 'a social  pract ice there are associated "processes and
plrcrrrlrrrcna which arc devoid of subjective meaning," but of
wlrich account must be taken in social explanation. Admitting that
tlrc rcalities of physical nature play their role in social life, Weber
is concerned to stress that this role is shaped by the imposition on
nrture of human-determined meanings.T Hayek presents a similar
vicw, although he (typically) does not note its difference from its
rrxrre radically subjectivist cousin. In his words,

Neither a "commodity" or an "economic good," nor "food"
or "money' ' can be defined in physical terms but only in terms
of views people hold about things. . Nor could we distin-
guish in physical terms whether two men barter or exchange or
whether they are playing some game or performing some reli-
gious ritual. Unless we can understand what the acting people
mean by their actions, any attempt to explain them, i.e., to
subsume them under rules which connect similar situations
with similar actions, are bound to fail.8

This passage makes two different points. First, it observes that
socially significant phenomena are culturally and not (ust) phys-
ically defined: what one group accepts as food, for instance, may
be rejected as inedible filth by another. Second, Hayek extends
the point into a rejection of what is generally called "behavior-
ism" as a method for social science, arguing that to understand
human action requires not just what he calls "physical" informa-
tion-e.g., observations of body movements-but also informa-
tion about what the human subjects mean by their actions.

It is important to see that these are two distinct points, however
closely related they may be in the minds of the majority of writers
on social theory. The first only specifies something to which we
will give the vague name "culture" as the subject matter of the
social sciences. The second involves a certain view of the relation
between "the mental" and "the physical," and so an inter-
pretation of those concepts themselves. The latter concept is
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identified, as the label indicates, with the dornain of'phenomena
open to sense perception, while these in turn are taken to be none
other than the objects describable by categories of physical the-
ory: categories of motion through space-time. Events in this
domain are to be explained by reference to causal laws ("rules
which connect similar situations with similar actions." in the
case of social events). "The mental ", in contrast, is the world of
phenomena unobservable with the techniques of natural science
but understood by way of the mind-to-mind communication of
meanings, and explained typically by reference to the reasons
given for actions.

Here again Max Weber makes carcfully explicit what Hayek
suggests when he states the difference between the mental and the
physical in terms of the idea of "rationally purposive action."
The distinguishing feature of such action in Weber's conception
(as referred to in the definition of sociology quoted above) is that
it is behavior regulated by a conscious agent in accordance with
some purpose of the agent's-in Weber's words, "a subjectively
understandable orientation of behavior."e To understand it re-
quires interpretation of the action in terms of the grounds that the
agent had, or can be seen as having had, for his action. This, what
Weber called explanatory "adequacy on the level of meaning,"
he contrasted with "causal adequacy" of interpretation, which is
achieved by the subsumption of a given action under an empirical
generalization. to

The aim of social science, for Weber the "correct causal inter-
pretation" of action, is achieved when a (typical) action-process
is "both adequately grasped on the level of meaning and at the
same time the interpretation is to some degree causally ade-
quate. " r I The action, that is, must both be interpreted as rational-
ly motivated and be subsumed under a statistical law linking
occurrences of a certain situation-say, increasing demand for a
good-with the action in question-Say, raising its price. Both
parts of the explanation are necessary, in Weber's view, since it is
only understanding the means-end structure of an action that
makes possible explanation of it as an action, as opposed to
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rnst i r rct  ivc or rc l- lcxivc l rchavior,  whi lc only cnrpir ical  general iza-
t iorrs yic ld cl l rsal  laws. Social  cxplanat ion thus requires the com-
lr i rrr l ion ol ' two nrcthods in the human sciences. To the empir ical
ruotlc ol'study sharcd with the natural sciences must be added the
rrlrcnrtion of Verstehen, interpretive understanding, in which the
irrvcstigator attempts to reconstruct the motivational structure of
thc actions he is studying. The first studies actions as "objec-
tivc," the second as "subjective": in this way the claims of
scicnce and those of the special nature of the social subject matter
:rrc both satisfied.

But can "subjective" and "objective," once distinguished in
this way, be so smoothly combined in one explanatory frame-
work? Weber's claim is that Verstehen is as much a scientific
procedure as the making of empirical generalizations. Its essence
is not some form of intuitive "putting oneself in another's
place"-though this may have heuristic value as a means to
Verstehen-but modeling the means-end calculation that makes a
given action rational. Ernest Nagel has pointed out an obvious
problem with Weber's idea:

In discussing the adequacy of the method of Verstehen it is
essential to distinguish between that method conceived as a
way of g,eneratrng suggestive hypotheses for explaining social
action, and that method conceived as a way of validating pro-
posed explanations. . . . Ult is generally recognized that the
method of Verstehen does not, by itself, supply any criteria for
the validity of conjectures and hypotheses concerning the
springs of human action.r2

Weber himself emphasized that "verification of subjective inter-
pretation by comparison with the concrete course of events is, as
in the case of all hypothesis, indispensable."r3 Verification is
here identified with what are assumed to be the basic procedures
for testing hypotheses in physical science-checking against the
sense-observation of events in space-time. Unfortunately, he add-
ed, such verification is really only possible in "the few very
special cases susceptible of psychological experimentation"-in
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cases, that is, when the model of thc motivation of an individual's
action can be checked under laboratory conditions. In most cases,
"there remains only the possibility of comparing the largest pos-
sible number of historical or contemporary processes which,
while otherwise similar, differ in the one decisive point of their
relation to the particular motive or factor the role of which is
being investigated. ' ' 14 (An example is provided by Weber's most
famous study, in which the difference in outcome of two pre-
capitalist situations is explained in part by the presence in one of
the "Protestant ethic. ")

Aside from the many difficulties inherent in such a method of
historical analysis, one can question the very compatibility of
Weber's idea of the empirical verification of subjective interpre-
tation with his conception of the subjective/objective distinction.
A large number of motivational models are compatible with a
given course of behavior, to begin with. So long as subjective
interpretation and causal generalization are treated as two sepa-
rate, if parallel, modes of explanation, it is hard to see how one
can serve as a check on the other.

One way out of this difficulty opens if we reject the distinction
Weber makes between causal and rational explanation. If, that is,
we allow that reasons may be causes of observable behavior, the
two forms of explanation could be integrated, and motivational
models could be evaluated by their success in predicting and
retrodicting action. That reasons can be construed as causes has, I
think, been convincingly argued by a number of writers.t5 I will
not go further into this question here, because this way out of his
dilemma is not open to Weber. Close though it is to his own
position, he is blocked from reaching it by the conceptual struc-
ture of his subjective/objective dualism.

This emerges clearly if we look at Weber's proposed method of
comparative sociology, which involves the comparison of institu-
tional (and motivational) complexes of different social systems.
Such comparison requires the investigator to judge that institu-
tions from different systems are the same or different, or that
typical actions taken by members of different social groups are
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srrni l l r l  o l  t l i l ' l i ' r 'cnt .  I l r r t  by wlut t  cr i tcr i i t  arc thcsc judgmcnts of
srrrr i l l r r i ty i rnt l  d i l ' l l ' rcr tcc to bc ntaclc ' l  Sincc thc social  character of
rrt'tion lirr Wcbcr consists in thc subjective meanings attached to it
lry rrrcrnbcrs o1'a society, identification of social practices seems
to rcquirc knowledge of the correlation between motivational
strtrcture and physical behavior prior to the observation of the
lrrttcr. But then such observations cannot serve to verify interpre-
tutions of the former. As Peter Winch has put this objection, in
'I'ht ldea of a Social Science, "someone who interprets a tribe's
rnagical rites as a form of misplaced scientific activity will not be
corrected by statistics about what the members of that tribe are
l ikely to do on var ious kinds of occasion. ."16

Winch is an interesting critic of Weber, because in essence he is
ilttacking Weber on the basis of the latter's own concept of the
subjective, although it is rephrased in terms drawn from linguis-
tic philosophy. Social relations, in Winch's view, are structured
by shared concepts, which are embodied in and so constitute a
language. Language is described, following Wittgenstein, as
both the expression of and a condition for a "way of life."
Language is a social phenomenon by nature, as meaning depends
on language-users' adherence to rules, which of necessity must be
shared and not idiosyncratic. Language is thus not only a medium
of social life but is paradigmatic of social activity, which is
generally defined by the rules that regulate forms of conduct. For
this reason the nature of knowledge about society "must be very
different from the nature of knowledge of physical realities."
The latter is based on the recognition of causal regularities, the
former on the understanding of meaning relations. Knowledge
about society is like knowledge of a language in that one cannot
know a language without knowing the linguistic rules that define
membership in the social group that speaks it. If we leave mean-
ing relations out and just describe what we see when we observe
social life, we will leave out what represents sociality par excel-
lence.tT

Despite the difference in terminology, all this is (as Winch says
himself) in fundamental agreement with Weber's emphasis on
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subject ive meaning as dcl ini t ivc ol 'sociar act ion. as wcl l  as with
his analysis of subjective meaning in terms of norm-govcrned or
purposive behavior.  Thus Winch's , , rules" correspond to
Weber's "typical motivation patterns,' and to the ..norms" of
post-Weberian sociology.tt On the other hand, on this basis
winch condemns weber for his attempt to show "that the kind of
'law' which the sociologist may formulate to account for the
behavior of human beings is logically no different from a 'law' in
natural science" by showing that a motivationally comprehensi-
ble scene can also be given a purely "objective" description. In
this attempt, as Winch describes it,

Instead of speaking of the workers in [a] factory being paid and
spending money, he speaks of their being handed pieces of
metal, handing these pieces of metal to other people and receiv_
ing other objects for them. . . . In short, he adopts the external
point of view and forgets to take account of the "subiectivelv
intended sense" of the behavior he is talking about.

In fact, for winch such a description is not a description of social
behavior at all; weber "does not realize that the whole notion of
an 'event' carries a different sense here, implying as it does a
context of humanly followed rules which cannot be combined
with a context of causal laws in this way without creating logical
difficulties."re For example, one can break a rule, or,nuk" u
mistake in following one, but one cannot break a causal relation.
Interpretations cannot be added to causal descriptions, for one
can't even describe a social situation without knowing the inter-
pretation; and for the same reason observation of causal se-
quences provides no check on subjective interpretation.

winch makes essentially the same point in his discussion of
Pareto's attempt "to treat propositions and theories as 'experi-
mental facts' on a par with any other kind of such fact" or, more
generally, with Durkheim "to consider social facts as thinss."
Discussing the former, Winch comments that

In a sense Pareto has not carried his empiricism far enough. For
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u'f r lr l t lrc sot' iologiclt l obscl vcr lt i ts l lrcsclttctl ttt hi 'r  ̂r(n^t('.r ls not

l r t  l r l l  pcoplc l ro ld ing ccrtai l l  thcor ics.  .  .  but  pcople making

ccrtaln nlovctltcttts and s<lunds. Indccd, even describing them

rrs "pcoplc" really goes too f-ar, which may explain the popu-

lurity ol 'the sociological jargon word "organism": but organ-

isrns, as opposed to people, do not believe propositions or

crnbrace theories.20

( )nc can say that Winch himself is not carrying things far enough

lrcrc. After all, the senses are not presented with organisms either

but-if they are presented with anything-with sense data. If

thcse are perceived as attributes of physical objects, classifiable

as organisms, why shouldn't the latter be classifiable as people,

and indeed as people holding and discussing views?

There are really two different questions here, which Winch

l ike many writers on these topics is collapsing into one: (1) how

do we go about describing and explaining a point of view, whether

an individual's or one shared by members of a culture? and (2)

how can we tell what's in people's minds, when we can't observe

such mental contents with our senses? The conflation of these two

questions into one rests on a conception of observctrion-and this

on a whole system of epistemological categories-that, despite

their longevity, are severely flawed.
To begin with, observing is not done "with the senses" in

Winch's use of the words in any field of study, or indeed in daily

life (as Piaget's studies of the child's construction of the categor-

ies of experience have shown). It is by now widely recognized by

philosophers of science that such a view of observation is not

applicable even where social scientists and their philosophical

critics often imagine it to be preeminently the case: in physics,

where the categories of observation are clearly not given by

nature but have been historically constructed in the form of phys-

ical theory. This is obvious in the case of the observation of

quarks and leptons, but, as E.H. Hutten points out in his book on

The ldeas of Physics, "even the 'direct' observation of a familiar

object, say of a star, presupposes not only a long process

of learning acquired by the individual but also the knowledge
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accumulated by mankind ovcr thousands r) t 'ycars." :r
Given this, it would be perverse to limit s.ciological rbserva-

tion to phenomena describable with the constructs of ethology,
rather than those developed in the study of society itself. Since we
know that for the members of any social group studied ..be-

havior" in the physicalist sense does not exist, but only behavior
within the conventions of a given culture, there is no need to
pretend that the former can be an object of study for the scientific
observer either. More generally, there is no reason to give the
concept of observation in social investigation a content-the
"pure sense-observation of physical occurrences"-it has in no
other field of study. what social analysts observe are precisely the
things to which Winch draws attention, under the rubric of the
"subjective": business behavior, thinking, kinship structures,
value systems, etc. The important question is not, how does one
know about things one can't observe? but, how does one observe
things of this kind?

The situation here may be usefully compared with the problem
of "radical translation" as posed by W.V.O. euine. This prob-
lem indeed is raised in the form of a story about an imaginary
ethnological study. An anthropologist, encountering a people
whose language he does not speak, attempts to learn their lan-
guage and so their cultural concept-system. In a very interesting
article John wallace has observed that this problem can be seen
as motivated by two issues important for some time in philosophi-
cal thinking. The first derives from the view of our conceptual
scheme as divided into two parts: the system of physical con-
cepts, which is "basic and covers everything"; and ,,our system
of semantic, psychological, moral, aesthetic, and social con-
cepts, " the mental system. The questions arise: how is the bound-
ary between the two systems to be drawn? and, how are they
related to each other'? The second of these questions corresponds
to the Weber-Winch problem, how "observable behavior" is to
be correlated with motivational or rule-following subjectivity.

The second issue finding expression in the problem of radical
translation is that of "the danger of projecting onto others our
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own pattcrns ol ' thought and act ion, our own wishes, interests,
:rntl pluns, our own standards, criteria, ideals, categories, con-
ccpts, and fbrms of life. " This corresponds to the question, how
is social activity to be "objectively" understood? Just as both
Wcbcr and Winch conflate this question with that of the correla-
t ion of behavior with meaning, the radical translation problem, as
Wallace sees it, connects these issues by the way in which it
visualizes the anthropologist's position in the face of his data.
Part of his "already acquired conceptual scheme is immediately
applicable," in the Quinean view to the alien sround on which he
I'inds himself

without fear of falsification or distortion: the physical part.
Application of the other part, the mental system, has to be
worked out. In working out the application of mental concepts
what we have to go on are descriptions in physical terms of the
environment and of the behavior of the inhabitants. . . We
have marked off . . . an area of description of human beings
which (i) is immune to rhe danger of projection and (ii) pro-
vides an evidential basis for application of descriptions from
our remaining, projection-prone stock.22

This is pretty easily transferable to Weber's account of the use of
statistical generalizations as a control on subjective interpreta-
tions of social action;23 Winch's position may be stated in its
terms as the denial that the two systems, the mental and the
physical, are applicable to the same phenomena.

Wallace compares this general model of radical translation
with an actual case: the decipherment of the Cretan script, Linear
B. According to his account, in the actual practice of interpreting
and learning about other people, physical and mental concepts are
mixed up in single reports in such a way that the two systems
cannot be treated as independent. In the interpretation of certain
symbols in the Minoan script, the scholars working on the case
took as "immediately accessible evidence what for the philos-
ophers has to be theory [supported by physicalist evidence], a
semantical piece of the mental framework. "2a Wallace concludes
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that thc correct answer to the quest ion, how the appl icat ion of
mental concepts is constrained by the application of physical
concepts, is: "The question presupposes a process-application
of mental concepts on the basis of physical concepts-which does
not exist. " 25

To return from this digression to our topic, Wallace's point
applies both to Weberian social science and to Winch's argument
against it, as they share the same dualistic starting-point. (Indeed,
Winch criticizes Weber from a viewpoint defined by a more
consistent application of the latter's concept of the "subjec-
tive. ") The staying power of the word "subjective, " despite the
inappropriateness of its application to what all agree are inter-
subjective, social concepts and norms, derives I think from the
implicit reference to the supposed "mental" portion of the con-
ceptual scheme we have inherited from Descartes, as opposed to
the "objective" or "physical" portion. Even more than the
emphasis on the individual as the basic unit of social life, the
continued use of "subjective" and "objective" indicates the
maintenance of a radical splitting of the phenomena of human life
from the rest of nature. This is visible, for instance, in the very
concept of "behavior, " which is taken to pick out the physical
side ofaction as distinguished from and thus as observable sepa-
rately from the mental activity that gives it meaning.

This is, however, not the only way human action can be ap-
proached. For example, from the point of view of Piaget's theory
of cogni t ive development the psychological  behavior ist 's
"stimulus" does not really exist except as developmentally con-
structed by the organism involved: so that description of a se-
quence of actions in terms of "stimulus" and "responsc" de-
scribes "behavior" only via implicit reference to what the
behaviorist considers "mental" phenomena. Piaget's conceptual
framework, by making this explicit-by considering intelligence
as the self-regulation of the "behaving" organism-deprives
"mind" and "body" alike of their status as separate analytical
objects.26 Similarly, some anthropologists have defined the con-
cept of "culture'' in such a way as to allow us to pose the problem
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ol 'cstabl ishing a scicncc ol 'social  l i l 'c  in other tcrms than those of
dcuronstrating a concordance between "adequacy of meaning"
ancl "causal adequacy." For example, Kluckhohn offers the fol-
Iowing def ini t ions of "cul ture":

that part [of human life] which is learned by people as the result
of belonging to some particular group, and is that part of
learned behavior which is shared with others. . . . By "cul-
ture" we mean those historically created definitions of the
situation which individuals acquire by virtue of participation in
or contact with groups that tends to share ways of life that are in
particular respects and in their total configuration distinc-
tive.21

We may then by extension speak of the society or group defined
by its possession of such shared learning as "a culture."

Whatever the limitations of this conception of culture, such an
approach to the phenomena of social life does not suggest the
problem of the relation between objective and subjective that
Weber's definition of sociology brings with it. Kluckhohn, defin-
ing "explicit culture" as "all those features of group designs for
living that might be described to an outsider by participants in a
culture" or that might be observed by the outsider, is careful to
say that

To avoid confusion, it should be noted that the basic data from
which the anthropologists abstract explicit culture encompass
manifestations of "feeling" and"thought" and are in no sense
restricted to objects and acts in the narrow behavioristic sense.
In other words, "explicit" does rzol draw the line which'.ob-
jective" is supposed to draw from the"subjective."zs

Aside from the matter of behaviorism (which, as noted, does not
characterize Weber's position) what is important here is that
elements of cultures describable as "feeling" and "thought" are
to be thought of neither as privately individual nor as inwarcl, but
as public and in principle observable. An example that appears to
support the Weber-Winch view of the matter will clarify the
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point .  In a cr i t iquc o1'Winch, Alasdair  Maclntyre wrotc:

Suppose that a team of Martian social scientists is observing
human behavior. What they are watching we should describe as
chess-playing, but unhappily they lack the concept of a
game. . . They therefore do not discern the rule-governed
character ofthe players' behavior, although they arrive at many
statistical generalizations about the movement of small pieces
of wood by human beings. What is it that they do not under-
stand when they fail to understand these movements as a game
of chess? They fail of course first of all to grasp the players'
actions as distinct from their physical movements. It is not that
they wrongly explain what is done; rather they fail to identifu
the actions which are to be explained.2e

Maclntyre seems to be saying the same as Winch in the latter's
crit icism of Weber. But there is an important difference. As
Maclntyre states it, the failure of the Martians stems not from
their l imiting themselves to the "external point of view," from
which they attend only to what is "physically observable," but
from their lack of categories that would make the observation of
chess-playing behavior possible. Because their culture lacks
games they cannot identify what they are seeing, and will be
forced to describe it in terms available from their own culture.
They are thus in the toils of the problem of projection, but this
derives from the presence of cultural blinkers on theory and not
from the "subjective" nature of social phenomena.30

To summarize the argument so far, we have seen that free and
easy use of the opposition "subjective/objective" has allowed
confusion of recognition of the intentional character of social
phenomena with the idea that such phenomena are unobservable.
This confusion depends (at least in part) on a reductionist analysis
ofobservation as the passive registration and subsequent organi-
zation of sensory givens. As this analysis is not tenable for any
science, least of all the physical ones, there is no call to apply it to
the social studies.

On the other hand, abandoning the reductionist red herring
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tkrcs not clirtrinatc thc problem o1'projecticln. Indeed, the correc-
tion of Winch's mistaken view of natural science allows his argu-
nrcnt about the impossibility of social science to return with a
vcngeance. The demise of positivistic philosophy of science has
led to challenges to the notion of objective truth, or the idea that
there is a gradual convergence, over time, of theory to truth, in
natural science. Some philosophers suggest that no sense can be
given to the concept of scientific objectivity. Rather, it is suggest-
ed that the conditions of verification of any theory are set by the
particular "community" of scientists who work within the "dis-
ciplinary matrix," "paradigm," or "Weltanschaultng" em-
bodied in it. Following this line of thought, the scientist-turned-
sociologist Barry Barnes compares the scientist to specialists in
other types of knowledge, "the prophet, the astrologer, and the
witch-doctor"'. " 'true' like 'good' is an institutionalized label
used in sifting belief or action according to socially established
criteria. "3r Winch, too, begins from the fact that science is itself
a social activity. As a result, "to understand the activities of an
individual scientific investigator we must take account of two sets
of relations: first, his relation to the phenomena which he investi-
gates; second, his relation to his fellow-scientists."32 The latter
is as determining as the former; it is only because they are taking
part in the same kind of activity, or cultural institution, and
therefore accept the same criteria of identity with respect to
natural phenomena, that scientists communicate with each other,
cooperate in doing science, or, simply, do science at all. This is
important because, as Hayek noted in his attempt to distinguish
natural from social science, a given natural state of affairs will
come under different descriptions if different criteria are applied
to i t .

Now, Winch argues, if sociology (or anthropology) is to be a
science like the natural sciences.

The concepts and criteria according to which the sociologist
judges that, in two situations, the same thing has happened, or
the same action performed, must be understood in relation to
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tlu, rulcs g,vcrtrirtg s..r'i,l,giutl in,t,.tti74ttli,tr. But herc we run
agalnst a diff iculty: f<rr whcreas, in the case of the natural
scientist we have to deal only with one set of rules, namely
those governing the scientist 's investigation itself, here whar
the sociologist is studying, as well as his study of it, is a human
activity and is therefore carried on according to rules. And it is
these rules, rather than those which govern the sociologist's
investigation, which specify what is to count as ,.doing 

the
same kind of thing" in relation to that kind of activity.33

For example, the question whether two actions performed by
members of a culture are both acts of prayer is a religious ques-
tion: when a sociologist or anthropologist studies religion the
criteria of identity of the institution studied must be taken not
from sociology but from the religion studied itself. The anthro-
pologist Marvin Harris has described the situation of the social
scient ist  using Pike's dist inct ion between , ,emic" 

and . .et ic ' ,

observation and analysis. The former

have as their hallmark the elevation of the native informant to
the status of ultimate judge of the adequacy of the observer's
descriptions and analyses. The test of the adequacy of emic
analyses is their ability to generate statements the native ac_
cepts as real, meaningful, or appropriate. In carrying out re_
search in the emic mode, the observer attempts to acquire a
knowledge of the categories and rules one must know in orcler
to think and act as a native. . . . Etic operations have as their
hallmark the elevation of observers to the status of ultimate
judges of the categories and concepts used in descriptions and
analyses. The test of the adequacy of etic accounts is simply
their ability to generate scientifically productive theories about
the causes of sociocultural differences and similarit ies. . . .
Frequently, etic operations involve the measurement and juxta_
position of activit ies and events that native informants may find
inappropriate or meaningless.3a

Harris is careful to point out that the emic/etic distinction is not
to be identif ied with a distinction between ,,mental" 

and .,physi_
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cal" phcnonrcna. or with that bctwccn thc rcalm of the meaning-

lir l and that of thc observable. Indeed, according to Harris,

The importance of Pike's distinction is that it leads to a clarif i-
cation of the meaning of subjectivity and objectivity in the
human sciences. To be objective is not to adopt an etic view;

nor is it subjective to adopt an emic view. To be objective is to

adopt the epistemological criteria . . . by which science is de-
marcated from other wavs of knowins.35

But-Winch would reply-there's the rub. A culture is constitut-
edby a set of categories; nature has no point of vieq but a way of
life is defined by its practitioners'. The abandonment of Weber's
dual method, of Verstehen plus "objective" observation, neces-
sary on Weber's own premises, apparently leaves no criteria
available forjudging the correctness ofan observer's description
or analysis of a culture, to the extent that this involves interpreta-
tion of the culture in categories foreign to it. The sin of projection
seems an Original one for social science: even aside from the
issues of "subjectivity/objectivity" or of the diff'erence between
causes and reasons, the meaningful character of social phenom-

ena seems to rule out the objectivity necessary if we are to be able
to speak of a scientific study of society.



Understonding on
Afien Society

Max Weber's example of explanatory ,.adequacy 
on the level of

meaning"-explaining .,what is, accorcling to our current norms
of calculation or thinking, the correct solution to an arithmetical
problem"t-sheds no right on the problem of the interpretation of
a culture different from the observer's own. The action of arith-
metical calculation can be interpreted with adequacy on the level
of meaning by reference to ..our" current norms because, it is
assumed, the calculator observed is obeying the same norms. But
how is the behavior of members of a social grorp who believe (for
example) in witchcraft or magic to be interpreted by would_be
scientific observers who do not share these beliefs? The latter can
state the means-end relation in the former's action (,,Thev do that
to stop witches from attacking them") in terms of the group,s
own norms of thought. But to the question, ..What is that man
doing when he performs his anti-witchcraft ritual?" the answer,
"warding off witchcraft," is not very iiluminating. observers
who are not of the group believing in witchcraft c;n place this
action in an explanatory framework only if they consiruct that
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l l 'arncwork l iont urotivational clcmcnts with which they are fa-
nril iar. As All ied Schutz describes "the paradox that dominates
Wcber's whole philosophy of social science," Weber

postulates as the task of social science the discovery of intended
meaning-indeed, the intended meaning of the actor. But
this"intended meaning" turns out to be a meaning which is
given to the observer and not to the actor.2

But, objects Winch, this is to disregard the essence of culture-
that it consists of a set of shared meaninss.

When one is dealing with any kind of social "things," .
their being . . social, as opposed to physical, in character
depends entirely on belonging in a certain way to a system of
ideas or mode of living. lt is only by reference to the criteria
governing that system of ideas or mode of life that they have
any existence as intellectual or social events. lt follows that if
the sociological investigator wants to regard them as social
events. , he has to take seriously the criteria which are
applied for distinguishing "different" kinds of actions and
identifying the "same" kinds of actions within the way of l i fe
he is studying. It is not open to him arbitrari ly to impose his
own standards from without. In so far as he does so. the events
he is studying lose altogether their character as soc:ial events.3

So far, Winch's position seems uncontroversial. Surely, how-

ever we intend to analyze a set of cultural phenomena, we should

strive to identify its elements on the basis of the criteria of the

culture studied. Examples Winch offers of his recommended

approach certainly seem to embody ordinary anthropological

common sense: e.9., that a psychoanalytical investigation of Tro-

briand neuroses "could not just apply without further reflection

the concepts developeC by Freud for situations arising in our own

society, " but would have to investigate differences between (say)

European and Trobriand concepts of family structure.4 No psy-

choanalyst wil l take a prohibit ion of continuing investiga-

tion as a methodological guideline, and no anthropologist or
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sociologist  wi l l  adrni t  to inrposing his own cultural  catcgorics
"arbitrarily" on the material of his field research.

In fact, if put in these terms the purported contrast of social
with natural science is at least questionable. While nature (as I
just said) can't be said to have a point of view, it has been said to
have or constitute an order of its own, to which the community of
scientists must accomodate its concepts even while it assimilates
natural phenomena to them by defining "criteria of identity."
Physics is at any rate no more arbitrary than social science could
be. So in what way is Winch's argument an argument against the
possibility of social science, rather than an argument against bad
social science? To put it differently, at what point, as Winch sees
it, does the problem of projection reveal itself to involve an
irreducible conflict between the cultural point of view investigat-
ed and the categories of the observing scientific community? It
might seem as though Winch means to rule out analyses of a
culture that go beyond what members of it would give in explana-
tion of their own behavior. And this would certainly rule out a
great deal of what passes for social science. In general, as Fritz
Machlup has pointed out, participants in a culture, even while
they may (and indeed must) know the rules and criteria regulating
social behavior in that culture, may have only a very vague notion
of how the parts of social life in which they participate fit togeth-
er. Machlup offers the example of a Martian anthropologist-
perhaps a colleague of Maclntyre's Martian-who observes the
stock market and interviews its denizens.

Since probably 999 out of 1000 persons working on the stock
market do not really know what it does and how it does it, the
most diligent observer-plus-interviewer would remain largely
ignorant. Alas, economics cannot be learned either by watch-
ing or by interviewing the people engaged in economic activi-
ties. It takes a good deal oftheorizing before one can grasp the
complex interrelations in an economic system.s

This expresses in other words a point made in the previous
chapter, that observation is meaningless except within categories
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proviclccl  by sontc thcorct ical  or icntat ion. In Winch's terms, sci-

cncc rcquircs categories, and criteria for applying them, that go

hcyond observation, in the sense that they are created by groups

of scientists. The workers in the stock market, lacking economic

theory, are in a bad position to observe their own activity; the

economist can do so just because he makes use of categories

different from those of the insiders-categories of economics,

rather than those of the mode of life that includes working in the

stock market. But this means that he will employ criteria unused

by the subjects of his study; he will impose his own standards in

the analysis of their activity, though certainly (he will claim) not

arbitrarily.
We can compare this case to that of a linguist's analysis of a

language in terms of grammatical rules unelicitable from native

speakers. Despite the view of some linguists that their theories

represent not just theories of language but theories of language-

users, explaining what the latter know as opposed to what they

know how to do, it seems that at least we can say that linguists'

knowledge of a language is different from a native speaker's,

employing as it does theoretical concepts unknown to the native.

Winch's views need not be taken to be in fundamental conflict

with such a point of view. Indeed, in his eyes,

the test of whether a man's actions are the application of a rule

is not whetherhe canformulnte tt but whether it makes sense to

distinguish between a right and a wrong way of doing things tn

connection with what he does. When that makes sense' then it

must also make sense to say that he is applying a criterion in

what he does even though he does not, and perhaps cannot,
formulate that criterion. 6

A closer look discovers difficulties in this formulation. It

seems odd to say that someone is applying a criterion that he

cannot formulate. As with the linguistic example, it seems to me

more natural to speak of such a criterion as a feature of the theory

or description of the man's behavior, rather than of his knowledge

of or obedience to a rule. And in any case Winch's formulation of
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thc cr i ter ion fur thc usc ol ' "cr i tcr ion" thrcatcns his own cl ist inc-
tion between the researcher's criteria of identity and those of the
object of study. To say that what is important is "whether it
makes sense" to formulate a criterion leaves open the question,
to whom it must make sense, especially in the case where the
actor himself "cannot formulate the criterion. "

winch's discussion of social rules, in fact, slides in a superfi-
cial way over the fact, acommonplace for ethnographers, that (in
Malinowski's words) informants produce "at best that lifeless
body of laws, regulations, morals, and conventionalities which
ought to be obeyed, but in reality are often evaded."7 The rules
discerned by the investigator may therefore be quite different
from those which may be elicited from an informant. As a result,
winch's test of when someone is following a rule permits ethno-
graphers to formulate rules that contradict rules the natives stud-
ied would formulate. It is possible, however, to state Winch's
criteria for non-projective social description in a way which
avoids this problem. what is essential is not that all the categories
employed by the outside researcher be given in the culture he
studies, but that they do not contradict the classifications (not the
rules) of social activity basic to the culture. In Winch's words.

although the reflective student of society, or of a particular
mode of social life, may find it necessary to use concepts which
are not taken from the forms of activity which he is investigat-
ing, but which are taken rather from the context of his own
investigation, stil l these technical conceprs of his will imply a
previous understanding of those other concepts which belong
to the activities under consideration.s

what kinds of social studies are unacceptable under winch's
rule? Most clearly, it rules out certain kinds of cross-cultural
comparison of institutions and practices. winch develops his
argument to this point in the context of a critique (already noted)
of Pareto's theory of "residues" (psychologically determined
constants of human behavior) and "derivations" (ideologies and
institutions in which the residues are fleshed out). The example
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Winch cl iscusscs is Parcto's analysis of Christ ian bapt ism as a
spccialcase of the allegedly trans-cultural phenomenon of cleans-
ing rituals. Pareto's idea is that this phenomenon is found in some
lirrm in all cultures; the various characteristics and explanations
of the ritual in different cultures being derivations from it, ab-
straction from which reveals the essential, shared core (hence
"residue"). Christians share with members of other cultures a
practice of ritual cleansing; what differ between them are the
specific features of the practice and the reasonings explaining the
efficacy of these various features.

Now, says Winch, "a Christian would strenuously deny that
the baptismal rites of his faith were really the same in character as
the acts of a pagan sprinkiing lustral water or letting sacrificial
blood. Pareto, in maintaining the contrary, is inadvertently re-
moving from his subject-matter precisely that which gives them
sociological interest: namely their internal connection with a way
of living. "e It is what differentiates the two rituals that gives them
sociological interest, that gives them, that is, the meanings they
have for the members of the cultures concerned: for the connec-
tion of this element with the remainder of their ways of life is
articulated exactly through the differer:ces. To identify elements
from different cultures is to commit the root error exemplified by
Weber's behavioristic description of monetary exchange (see
Chapter 2, above). There the description of behavior, divorced
from the intended meanings of the actors, lost all sense as social
description; here the sense given is a concoction by the social
theorist rather than a representation of the actual social meaning
involved. In Winch's words.

ideas cannot be torn out of their context in that way: the relation
between idea and context is an internal one. The idea gets its
sense from the role it plays in the system. It is nonsensical to
take several systems of ideas, find an element in each which can
be expressed in the same verbal form, and then claim to have
discovered an idea which is common to all the svstems.ro

Pareto is no straw man here. It is worth rememberins that E.E.
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th is proccss social  scicncc inrposcs i ts own cr i tcr ia on cul tural

phcnonrcna. As Harris puts it, in his scientif ic tough-guy way,

I cannot agree . . . that our etic conceptual resources for the
study of the behavior stream are dependent upon emic studies.
The etic concepts appropriate for the study of the behavior
stream are dependent on their status as predictive elements in a
corpus of scientif ic theories.r6

The very voice of the Anti-Winch! For Winch, to adopt such a
perspective is to give up all hope of understanding social institu-
tions or practices, to dignify the error of projection with the name
of science. Gift exchange and monetary exchange may have in
common the mutual transfer of objects between persons. But to
treat them as in essence identical, as Mauss did in his celebrated
essay on The Gift, ignoring the sense given to money by its place
in the whole system of generalized commodity production, is to
commit in theory an error of the magnitude of that committed in
practice by the Indians who, without knowing it, sold the island
of Manhattan.

Cultural elements can only be understood as rule-governed
behavior, and the rules exist only as stated in terms of the concepts
ofthe particular culture concerned. To abstract from the specific-
ity of these concepts is therefore to render cultural interpretation
impossible. It follows that interpretation is possible only from
within a culture, for rule-governed action can only be described
and explained in terms of the relevant rules. "'IJnderstanding,"'
in social study, Winch says explicitly, "is grasping the point or
meaning of what is being done or said."17 So that

If we are going to compare the social student to an engineer. we
shall do better to compare him to an apprentice engineer who is
studying what engineering-that is, the activity of engineer-
ing-is all about. His understanding of social phenomena is
more like the engineer's understanding of his colleagues' ac-
tivities than it is like the engineer's understanding of the me-
chanical systems which he studies.r8

Evans-Pri tchard, in his attack 
'n 

rcduct ivc thc.r ics ol ' rc l is i 'n.
cites Pareto approvingly as one who indicated an important d'irec-
tion for analysis and research: "in spite of the superficiality and
vulgarity and the confusion of his thoughts, pareto saw the prob-
lem correctly."rt 1O take a modern example, Jack Goody, who
has expended much effort in demonstrating errors of projection
committed by anthropologists imposing their categories on the
people they study, nonetheless describes the "experimental meth-
od" of anthropology as "comparing, not social systems or soci-
eties or cultures as such, but specified variables under different
social conditions . ."12 Such comparison, of course, requires
abstraction of the "variables" from their social contexts, and
identification of them between systems. And Marx certainly
seems to fall, as winch says he does, into the same class as pareto
with respect to winch's critique, given the seeming similarity of
the concept of "derivation" to Marx's concept of .:ideology.-,,r:

Winch's argument is in fact, as he wishes it to be, an attack on
the sociological and anthropological tradition as a whole. The
claim of the social sciences has always been that one can go
beyond ethnological description to the formulation of generaliza-
tions applying across cultures, yielding knowledge fundamental-
ly different from that possessed by cultural insiders. It is a com-
monplace that anthropology is "a comparative discipline,', both
because "by convention and established tradition of doing field-
work in a culture other than one's own, the anthropologisiuses a
comparative framework in his study" and because anthropologi-
cal theorizing has always, "with very few exceptions, " invorved
"intercultural or cross-cultural explicit comparison."ra Even in
questioning the results of the anthropologists' search for cross-
cultural regularities, Evans-pritchard identified this search as the
only path to a possible social science comparable to the physical
sciences, concluding, "my scepticism does not mean that I think
that we should cease to look for such regularities as can be
established by various forms of the comparative method.',rs

It is obvious that some form of transcultural concept formation
is essential to the project of a general science of society. and in
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Social  understanding, cul tural  intcrprctat ion, is,  thcn, lar I ' rorr t
science, i t  is,  for Winch, a species of Wit tgensteinian phi losophy:
exploring the "grammar" of a culture, it aims not to discover
new "facts" but to "leave everything as it is."

It will be instructive to compare Winch's position, as he him-
self has done. with that of Evans-Pritchard . In his book on Witch-

craft, Oracles, and Magic Among the Azande the anthropologist
comes to ask,

In writing about the beliefs of primitive peoples does it matter
one way or the other whether one accords them validity or
regards them as fallacious? Take witchcraft again. Does it
make any difference whether one believes in it or not, or can
one just describe how a people who believe in it, think and act
about it, and how the beliefaffects relations between persons? I
think it does make a difference. for if one does not think that
the psychic assumptions on which witchcraft-beliefs are based
are tenable. one has to account for what is common sense to
others but is incomprehensible to oneself.re

If one believes there are witches, then a set of ideas about witches
and how to ward off the effects of their evil powers will call for no
particular explanation beyond normal perspicuity. If one does not
share this belief, one will be moved to ask how others come to
have it. What are the phenomena that give rise to this beliefl
Answering this question will involve thinking about witchcraft in
a way quite different from that of the native believers. It may be
placed into a transcultural classification of social practices which
would seem shocking or absurd to its practitioners. For Evans-
Pritchard, for instance, the belief in witchcraft he studied among
the Azande was an example of "ritual" behavior, which he de-
fined as "behavior accounted for by mystical notions"-that is,
by notions ascribing to phenomena properties that they do not
have and that cannot be defended from the point ofview of "our
body of scientific knowledge and logic. " The latter are "the sole
arbiters of what are mvstical. common sense. and scientific no-
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t ions" (al though hc adds that " thcir  judgements are never abso-
lutc '  '1.  zt t

But Evans-Pritchard himself has acknowledged, as Winch
points out, that the scientific thinking of Europeans just as much
as the "mystical" thinking of the Azande represents "patterns of
thought provided for us by the societies in which we live."2r
According to Winch, it is such patterns of thought that define
what is real and what is unreal. Since these patterns are represent-
ed by langu&ge, "we could not in fact distinguish the real from
the unreal without understanding the way this distinction operates
in the language." However, Winch holds, it is just on failing to do
this that Evans-Pritchard's argument depends. The anthropolo-
gist wants

to work with a conception of reality which is not determined by
its actual use in language. He wants something against which
that use itself can be appraised. But this is not possible; and no
more possible in the case of scientific discourse than it is in any
other. We may ask whether a particular scientific hypothesis
agrees with reality and test this by observation and experi-
ment. . But the general nature of the data revealed by the
experiment can only be specified in terms of criteria built into
the methods of experiment employed and these, in turn, make
sense only to someone wholly conversant with the kind of
scientific activity within which they are employed.22

The excellence of Evans-Pritchard's ethnology of the Azande
has made this a standard case in the philosophy of the social
sciences; I interrupt the discussion, therefore, for a brief sum-
mary of his findings. The Azande are (to use the ethnographic
present) a people of the Sudan. Their lives are pervaded by
interrelated notions of witchcraft and magic. Although Evans-
Pritchard calls their beliefs "mystical" in his sense, Zande do not
experience the phenomena of witchcraft as unnatural, awe-inspir-
ing, or mystical in our usual sense of that word. Rather they
experience the activities of witches as a normal part of every-
day life, as natural (although ill-understood) in their mode of
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operat ion. witchcral i  is hcld to bc an inhcr i tcd physical  condi-
tion, which is activated by ill-feeling of various sorts. Whcn
activated it is responsible for damage to the interest of the person
hated, envied, etc. If termites destroy a man's house, or his crops
fail to grow, or he or his child becomes ill, the question immedi_
ately arises, who is responsible, via witchcraft, for the disaster.
The witch responsible is discovered by the use of a number of
oracles, with varying degrees of reliability. The most reliable
Evans-Pritchard calls the poison oracle, as it consists of feeding a
poison to chickens while asking questions, answered by the death
or survival of the fowl. As the witch or witches responsible can
only be individuals who bear il l will to the victim, only the names
of such individuals are put to the oracle, which selects one, more,
or none of them. This leads to a ritual in which the now-identified
witch is asked to call off his powers, and to further testing to see if
he has done so. If witchcraft results in death, vengeance is exact-
ed by witchcraft. In addition, magical rites and medicines may be
used for protection against witchcraft.

In describing all this, Evans-Pritchard makes a great effort to
be faithful to the zande point of view. Dealing with their concep-
tion of witchcraft as embodied in a physical substance, he goes so
far as to tell us, "I have only once seen witchcraft on its path, " in
the form of a bright light, without apparent explanation, passing
in the night in the direction of a certain person's house. As it
turned out, the next morning found an inmate of that house dead!
In Evans-Pritchard's words, in Azande terms

This event fully explained the light I had seen. I never discov-
ered its real origin, which was possibly a handful of grass lit by
someone on his way to defecate, but the coincidence of the
direction along which the light moved and the subsequent death
accorded well with Zande ideas.23

In the word "real" here we feel working the point of view to
which Winch objects as forcing the experience of the culture
studied into the categorial framework of the investigator. Indeed
Evans-Pritchard tells us that he himself "always kept a supply of
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l.roison lirr thc usc ol'nry household and neighbors and we regulat-
cd our affbirs in accordance with the oracles' decisions. I may
rcmark that I found this as satisfactory a method of running my
home and affairs as any other I know of. "24 At the same time,
however, he states baldly that "witches, as the Azande conceive
them, clearly cannot exist."25 Given this, he asks a question no
Zande would ask: why do people believe in them?

Could not the quarrel between the anthropologist and the phi-
losopher be resolved by distinguishing explicitly between "real-

for-Azande" and "real-for-Englishmen, " with witchcraft falling
under the former but not under the latter? After all, the starting
point of anthropology is the fact of the differences between cul-
tures. As Winch himself presents it, in an article taking issue with
Evans-Pritchard along with some philosophical writers on the
question of "Understanding a Primitive Society," the aim of
anthropology is to present an account ofthe beliefs and practices
of a very different people "that will somehow satisfy the criteria
of rationality demanded by the culture whose concept of ratio-
nality is deeply affected by the achievements and methods of the
sciences, and one which treats such things as a belief in magic or
the practice of consulting oracles as almost a paradigm of the
irrational."26 The positive aspect of Evans-Pritchard's work is
his attempt to sketch the rationality of the Azande, to communi-
cate some sense of how the world can be experienced coherently
through this particular pair of spectacles.

Evans-Pritchard's error, according to Winch, is that he does
not stop there, but goes on to compare and contrast the Azande
view of the world with his own along the dimensions of truth/
falsity, reality/unreality, science/mysticism. But only by detach-
ing it from its cultural context, its "internal connection" with the
rest of Zande life, can the sentence "There are witches" uttered
inZande be equated semantically with the same sentence uttered
in translation by an English anthropologist for whom it represents
an untruth. This equation commits the sin of Pareto, identifying
an element of one culture with an element of another, thus identi-
fying them in terms that could not be accepted by members of the
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culture studied. "zandc not ions ol 'wi tchcraf i ,"  Winch p. ints
out-in complete accordance with Evans-pritchard-"clo not
constitute a theoretical system in terms of which the Azandc try to
get a quasi-scient i f ic understanding of the world.  "27 Therefore.
the attempt to construe them as such is a mistake. But it is only in
the context of such an attempt that it makes sense to discuss
whether or not witchcraft is real-for-Englishmen, or whether it is
true-for-Englishmen that there are witches. To compare ..real-
for-Azande" and "real-for-Englishmen" is to assume that
"real" itself means the same in both contexts. But this is exactly
what winch wishes to deny; since in his view "to give an account
of the meaning of a word is to describe how it is used"28 and it is
irnpossible "to work with a conception of reality which is not
determined by its actual use in language."2e Here we see that
cultural relativism is leading to what we may call the incommen-
surability of languages: the view that there is simply no way in
which an assertion in zande about the reality of witches .un b"
compared, with respect to truth-value, with an assertion in Ens_
lish about the reality of witches.

To go into more detail, it 's not so much that the Azande have a
different explanation than we do for some class of phenomena,
but that they try to explain a class of phenomena that we don't
recognize to exist. Thus, Evans-pritchard tells us,

zande belief in witchcraft in no way contradicts empirical
knowledge of cause and effect. The world known to the ienses
is just as real to them as it is to us.30

Mystical causation is not invoked as a substitute for natural cau-
sation, but as a supplement to it. If, for example, termites eat
away the wood posts of a granary so that it collapses and kills
people sitting beneath it, the only relationship we iecognize be-
tween the fact that the building collapsed and the fact that these
people were sitting beneath it is the accidental coincidence of two
space-time paths at that place and moment.

We have no explanation of why the two chains of causation
intersected at a certain time and in a certain place, for there is
no interdependence between them. Zande philosophy can sup_
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ply thc rrr issing l ink.  ' l 'hc Zandc knows that the supports were

unclernrincd by termites and that pcople were sitt ing beneath
the granary in order to escape the heat and glare ofthe sun. But
he knows besides why these two events occurred at a precisely

similar moment in time and space. It was due to the action of
wi tchcraf t .3r

Similarly,

we shall not understand Zande magic, and the differences be-

tween ritual behavior and empirical behavior in the lives of

Azande, unless we realize that its main purpose is to combat
other mystical powers rather than to produce changes favorable

to man in the objective world.32

The point of magic, that is, is at least in part to influence the
experienced course of events ; but ' 'experience' ' here includes the
experience of events as involving mystical phenomena. Indeed,
such phenomena are part (to make a Winchian comment) of the
"objective" world of the Azande. The method of magic is not to
affect the course of nature directly but to affect other mystical
powers that are affecting nature.

What this reveals is that the Azande themselves make a distinc-
tion between ritual and empirical action. They do not use Evans-
Pritchard's terms for this distinction, but they do distinguish
between the categories distinguished by those terms: "Azande

undoubtedly perceive a difference between what we consider the
working of nature on the one hand and the workings of magic and
ghosts and witchcraft on the other hand, though in the absence of
a formulated doctrine of natural law they do not, and cannot,
express the difference as we express it."33 They speak, for in-
stance, of witchcraft as the "second spear" in an event, on the
analogy of the second spear that may be thrown in the killing of an
animal. "Hence if a man is killed by an elephant Azande say that
the elephant is the first spear and that witchcraft is the second
spear and that together they killed the man."3a

All this leaves us with the problem of understanding theZande
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asscrt ion, "Thcrc arc witchcs." whcn Evans-pr i tchard tc l ls us
that "witches, as the Azande conceive them, clearly cann.t cx-
ist," the subordinate clause embodies a claim to be contradicting
rhe zande assertion. And yet one sentence affirms the existence
of witches from within the mysticar world-view, while the other is
obviously rejecting the existence of witches from the stance of a
scientifically minded Englishman. Since the Azande themselves
distinguish between empirical and mystical categories, Evans-
Pritchard's view seems illegitimate. perhaps a more proper state-
ment would be something on the order of "witches cannot be said
to exist in the same way as that in which we say that chairs and
electrons exist." As winch makes this point, with respect to
statements affirming the existence of the God of the old resta-
ment, what the reality of God amounts to

can only be seen from the religious tradition in which the
concept of God is used, and this use is very unlike the use of
scientific concepts. . . . The point is that it is within the reli-
gious use of language that the conception of God's reality has
its place, though, I repeat, this does not mean that it is at the
mercy of what anyone cares to say; if this were so, God would
have no reality.35

Thus one might say, the Azande and we agree, more or less, on
how to think about the class of phenomena we call the realm of
empirical causation. In addition, the Azande treat of a realm of
phenomena whose existence we do not recognize. To say this is
not to say that these phenomena don't exist, but to say that claims
or denials of their existence are made in terms of categories which
we do not use. For an English anthropologist to say, i 'witches do
not exist" is for him to say that the system of concepts in which
"witch" has a central part plays no role in his culture. This is
expressed very well by Evans-pritchard himself:

I have often been asked whether, when I was among the
Azande, I got to accept their ideas about witchcraft. This is a
difficult question to answer. I suppose you can say I accepted
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thcrrr. I hlcl no choice . ln nry own culture . . . I rejected, and
rc.ject, Zande notions of witchcraft. ln their culture . . I ac-

cepted them; in a kind of way, I believed them. Azande were
talking about witchcraft daily, both among themselves and to
me; any communication was well-nigh impossible unless one
took witchcraft for sranted.36

This is close to Winch's "idea that the concepts used by primi-
tive peoples can only be interpreted in the context of the way of
life of those peoples. "37 This statement taken by itself, however,
is ambiguous. If taken to mean that analysis of a foreign culture
involves stating the meanings of that culture's concepts in terms
of their relationships to other portions of the culture, few would
disagree. On the other hand, "interpretation" in this context
generally involves some notion of communication between cul-
tures; it requires the idea of translation, the forging of a system of
equivalences between the concepts of one culture and those of
another. And this activity of translation is carried out by the
anthropologist, on the basis of his cultural system. For this rea-
son, translation is exactly what the Winchian is not interested in.
As Winch's position is expressed by Sara Ruddick,

Understanding rather than translation is in question . . pre-
dicting and translating are not tantamount to understanding the
sense they [the members of the alien culture] see in what they
are doing. . . . Rather, as we realize in trying to understand
others' or our own societies, making sense is a prolonged
attempt to see the realities "shown" in the concepts of others,
i.e., to be able not only to say what they say, but to mean what
they mean.38

This is related to Winch's view of reality as revealed differently
in or through different cultural concept-systems; the attempt to
establish equivalences between cultures is both an attempt to do
something impossible and a waste of the opportunity to expand
our experience of the world. Thus, according to Winch, in study-
ing a culture S we are ideally "seeking a way of looking at things
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which goes beyond our prcvious way in that it has in sontc way
taken account of and incorporated the other way that nrembers ol'
s have of looking at things. Seriously to study another way of life
is necessarily to seek to extend our own-not simply to bring the
other way within the already existing boundaries of our own,
because the point about the latter in their present form, is that
they ex hypothesi exclude that other."3e rhus it is not thatzande
concepts should be interpreted to match the distinctions we make.
Rather, "since it is we who want to understand the zande cate-
gory, it appears that the onus is on us to extend our understanding
so as to make room for the zande category, rather than to insist on
seeing it in terms of our own ready-made distinction between
science and non-science. "4o

While this may be only polite, it is difficult to see how our
categories can be expanded in this way, if winch's conception of
a culture is correct. Either we are dealing with two systems, each
with its own criteria of rationality and truth, of which the ele-
ments are meaningless when dissociated from the whole. or else
it is possible to build conceptual bridges between elements of the
systems, for us to understand aZande category. But such bridges
go in both directions: if we can stretch our categories to meel a
zande concept, the latter has ipsofaclo been brought into congru-
ence with our ways of thought. ..I do not want to say." Winch
wri tes,

that we are quite powerless to find ways of thinking in our
society that will help us to see the zande institution in a clearer
light. I only think that the direction in which we should look is
quite different from what [those I am criticizing] suggest.ar

Evans-Pritchard evaluates Azande magic as a semi-scientific pro-
cedure. But this is a mistake, says winch. compared to science, it
is irrational, but only because this is the wrong dimension for
comparison. Instead, zande practice should be put on the dimen-
sion of religion, andzande ritual compared to christian prayer.

I do not say that Zande magical rites are at all like Christian
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l)r l rycfs ol 'suppl ic l t ion in thc p<ls i t ivc at t i tude to cont ingencies
which thcy cxpress. What I do suggest is that they are alike
in that they do, or may, express an attitude to contingen-
cies; one, that is, which expresses recognition that one's l i fe is
subject to contingencies, rather than an attempt to control
these. a2

It is ironic that Winch's argument has brought him here to do
exactly what, in his book, he attacked Pareto for doing, when the
Italian sociologist identified Christian baptism with Near-East-
ern blood sacrifice. No evidence is given that the Azande would
accept the identification of their magic with Christian prayer,
even in the limited sense of Winch's comparison. And in fact,
Evans-Pritchard's book shows clearly that the Azande regard
magic as an attempt to control contingency. Checks for witchcraft
are carried out before any major decisions are made or plans
executed. Illness is combatted by confrontation of the witch re-
sponsible and by magical healing.

Indeed, Winch ends up giving a standard anthropological-so-
ciological explanation of ritual as a ' 'form of expression,' ' or of
"drama," as "ways of dealing (symbolically) with misfor-
tunes"a3 This is certainly not how the Azande themselves think of
their behavior; it is as much to put an interpretation drawn from
our own culture on theirs as is the evaluation of witchcraft beliefs
from the standpoint of natural science.

Winch has a retort available to this argument. Any comparison
between cultures must of course involve reference to some com-
mon element. As we have seen, Winch rejects the possibility of
the direct identification of elements of two different cultural
systems. Comparison is possible, however, from this point of
view, on the basis of some a priori-determinable set of "prime"
concepts applying to all societies. These concepts cannot, by the
arguments discussed in the earlier part of this chapter, be discov-
ered empirically (since any empirical comparison presupposes
commensurability of elements from different cultures) but can be
discovered through philosophical analysis. Such analysis, Winch
claims. shows that
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thc very concepti.n o1'hunran li l 'c revcals ccrtain lunrlar'cntal
not ions. . .  which. . .  in a sense deternt inc thc . .ethical

space" within which the possibil i t ies of good and evil in human
life can be exercised. . . : birth, death, and sexual rela_
tions. . . The specific forms which these concepts take, the
particular institutions in which they are expressed, vary very
considerably from one society to another; but their central
position within a society's institutions is and must be a constant
factor. aa

It is hard to avoid seeing in this idea a close relative of pareto's
residues and derivations. All that distinguishes them in principle
is the claim of a priori knowledge, derivecl from ,.conceptual

analysis." But can this claim of Winch's be supported?_even
apart from general difficulties with the ideas of a priori congni-
tion and conceptual analysis. perhaps birth, copulation, and
death are central concerns for all social systems, or even are
bound to be. This can hardly be considered "conceptually neces-
sary," however; one can easily imagine a culture in which birth,
for example, is not particularly signalized. In any case, the no_
tions of birth, sex, and death don't seem to be the same for all
cultures.a5 Similarly, when Winch speaks of ..the very concep_
tion of human life" he begs the question, whose conception?
What his argument actually establishes is that he, Winch, is able
to understand Azande witchcraft and magic by interpreting these
practices and the conceptions they invoke as versions of his very
different concepts of prayer, good and evil, and human life in
general. It is almost anticlimactic to point out that in doing this he
has totally departed from the sense that the Azande seem to sive
their own conceptions, since what seems to characterize ttese
beliefs is an integration of ethical with empirical-manipulative
practices; so that witchcraft is for them a matter both of physical
action and of moral significance.a6 winch objects to E'ans-prit-
chard's characterization of Azande witch-talk as bad science, by
saying that it 's not science but religion, or ..ideas of good, evil,
and the meaning of life." But this separation of the relig_
ious/moral sphere from the scientific is quite ethnocentric.
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[]vans-Pritchard's account makes it clear that for the Azande
"There are witches" expresses not just a moral or religious
conception but also identifies certain persons as causal agents
involved in certain unpleasant events.47

It seems, then, as though Winch's effort to find a standpoint
outside of any culture, that would provide common terms of
reference for the comparison of cultures, must be adjudged a
failure. Morality and religion, along with birth, death, and sex,
must be cast into the same wilderness of cultural relativism as
rationality and truth. Indeed, how could it be otherwise? If con-
cepts are defined by their role in cultural systems of concepts,
how could there be a trans-culturally valid cultural analysis? We
are thus squarely faced, as a consequence of Winch's relativism,
with an inescapable incommensurability of cultures.



Understonding ond
Explonotion

The concept of incommensurability, to which Winch's views on
the nature of social understanding brought us, is borrowed here
from the philosophy of natural science. winch himself suggests
the analogy. Comparing magic to science, he writes, is ,,l ike

observing that both the Aristotelian and the Galilean systems of
mechanics use a notion of force, and concluding that they there-
fore make use of the same notion."rA purported translation of a
certain Greek word by a certain (seventeenth-century) Italian
word does not establish equivalence of meaning. Curiously
enough, almost exactly this example has been employed by paul
Feyerabend, with T.S. Kuhn (at times) the best-known advocate
of the incommensurability of scientific theories. In an article on
the relations between successive theories of the same physical
phenomenon, Feyerabend begins with the thesis that ..the mean-
ing of a term is not an intrinsic property of it but is dependent
upon the way in which the term has been incorporated into a
theory"-its scientific use, to employ the wittgensteinian catch-
phrase.2 From this it follows that "it is impossible to relate
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succcssivc scicnt i l ' ic thcorics in such a manner that the key terms
thcy provide firr the description of a domain D, where they
overlap and are empirically adequate, either possess the same
meanings or can at least be connected by empirical generaliza-

tions."3 They are literally incommensurable in the sense that
measurement observations defined in terms of one theory Iover

the domain D will not be translatable into and so comparable with
observations defined in terms of a theory 7' covering the same
domain.

What happens when transition is made from a restricted theory
T' to a wider theory 7 (which is capable of covering all the
phenomena which have been covered by Z) is something much
more radical than incorporation of the unchanged theory T'
into the wider context of Z. What happens is rather a complete
replacement of the ontology of T'by the ontology of ?", and a
corresponding change in the meanings of all descriptive terms
of Z' (providing these terms are stil l employed).4

To complete the analogy with the anthropologist's position in the
face of witchcraft, as Winch construes it, we note that Feyerabend

explains that the incommensurability of theories "does not mean

that a person may not, on different occasions, use concepts which

belong to different and incommensurable frameworks. The only

thing that is forbidden for him is the use of both kinds of concepts
in the same argument."5

In the same way, as we have seen, on Winch's view Azande
witchcraft and the scientific views current in England at Evans-

Pritchard's time are metaphorically incommensurable.6 There is

no way in which the two world-views might be jointly compared

with reality, because (to recall Winch's words) "both the distinc-

tion between the real and the unreal and the concept of agreement
with reality themselves belong to" a given language or mode of

life. This is not to say (Winch maintains) that there is no distinc-

tion to be drawn between something's being true and its being

thought to be true. Thus "God's reality is certainly independent

of what any man may care to think, but what that reality amounts
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to can only bc sccn l iont thc rcl ig ious tradi t ion in wlr ich thc
concept of God is used, and this use is very unlikc the usc of
scientific concepts, say of theoretical entities."T Truth, along
with rationality, is relative not to an individual's thought but to
the universe of discourse "in terms of which an intelligible con-
ception of reality and clear ways of deciding which beliefs are and
are not in agreement with this reality can be discerned. "s There-
fore, science cannot disprove witchcraft beliefs, although a scien-
tific rvorld-view can displace one in which witchcraft has a place,
just as in Evans-Pritchard's own experience the language of
witchcraft in certain contexts displaced his scientific world-view.

Despite Feyerabend's claim that such an extreme epistemo-
logical relativism constitutes an "anarchist" theory of knowl-
edge, to me the conservative implications linking the view that (in
Feyerabend's phrase) "anything goes" to the "mainstream" so-
cial science winch wishes to criticize are evident. Like parsonian
sociology, Winch's view does not lend itself to the explanation of
change, either in ideas or in social reality, and contains an implicit
justification of any social dogma in terms of the standards of truth
and rationality set by the relevant mode of life. perhaps this in
part explains the popularity of Kuhn's earlier work, along with
Feyerabend's, among political and social theorists, including
some writers who claim descent from the Marxist tradition. Such
views, I believe, indicate the abandonment of an earlier concep-
tion of human rationality as having the capacity to understand the
world, including the problems and needs of human beings, and to
reshape the social as well as the natural world the better to meet
those needs.

To say this is not to say that relativism is wrong. But a sign that
something is wrong with it is the fact that relativism is a member
of that class of principles, of which the best-known member is the
verification theory of meaningfulness, whose being true is incom-
patible with their being affirmed to be so. If the English can'r
understand the Azande, there is no way for Winch to grasp that
the Azande have a different or any view of reality, and therefore
no way for him to argue that the scientific and the magical world-
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vicws arc incornrncnsurablc! It seemcd (pp.44-a5 above) that the

anthropologist was stuck in the position of believing in witchcraft

among the Azande, disbelieving it back in England, and striving

not to let his two personae mingle and engage in cross-cultural

conversation. But when we spell out Winch's view, we see that, if

such a situation could occur, the anthropologist could not be

aware of it, but would be condemned to the existence of a cultural

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. For it follows from the incommensura-

bility of cultural systems that translation is not only insufficient

but impossible. There is simply no way for the anthropologist to

say meaningfully, "The system of concepts in which 'witch' has a

central part plays no role in my culture. " This is because there is

no way for the Englishman to know the meaning of the Zande

words convent ional ly translated by "witch"-boro ( i ra)

mangu-as the rules of application of these words in Zande are

quite different (on Winch's analysis) from those of "witch" in

English. Living in a scientific culture, we cannot even use the

word "witch" as the inhabitants of Salem, Massachusetts used it

in the seventeenth century. There is no way in which we can say

that the women executed there for witchcraft were not guilty-

and furthermore no way in which we can say that they were. We

can only say that in Salem at that time it was appropriate to use the

words "witch" and "guilty" in the same sentence; but we can't

say what these words mean.
This is the difficulty we encountered in Winch's self-contra-

dictory attempt to extend the boundaries of one way of life to

encompass another. Since (in Winch's words) "the point about"

our boundaries "is that they ex hypothesi exclude that other,"

there is no way to know how to extend them or even what such an

extension could mean. It is for this reason that Winch is forced at

that stage of his argument to appeal to a trans-cultural a priori, the

set of "prime concepts" or "fundamental notions" of human

life. As we saw, however, this move is illegitimate. It depends on

a non-relativist understanding of "the very concept of human

life" or the "notions" of birth, death, and sexual relations.

The double bind that Winch has created for himself is actually
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visible in the statcment of his rclat iv ist ic account ol ' t ruth i tscl l ' .
"What is real and what is unreal shows itself in thc sensc that
language has," he says.e But what is this "real"  that. ,shows
itself" in language? This way of speaking, which implies a reality
an sich, independent of language, which as it were functions as a
form of appearance for some "real" content, is incompatible
with Winch's view that "the distinction between the real and the
unreal and the concept of agreement with reality themselves be-
long to" a given language.t0 As Winch himself recognizes, ..the

idea that men's ideas and beliefs must be checkable by reference
to something independent-some reality-is an important one. To
abandon it is to plunge straight into an extreme protagorean
relativism, with all the paradoxes that involves. " r r Therefore he
wants to insist both that, within (e.g.) a religious language game,
"God's reality is certainly independent of what any man may care
to think" and that "what that reality amounts to can only be seen
from the religious tradition in which the concept of God is
used . . ."t2It is evident that the victory over protagorean para-
dox is only apparent: while the individual possesses in his tradi-
tion a standard of truth, he has no standard to judge the tradition
itself. With respect to his religion, as opposed to a particular
religious perception, he is stil l in the position of Wittgenstein's
private language-speaker, who buys several copies of the morning
paper to assure himself that what it says is true.r3

Winch argues that there is no culturally neutral notion of truth
or rationality: that is the only conclusion consistent with his
premises, despite the attempt to avoid their relativistic conse-
quences. Science in particular, he claims, can lay no claim to
objectivity but is as much a matter of cultural subjectivity as
witchcraft. But what, then, is the status of these statements-of
Winch's philosophy? Winch offers no reason why we should
accept his implicit claim that philosophy, alone among modes of
thought, is not culturally relative, and that philosophers are more
equipped than sociologists or anthropologists to win true knowl-
edge of social life.

Winch remains trapped within the alternatives of ,,obiectiv-
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i ty" and "sub-jcct iv i ty",  which arc only restated in the al terna-
tivcs ofa transcendentally established science and rationality, on
the one hand, and relativism, on the other. Since it is the pair of
alternatives that is the problem, neither provides a solution. For
this reason, Winch's inconsistency, in trying to provide an inter-
pretation of Azande witchcraft in terms of elements of his, Eng-
lish culture, is understandable. It is less his inconsistency than the
principle he violates with it that is at fault. For if he were correct,
and the radical gulf between cultures (as between the mental and
physical pictures of the world) were so radical as to render them
unintelligible except to insiders, then all communication between
cultures would be impossible or else miraculous. And, difficult
and laden with misunderstanding though it is, such communica-
tion is clearly a reality. We are as justified in asking how, not
whether, anthropological knowledge is possible as Kant was in
asking how natural science is possible. Winch himself knows
perfectly well that it is possible to grasp a good deal of the
workings of an alien culture, and this is why he tries to find
parallels in his own society to make sense of that of the Azande.

Where has Winch gone wrong? One source of the problem can
be located in a certain poverty of his categories for the analysis of
cultural systems. Winch shares with radically relativist sociolo-
gists of knowledge a tendency to speak of "thought", "action",
"ideas", "language", in a fairly undifferentiated way. This, for
instance, allows Barry Barnes to speak of science as just one of
numerous "belief systems. " As G. Barden has shown, however,
even Evans-Pritchard's account involves a more complex and
subtle differentiation of the concepts of "thought" and "cultural
system" than this allows for, suggesting that the analysis of
cultural categories should lead us to speak "not generally about
mentalities but about specific congeries of viewpoints, interests,
and patterns of experience. "ra Thus, it is not only that (in Evans-
Pritchard's words) "theZande notion of witchcraft is incompati-
ble with our ways of thought," but also that

their intellectual concepts of it are weak and they know better
what to do when attacked by it than how to explain it. Their
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rcsponse is action and not analysis. Thcrc is ttt l  olabtlratc ltttd

consistent representation of witchcraft that wil l account in de-

tail for its workings . . . The Zande actualizes these beliel.s
rather than intellectualizes them, and their tenets are expressed
in socially controlled behavior rather than in doctrines. Hence
the difficulty of discussing the subject of witchcraft with

Azande, for their ideas are imprisoned in action and cannot be

cited to explain andjustify action.r5

This is shown by the many cases Evans-Pritchard mentions ln
which Azande are totally undisturbed by contradictory elements
in the doctrine of witchcraft. " Azande do not perceive the contra-
diction as we perceive it because they have no theoretical interest
in the subject, and those situations in which they express their
beliefs in witchcraft do not force the problem upon them.
Azande are interested solely in the dynamics of witchcraft in
part icular s i tuat ions."16 As Barden develops this,

Azande fail to perceive a contradiction which springs at once to
the mind of the alien European interpreter not because they are
deficient in logic but because they have no theoretical interest
in the subject; they do not work out the implications of a
position because their interest is in action not in theory.rT

In this way Evans-Pritchard distinguishes between theory, logi-
cally organized thinking that seeks to compare and systematize
different views or aspects of a subject-matter, and unsystematic
thinking, which is tied to specific situations and actions, and does
not seek for generalization or systematizat-ion.

As Barden points out, witchcraft doctrine, though classified by
Evans-Pritchard as "mystical," because of its (in his eyes) false-
hood, falls for the Azande under the heading of "common sense"
thinking which, in contrast to science's dependence on experi-
ment and logic "uses experience and rules of thumb."r8 If we
abstract for the moment from the question of truth and falsity, we
can see that witchcraft shares this feature with non-mystical com-
mon sense, both among the Azande and in our own culture. The
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rlescription ol' thc 'LanJc attitudc to witchcralt quoted on the
prcvious pagc fits, for instance, the attitude of most cooks, who
are unable to account for their procedures and recipes in any
systematic theoretical way. Another example is American patrio-
tism; while many Americans think of themselves as "patriotic",
a conception expressed in a set ofpractices and attitudes, they are
unable ifasked to give a coherent account ofthis conception in the
context of their social activity as a whole. As Evans-Pritchard
puts it in a different context, "It is not so much a question of
primitive versus civilized mentality [he is criticizing Levy-Bruhll
as the relation of two types of thought to each other in any
society, . a problem of levels of thought and experience."re

We have discussed this distinction earlier in this book, in the
form of the sort of sociological concept-formation of which
Winch approves. The contrast between theoretical economics and
the conception of their own activity that workers in the stock
market may have is another case of the distinction I have been
drawing here between common sense and theoretical thinking
about social life. In formulating the principles of Zande witch-
craft and magic, Evans-Pritchard was playing the role of the
Martian investigator, in his words,

I hope I am not expected to point out that the Zande cannot
analyze his doctrines as I have done for him. It is no use saying
to aZande, "Now tell me what you Azande think about witch-
craft" because the subject is too general and indeterminate,
both too vague and too immense, to be described concisely. But
it is possible to extract the principles of their thought from
dozens of situations in which witchcraft is called upon to ex-
plain happenings and from dozens of other situations in which
failure is attributed to some other cause.20

Here, it is to be noticed, Evans-Pritchard has not overstepped the
bounds of legitimacy set by Winch for social analysis. But once
the various pieces of the witchcraft conception have been assem-
bled into a system, even if the categories of this system are, in
accordance with Winch's criterion, logically related to the cate-
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gories of the culture itself, thc way is opcn to thc transccndcncc ol
those bounds. Barden makes the point very elegantly:

The way in which common sense defines the world illuminates
the notion of world view, world picture, etc. For the world
defined by common sense is not necessarily formulated in other
terms than recurrent actions. It is not necessarily objectified in
words; neither is it reflected upon. It is lived. It may be reflect-
ed on subsequently, but first it is lived. The reflection may be
performed by members of the community or by outsiders, but,
whatever the case, reflection introduces the possibility of radi-
cal critique and it is at this point that the distinction between
truth and error becomes relevant. For reflection takes its stand
at the viewpoint of science or theory to enquire into the nature
of common sense both as content and as Derformance.2r

Why is it that "reflection introduces the possibility of radical
critique"? By "reflection" Barden means the evaluation of a
system of concepts from the viewpoint of science. Here one can
imagine Winch objecting that we are once again witnessing sim-
ple cultural imperialism, with "modern" culture set up as a
judge on all others. But, as Barden points out, the contrast be-
tween Azande witchcraft and science "is not a contrast between
cultures but a contrast between patterns of experience or modes
of meaning. "22 What this means can be brought out by a look at a
list, given by Evans-Pritchard, of factors supporting the Azan-
de's belief in witchcraft. These factors fall into three categories.
First, there is a group which might be called sociological, such as
"political authority supports vengeance magic." Second is a
group of attributes characterizing almost any intellectual system,
such as the mutual support rendered by the different parts of the
system and the general fact that "aZande is born into a culture
with readymade patterns of belief which have the weight of tradi-
tion behind them."

Both of these categories of factors hold for science as well as
for Azande belief. It is this which sives force to assertions such as
this of Barnes. that
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natural scicr.tcc should possess no special status in sociological
thcory, and its beliefs should cease to provide reference stan-
dards in the study of ideology or primitive thought. The soci-
ology of science is no more than a typical special field within
the sociology of culture generally.23

However, the picture changes when we look at the third group of
factors. For instance, Evans-Pritchard tells us, "Azande often
observe that a [magical] medicine is unsuccessful, but they
do not generalize their observations." "People do not pool their
ritual experiences" for purposes of systematic evaluative com-
parison. "Contradictions between their beliefs are not noticed by
Azande because the beliefs are not all present at the same time but
function in different situations." "The place occupied by the
more important medicines in a sequence of events protects them
from exposure as frauds. Magic is made against unknown witch-
es, adulterers, and thieves. On the death of a man the poison
oracle determines whether he died as a victim to the magic. If the
oracles were first consulted to discover the criminal, and then
magic were made against him, the magic would soon be seen
to be unsuccessful. "24 As a result the formal properties constitut-
ing logical and methodological flaws are not apparent to the
Azande.

This observation gives an ironic resonance to Winch's insis-
tence that "ideas cannot be torn out of their context" since "the
idea gets its sense from the role it plays in the system." This
position appears plausible only so long as we forget that concepts
can play different roles in systems, and that there are different
sorts of systems of categories. A given idea, that is, can be
situated in more than one context. Thus even if we set aside the
question of the truth or falsity of Azande witchcraft beliefs in
order to ask merely how they are related to other elements of
Azande life, we will be drawn back to the matter of truth in order
to answer this question. Skepticism is not presupposed by such an
inquiry, for one can certainly attempt a sociological study of the
rise of scientific theorizing in the last few hundred years without
believing that science is all mystification. The fact that natural
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science has made possible an expansion ol '  hunran bcings'  con-
scious interaction with nature, thanks to its ability to provide
reliable information about the world, will, however, play a role in
the explanation of the relation of, say, physics to the rest of
modern social life. Similarly, the unsystematic, il logical, unsci-
entific aspect of Azande witchcraft doctrine, its unsuitability for
providing such information and in fact its failure to do so, are
data for the investigation of "the role it plays in the system. " The
difference between such different modes of thought is not gain-
said by the recognition that concept-formation in both science and
magic is not a matter of transcribing into ideas data supplied by
some conceptually neutral experience, but one involving individ-
ual and social imagination. In Barden's words,

the constructs of imagination are not either true or false; they
are created images and as such go beyond sense experience
. . . But the imaginative complex, when it permeates a peo-
ple's entire world, is necessarily linked with the operative
desire for truth and rests on the popular assumption that it is
true. The truth or falsity of the position is important precisely
because of thc implicit procedure and not to be able to make the
distinction is to fail ultimately to rise above description. This
implies that the scientific grasp of another position is not iden-
tical with an understanding of the position available to the
original actors. It is to know how they know, and what they
know, but not as they know.25

The problem we have been examining here has been discussed
by J.L. Mackie under the rubric of "ideological explanation."
He defines an ideology, in a manner clearly derived from Marx,
AS

a system ofconstructs, beliefs, and values which is characteris-
tic of some social class (or perhaps of some other social group,
perhaps even of a whole society) and in terms of which the
members of that class (etc.) see and understand their position in
and relation to their social environment and the world as a
whole, and explain, evaluate, and justify their actions, and
especially the activit ies and policies characteristic oftheir class
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(ctc.) .  .  Al  least sonrc of the bcl iel .s and concepts in the
systell) are falsc, distorted, or slanted, and at least some of the
activities sustained and guided by that ideology have a real
tunction differing from that which, in the ideology, they are
seen as having.26

Zande witchcraft can be considered an ideology under this defini-
tion, which has obvious similarities to Evans-Pritchard's defini-
tion of "mystical" belief. It might be thought preferable to omit

the reference to a putative "real function" of ideology, given the

difficulties long recognized in functionalist theory. I have left it
in, because it indicates the need for some explanation of the
maintenance of false beliefs, which must play a role in social life

different from the one they are thought to play by people who

believe them to be true.
In terms of his definition Mackie distinguishes two senses of

"ideological explanation": (l) "an explanation given within and
in terms of an ideology by some of those whose ideology it is"

and (2) an explanation, given by someone who does not share the
ideology, either of the ideology itself or of actions as resulting

from people's holding the ideology. In short, the distinction is
that between what we have called the insider's and the outsider's
views of a culture; in Harris's terminology we could refer to emic
and etic explanation. I will i l lustrate these modes of explanation
with a few aspects of Zande witchcraft for which explanations
rnight be asked.

1. Why, among the Zande, is a suspected witch often ap-
proached in a conciliatory way rather than with open anger?

2. Why are men not accused of bewitching their wives?
3. Why do the Zande believe in the phenomenon of witch-

craft?
Ad 1. The Zande answer to the first question is that since

witchcraft is activated by ill-feeling on the part of the person in

whose body witchcraft-substance resides, the last thing a victim

ought to do is provoke more ill-feeling. An anthropologist, noting

this in his ethnography of the custom, would probably give the

same explanation. The question concerns the inner articulation of

the concept of witchcraft, and its answer must be stated in terms
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of that concept, which is the samc lirr outsidcr and insidcr
al ike.

Ad2. Zande explain that men don't practice witchcraft against
their wives because "no man would do such a thing as no one
wishes to kill his wife or cause her sickness since he would
himself be the chief loser. "27 The anthropologist M.D. Mcleod,
in contrast, explains this fact as a case ofthe general principle that
accusations of witchcraft are "confined to oracle owners" in a
situation in which "control of women and controlof oracles [are]
in the hands of roughly the same people."28 Women, that is, are
in the first place not in a position to make authoritative accusa-
tions against their husbands. Secondly, Mcleod argues that the
practice of witchcraft accusation as a whole is part of a system of
competition between men and kin-groups of men for social pow-
er, which is to a large extent embodied in power over women. The
first part of this explanation does not contradict the native's
explanation; so far it seems compatible with Winch's criterion of
propriety in anthropological accounts. But the second part of the
explanation shows that it is not really in accord with Winch,
because it involves an account of the witchcraft system as a whole
which, if comprehensible to a Zande, would be unacceptable to
him or her, since by explaining the distribution of accusations as a
function of social power relations it conflicts with native explana-
tion in terms of the empirical reality of witchcraft. Implicit in
Mcleod's discussion is the assumption that the correlation of
power relations and witchcraft beliefs is not coincidental. and that
in some manner, to be determined by anthropological theory, the
former explains the latter.

Ad 3. For the Zande the answer to the third question is simple:
they believe in witchcraft because the evidence for its reality is all
around them. Evans-Pritchard's explanation has already been
quoted in part:

Witches, as the Azande conceive them, clearly cannot exist.
None the less, the concept of witchcraft provides them with a
natural philosophy by which the relations between men and
unfortunate events are explained and a ready and stereotyped
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nlcans ol' rcacting to such cvcnts. Witchcrati ideas also em-
brace a systern of values which regulate human conduct.2e

For cxamplc, Evans-Pritchard analyzes the explanation of death
as caused by witchcraft by pointing out that "death is not only a
natural fact but also a social fact. It is not simply that the heart
ceases to beat . . . but it is also the destruction of the member of
a family and kin, of a community and tribe. . . . Among the
causes of death, witchcraft is the only one that has significance for
social behavior. The attribution of misfortune to witchcraft
. . . gives to social events their moral value."30

As with the previous example, this explanation depends on
implicit reference to an anthropological theory-to a particular
conception of culture and of the role and mechanism of symbol-
ization in social life. Whatever we may think of this theory, this
example serves to make clear the logic of the outsider's explana-
tion. Given that the native's own explanation ("Witches exist")
cannot be true, how are we to explain his beliel'/ And it is neces-
sarily explained in terms foreign to the native's view of the world,
in terms derived from the culture, general and scientific, of the
observer. The meaning of witchcraft-belief which is being expli-
cated is not the meaning for Azande, but the meaning for the
anthropologist. After all, the explanation here provided isn't one
that the native even feels any need for. The meaning here assigned
"witchcraft" is not the semantic meaning of the term within
Zande culture, but spells out the relation between the idea of
witchcraft as a social fact and other facts about Zande society.

Ideological  explanat ion of the second type appears, in
Mackie's words,

radically faulty because it explains something other than what
it purports to explain. It purports to explain actions and social
behavior: but the ideology ofthe relevant class (society, etc.) is
a constituent of those actions and behavior-they are essential-
ly however the agents see them to be-so any explanation from
outside, which treats the ideology merely as a fact, causally
related to actions and behavior described in other terms, will
invariably neglect something essential.3r
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As I  have alrcady suggested, the error in this l inc ol ' rcasoning l ics
in the slide from the fact that ideology is a constituent of actions
and behavior to the assertion that the latter are therefore "essen-
tially however the agents see them to be. " And as we saw, there is
a sense in which this is true. as a result of the fact that human life
is organized by culture. Accounts of pre-capitalist goods trans-
fers that describe these actions as though they were market trans-
actions will fail to be accurate social descriptions; ethnography of
the Azande begins with the description of certain practices as
involved with witchcraft. But it is also true that the behavior of
social actors (and here is Mackie's correction of the view de-
scribed above)

has some partial causes of which they are unaware, that it will
have effects that are not included in their purposes, and indeed
that it may have an unknown function in the sense that these
unknown partial causes include the fact that such actions tend
to produce these effects which were no part of the agents'
purposes. Thus there is a sense in which the agents can be
wrong about what they are doing.32

Azande engaged in warding off witchcraft are (apart from the
"placebo effect") not really curing illness or ensuring successful
hunting, although this is the (ideological) description they would
give of their activity. The way is at least open to ask what else they
might be doing, without being aware of it, and this question even
must be posed once we recognize that "witches, as the Azande
conceive them, clearly cannot exist." In any case,

a full description of what is going on must and can take account
ofboth aspects, both ofhow their actions appear to the agents
and of what is not apparent to them: it can recognize distortions
as part of what there is without itself becoming distorted.33

Mackie's account takes us far beyond the bounds set by
Winch's criterion of faithful interpretation, because it places con-
cepts clearly in their real context, that of action. This is a crucial
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point: that action is a contcxt, and not an equivalent, for concepts
and language; or rather that action is a more general term, cover-
ing thought and language as well as other forms of action. For the
shallowness of Winch's theory derives in part from his simple
identification of concepts and behavior. For Winch, actions em-
body concepts; if they speak louder than words it is because they
are like words, forms for conceptual contents. The context from
which ideas cannot be torn is for Winch a "system of ideas. " For
instance. Winch tells us that "social relations between men exist
only in and through their ideas" or again that "our language and
our social relations are just two different sides of the same coin.
To give an account of the meaning of a word is to describe the
social intercourse into which it enters."3a This is why "the rela-
tion between idea and context is an internal one," to be under-
stood by conceptual analysis.3s Understanding a society is, on
this view, nothing other than grasping the meaning of ideas in
their  systematic interconnect ion.

To take a concrete example, "war" for Winch is not a concept
devised to signify a type of social behavior; rather it is the use of
this concept which makes the behavior the kind of behavior it is.
These are not, however, the only alternatives. True, war cannot
be characterized as a kind of "behavior" but only as a cultural
institution. But it does not follow from this that the institution is
correctly understod by the natives whose institution it is, nor that
actions always correspond to ideologies, so that acts of war al-
ways have the character claimed for them by actors.

To begin with, as the Azande witchcraft example brings out, to
claim this is ultimately to agree with Hayek that "any.knowledge
which we may happen to possess about the true nature of the
material thing, but which the people whose action we want to
explain do not possess, is as little relevant to the explanation of
their actions as our private disbelief in the efficacy of a magic
charm will help us to understand the behavior of the savage who
believes in it." But we have already seen that an unbeliever's
account of magical practices will be quite different from a be-
liever's. Whatever the linguistic reality of witchcraft, it either
does or doesn't cause crops to fail, make for bad hunting, or cause
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children to die from f'evers; and dcciding this qucstion nray bc a
matter of life or death for the people involved. The persistence of
belief in methods that don't work calls for some explanation, even
though we normally can't expect those for whom those methods
embody basic tradition to heed that call.

There is also a further, and most important, point, which I have
already hinted at. Social intercourse is richer than language. It
comprises a vast range of objects and practices which may lie
outside the field of verbal representation or even contradict it.
Even in those areas of social action which are organized through
language, if we identify the meaning of a word or idea with the
social behavior in which it plays a role, it may easily turn out that
meaning in this sense will differ from the meanings elicitable
from natives. How do we, then, "describe the social inter-
course" in which a concept has its place? If we do it in the
language of the natives, we have learned nothing; if we do it in
our theoretical language, we will describe social action different-
ly from a native and perhaps in a way a native might not recog-
nize.

Winch's view assumes a double coherence of world-view: both
internal coherence and coherence in its relation to action. As
Alasdair Maclntyre has pointed out, howeveq

The criteria implicit in the practice of a society or of a mode of
social life are not necessarily coherent; their application to
problems set within that social mode does not always yield one
clear and unambiguous answer. When this is the case people
start questioning their own criteria. They try to criticize the
standards of intelligibility and rationality which they have held
hitherto. On Winch's view it is difficult to see what this could
mean.36

This is unrealistically optimistic: actually it takes a good deal
more than conceptual ambiguity or incoherence to spur people to
criticism of their conceptual schemes. These features have per-
haps even been typical of such schemes; the main point is that,
whether or not people are questioning their own criteria, the
latter may well be open to question.
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E,rncst Gcl lncr providcs a conrplcx cxamplc in his descr ipt ion
o1' the institution of the agurram of Moroccan Berber society.
This is a man who is held to be selected by God to be a spiritual
leader, adjudicator of inter-group disputes, etc. Selection is indi-
cated by endowment with magical powers, as well as by the
combination of generosity, prosperity, pacifism, unconcern with
material wealth, and other traits. Winch might take exception to
Gellner's statement that "in reality" election of an agurram is
not by God but by his fellow tribesmen, as to Evans-Pritchard's
statement of his disbelief in witchcraft. But he must admit that an
agurram cannot really have at once all the characteristics with
which he is credited and on which his identification as an agur-
ram depends. Lack of concern with material wealth in reality
spells the end of prosperity and the possibility of generosity. Were
this internal contradiction to be recognized, the social category
would disintegrate, just as it would were the reality of non-divine
election admitted, since this would rule out the neutrality within
the tribal system essential to the social role of the agurram.31

This brings out another flaw in Winch's identification of social
concept and social action: its neglect of the fact that "concepts
generally contain justifications of practices, and hence that one
misinterprets them grossly if one treats them simply as these
practices, and their context, in another dress."38 As Gellner
concludes,

One might sum all this up by saying that nothing is more false
than the claim that, for a given assertion, its use is its meaning.
On the contrary, its use may depend on its lack of meaning, its
ambiguity, its possession of wholly different and incompatible
meanings in quite different contexts, and on the fact that, at the
same time, it as it were emits the impression of possessing a
consistent meaning throughout-on retaining, for instance, the
aura of a justification valid only in one context when used in
quite another.3e

For example, the social use of the concept of "nobility" in West-
ern Europe depended on the ambiguity between the identification
of certain highly-valued behavior traits-courage. generosity,
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loyal ty,  etc.-and the ident i f icat ion of a ccrtain social  posi t ion,
which allowed people in that social position ipsofacto to lay claim
to the traits. As we will see in the next chapter, Marx tries to bring
out similar features of the ideology of economics, attempting to
show the role of the essential ambiguity of key concepts in the
continuing existence of the current social system. (Thus "capi-

tal" for Ricardo-as for subsequent economic theory-signifies
at once raw materials, tools, and other means of production, and
money invested with the aim of realizing a profit.)

To say all this is, in a way, to restate the position of Winch with
which we began this chapter, only to draw from it consequences
very different from his. Winch is quite right to emphasize that
scientific understanding of a culture involves the interpretation of
the meaning of its elements in terms other than those of the
culture itself. It is in his attempt to prove the impossibility of such
interpretation that Winch involves himself in his uncomfortable
relativism.

Winch is, I think, correct in contrasting translation with under-
standing. Gellner is like many in describing the anthropologist's
problem as one of translation:

The situation facing a social anthropologist who wishes to
interpret a concept, assertion, or doctrine in an alien culture, is
basically simple. He is, say, faced with an assertion S in the
local language. He has at his disposal the large or infinite set of
possible sentences in his own language. His task is to locate the
nearest equivalent or equivalents of S in his own language.a0

Now, clearly, this task cannot be accomplished without an under-
standing of enough of the culture to pick a justifiable equivalent
for,S in the home language. But-and this is the dilemma Winch's
argument brings out-understanding seems to require translation
just as translation requires understanding. With this dilemma
Winch is stuck: the cultural relativity of concepts spells their
incommensurability.

The origin of this problem lies in construal of the problem of
interpretation as one of preservation of meaning in the first place.

Construed in these terms, the problem is insoluble, since an
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outsidcr cannot sharc thc insidcr 's cxpcrience of his world view
and so the rneaning of its conceptual constituents for him. The
hermeneutic circle will be unbroken. A solution appears, howev-
er, as soon as we look at translation as both based on and enabling
a reconstruction of the culture in its non-linguistic and non-
conceptual aspects-what I referred to above as the context of
action. This, as suggested by the Wallace article cited in Chapter
2, is what goes on in real cases of radical, and non-radical,
translation. If we ask in what form translation is given,

It may seem that the answer Quine and Davidson give, that
translation is a recursive correlation of expressions with ex-
pressions, and ultimately of sentences with sentences, is obvi-
ously correct, even tautological. There may be a sense of
"translation" in which their answer is tautological and true.
But if we mean by the form of the translation the form in which
the meaning of the [Linear B] tablets is explained to us, their
answer is wrong. The real explanations have the form of a
translation in the Quine-Davidson sense plus a gloss. . . . The
scholars in this business never give the meaning of a tablet
simply by a word for word translation: there is always a gloss.
And when you think of it, in ordinary life there is almost always
a gloss when we say what someone meant or said or thought.4'

The gloss, of course, refers to the non-linguistic context; since it
is in the translator's language, and is not part of the translated
material, it depends upon the making of cross-cultural compari-
sons as a means to knowledge of the alien culture.

My intention here has not really been to re-enter the problem of
translation, but rather to stress my conclusion that translation, or
more generally the preservation of meaning between cultures, is
not the prime operation of social study. The anthropologist may
even find a meaning for cultural features that the natives do not
understand. To say this is not to contrast "social-conceptual"
with "physical" description. As we saw in Chapter 2, social
action is itself observable; it is open to alternative descriptions.
One may therefore dispute a social actor's account of his own
behavior. But this does not mean that a social scientific analysis of
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witchcraft ritual in terms of power relations antong thc Azande ts

a description of a different realm of phenomena than the native's

own description in terms of witchcraft. This is shown by the fact

that the anthropologist's analysis employs the native's concepts,

although not only them. Both accounts, the insider's and the

outsider's, are descriptions and explanations of the same actions.

These actions will not then have the same meaning for the outsid-

er as for the insider, but they will not therefore become meaning-

less, because they will not have lost their connection with social

life as a whole. Possibly, it is only in the anthropological account

that that connection will be revealed; in any case, it will be

spelled out in terms different from those of the natives. This does

not mean that the natives' experience of their own culture be-

comes of no account. Just the opposite: it is among the phenom-

ena with which social theory must grapple. It is not by its ability

to substitute itself for a culture that a social theory is judged but

by its ability to explain it.

Foundotion ond
Superstructure

Recognizing that culture provides the structure of social action, I
gave reasons in Chapter 2 for abandoning the use of "subjectiv-

ity" to single out the character of social facts, because of the
misleading nature of the contrast with "objectivity. " Similarly, in
the last chapter I argued for dropping "meaning" as referens of
the social scientist's object of study. The paradoxes of Weberian
sociology and its variants, as well as of Winch's philosophical

approach, turn out to arise at least in part from the difficulty of
reconciling the meanings (for insiders) of cultural elements with

the demand for (outsider's) scientific truth-an opposition again
conceived of as one of "subjectivity" to "the objective."

An excellent epitome of the position I have been opposing is
provided by a recent historical article on European witchcraft.
Basing himself on Winch's work, Stuart Clark argues that
Renaissance demonology is to be understood in terms of the total
world-view within which it had its place, and that

part of what we mean when we speak of a "world-view" at all
is surely that its constituents need no other explanation than
their coherence with one another. The primary characteristic of
demonolosical  texts as histor ical  evidence is not their

71
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supposed [ ]  unver i f iabi l i ty  but thcir  re lat ionship to what J.L.

Austin called a "total speech situation": their mcaning firr the

historian may be thought of as exactly symmetrical with thcir

original meaning as linguistic performances.r

Clark admits the cost of this preservation-through-reconstruc-
tion of meaning: "A contextual reading of Renaissance demonol-
ogy may not help us answer the major questions about the genesis

or decline of the European 'witch craze' . . ."2 But presumably

what historians, along with anthropologists and social theorists
generally, are after is the explanation of social phenomena, in-

cluding those of meaning. Ideological explanation in the first of
Mackie's two senses-explanations given in the terms of a given

ideology-is not enough; we want also explanation in his second
sense, explanation o/the ideology. Exactly because the conceptu-
al aspect of culture has a systematic character, though as we saw it
is not as consistent as Winch imagines, satisfying the demand for
explanation of this type will involve relating concepts to non-
conceptual elements of social life, since otherwise we will remain
within the circle of concepts.

Clark objects to "the explanation of . . . witchcraft beliefs in
terms of social and socio-psychological determinants"3 on the
ground that this bypasses meaning by reducing these beliefs to the
status of epiphenomena of non-ideological social factors. If we
are to make some sense of the concept of ideological explanation
we must recognize the justice in this point of view, despite its
ultimate untenability. To begin with, we may reject explanations
of (e.g.) witchcraft that claim that witch-talk is "really" talk
about social relationships, morality, etc. Such explanations re-
main on the terrain of "meaning" and on this terrain they fail
exactly as does the similar effort to explain moral terms as "real-

ly" expressions of feeling or descriptions of social conventions.
"Murder is wrong" does not mean "l don't like murder" and
"This is the work of witches" spoken among the Azande does not
mean "There is bad will at work in this or that social relation-
ship." As Martin Hollis expresses this,
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A Zandc. who bclicvcs hc has been bewitched, surely does not

believc that he has of-fbnded some social authority or other. If he

did, he could perfectly well say so. He surely believes, rather,

that he is the victim of supernatural interference.a

Similar objections can be made to a classical schema of ideologi-

cal explanation, that which operates in terms of social "func-

tion." Clifford Geertz describes this schema wittily:

A pattern of behavior shaped by a certain set of forces turns
out, by a plausible but nevertheless mysterious coincidence, to
serve ends but tenuously related to those forces. A group of
primitives sets out, in all honesty, to pray for rain and ends by
strengthening its social solidarity . . . The concept of latent
function is usually invoked to paper over this anomalous state
of affairs, but it rather names the phenomenon . . than ex-
plainsi t . . .5

This remark holds true of both the chief forms of anthropologi-

cal functionalism. To begin with, the idea that items in a culture

are to be explained by demonstrating the interactions between

them (e.g. the correspondence between a hierarchy ofgods and a

social hierarchy) does not take us very far. If we ask to what

questions such functional analyses can supply answers, we find

only questions of the form, "Is there a pattern of interaction

between the various elements of a culture?" This is a question of

some interest. The origin of functionalist theory lay in the rejec-

tion of speculative historical explanations of cultural traits.

Against this functionalism insisted, first, that traits could not be

understood in abstraction fromtheir systemic context, and second'

that explanations had to be given in terms of real information'

gathered in fieldwork, and not in the form of guesses, more or

less inspired, about (unknown) earlier periods. But this form of

explanation cannot supply answers to questions about the origin

and development of the culture as a whole.
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These lirnits of this form of functionalism are avoiclccl by a
second version, in which social traits are to be explained by their
causal efficacy in satisfying certain biological-psychological
needs (Malinowski) or in maintaining the existence of the social
system (Racliffe-Brown). Aside from problems peculiar to each
of these patterns of explanation, both suffer from the flaw that (in
Maurice Mandelbaum's words) such "generalizations permitted
no deductive consequences with respect to the specific nature of
the practices of the peoples which they investigated.',e

It is interesting to note that Marx made a similar point in
criticizing Feuerbach's speculative anthropological study of
Christianity. Feuerbach believed that his book, The Essence of
Christianity, demonstrated that the Christian idea of God repre-
sented an hypostatrzation of the social nature of the human spe-
cies. This he argued for by showing that the attributes of God are
the attributes of humanity. The content of the argument, despite
its philosophical form, is very much that of the symbolic interpre-
tation of culture. Against this mode of analysis Marx commented
that "it is . . . much easier to discover by analysis the earthly
kernel of the misty creations of religion than to do the opposite,
i.e. to develop from the actual, given relations of [social] life the
forms in which these have been apotheosized. "T To do this would
be to meet Mandelbaum's challenge to functionalism: to explain
the particular categories of a culture on the basis of their relation
to others of its features. How did Marx think this can be accom-
plished?

The following passage, from Marx's and Engels's early work
against the "German ideology," again has Feuerbach in view:

In direct contrast to German philosophy which descends from
heaven to earth, here [in their own work] it is a matter of
ascending from earth to heaven. That is to say, not of setting
out from what men say, imagine, conceive . . . in order to
arrive at men in the flesh; but setting out from real, active men,
and on the basis of their real life-process demonstrating the
development of the ideological reflexes and echoes of this life-
process.8
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In thc discussion ol 'Winch wc saw the inadequacy of  forming an

inragc of a social system on the basis of its natives' self-image.

However, how can we speak of "real, active men" without

speaking of what they "say, imagine, conceive"? With this we

return to the problem raised in the introductory chapter of this

essay, and to Marx's assertion, there cited, of the determination

of consciousness by social being. To quote the core of the 1859

Preface again:

In the social production of their existence, men inevitably enter
into definite relations, which are independent of their wil l,
namely relations of production appropriate to a given stage in
the development of their material forces of production. The
totality of these relations of production constitutes the econom-
ic structure of society, the real foundation on which arises a
legal and political superstructure and to which correspond defi-
nite forms of social consciousness. The mode of production of
material l i fe conditions the general process of social, polit ical,
and intellectual l i fe. It is not the consciousness of men that
determines their existence, but their social existence deter-
mines their consciousness.e

It will be useful to distinguish two, variously general, points at
issue in this famous passage. The metaphor of foundation and
superstructure is used, first of all, to express Marx's opposition to
a particular approach to history. According to Hegel, the institu-
tions of the political state provide the organizing framework for
social life as a whole. In the tradition of Enlightenment philos-
ophy of history, Hegel held that the development of the state was
to be explained in terms of a logic of concepts-the dialectic-
exhibited in the history of "spirit," or the world of cultural
categories. Marx's "critical reexamination of the Hegelian phi-
losophy of law" led him "to the conclusion that neither legal
relations nor political forms could be comprehended by them-
selves or on the basis of a so-called general development of the
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human mind, but that on thc contrary they originatc in thc nratcri-
al conditions of lif-e . ." The "anatonty" of thesc matcrial
conditions, Marx discovered, "has to be sought in political econ-
omy."10

Howevel Marx entitled the work in the Preface to which the
above-quoted passages appear, a contribution not to political
economy but to its critique. When he summarizes the "general
conclusion" to which his economic studies led him. we find not
the description of a new economic theory but the assertion that

Just as one does notjudge an individual by what he thinks about
himself, so one cannot judge . . . a period of transformation
by its consciousness, but, on the contrary, this consciousness
must be explained from the contradictions of material life,
from the conflict between the social forces of production and
the relations of production.rr

This suggests an idea of greater generality than the rejection of
legalist or mentalist explanations of social change. It suggests that
in general the social theorist can and must distinguish between
"the economic conditions of production, which can be deter-
mined with the precision of natural science, " and the "ideologi-
cal forms" with which people represent these conditions and
their changes to themselves.l2 And throughout the writings that
constitute Marx's critique of political economy-Ihe Contribu-
tion, the Grundrisse , Capilal , Theories of Surplus Value , and the
mountain of notes and studies Marx left beside them-we discov-
er that the categories of economics, whether in the form of econo-
mists' concepts or as they appear in "the everyday consciousness
of the agents of production themselves,"r3 are treated as ideo-
logical forms, to be explained by reference to the social relations
of production. Towards the end of the manuscript edited by Eng-
els as Volume III of Capital, for instance, Marx refers to this
ordinary consciousness as the "religion of everyday life."ra
While what Marx called "vulgar economics"-the ancestor of
today's "neo-classical" economics-"actually does nothing
more than interpret, systematize, and turn into apologetics the
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not ions ol ' thc agcnts trapped within bourgeois relat ions of pro-
duction"r5 these notions were to an extent critiqued by those
whom Marx called the classical economists, above all by David
Ricardo. But even these "remain more or less in the grip of the
world of il lusion which their criticism had dissolved . . "r6 This
raises two interrelated questions: what is the relation of the cri-
tique of political economy to that science itselfl and what are
"economic relations of production" if they are not to be iden-
tified with the referents of the catesories of economic the-
ory?

In his discussion of pre-capitalist society in the Grundrisse
Marx observes that "the fact that pre-bourgeois history, and each
of its phases, also has its own econom} and an economic founda-
tion for its movement, is at bottom only the tautology that human
life has since time immemorial rested on production, and, in one
way or another, on social production, whose relations we call,
precisely, economic relations."rT "Production," here equated
with economy, is what Marx in his methodological introduction
to the Grundrisse called an abstraction, a concept which with
respect to a group of phenomena "brings out and fixes the com-
mon element and thus saves us repetition." In so far as it does
this, such a concept is "rational" (verstiindig). But it must not be
forgotten that such abstractions are tools for organizing the his-
torical materials. Any particular case of production-of the "me-
tabolism between man and nature"-will be essentially charac-
terized by a multitude of features. Some of these features will be
common to all systems of production, but

nevertheless, just those things which determine their develop-
ment, i.e., the elements which are not eternal and common,
must be separated out from the determinations valid fbr pro-
duction as such so that in their unity-which arises already
from the identity of the subject, humanity, and the object,
nature-their essential difference is not forgotten.rs

Capitalism and feudalism both fall under the abstraction, "sys-
tem of production," but this is not to say that the properties of
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either system are to be elucidated in terms of sonrc unil' icd set of
characteristics. Each must be explained by reference to the par-
ticular constellation of features ("determinations," in Marx's
vocabulary) characteristic of it as a unique historical object.

Marx's "abstractions" are not "generalizations" suitable for
the framing of universal laws linking social facts; their function is
rather to provide a framework for comparison of social systems
with respect to their differences. It may be useful in particular to
distinguish Marx's idea of "abstraction" from Max Weber's
"ideal type" concept. The latter is defined as an imaginary, pure
case of some pattern of motivation-the profit motive, for exam-
ple, or the "Protestant Ethic." It is formed, in Weber's words,
"by the synthesis of a great many . more or less present and
occasionally absent concrete individual phenomena, which are
arranged according to these one-sidedly emphasized viewpoints
into a unified analytical construct."re Having no direct counter-
part in reality, they are "primarily analytical instruments for the
intellectual mastery of empirical data. "20 Marx's abstractions, in
contrast, are intended to refer to elements of social reality, al-
though their construction may involve processes of idealization.
With respect to these concepts Marx is a realist as against We-
ber's instrumentalism. "Capitalism," for instance, refers for
Marx to an actual social structure. At any given moment (for
example, at the time when Marx developed the concept!) there
may be no social system which as a whole instantiates it. But this
term refers to a developing system: the condition for its applica-
tion is the existence of certain social relations which are develop-
ing over time. The concept of "capital" in fact assumes the
existence of non-capitalist or pre-capitalist social relations, since
it is an historical concept; therefore it takes account in advance of
the fact that in any real case capitalist relations will be in interac-
tion with non-capitalist relations. All the category requires for its
application is that the capitalist elements will dominate, either at
the time or over a time.2r

What Marx has in mind when he speaks of the differentiation
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of'cases falling under an abstraction by their differing complexes
of determinations is il lustrated by his remarks on the category of
"population." This term can be taken to refer to a "concrete "
i.e. the empirical subject of social activity. But theories of popuiu-
tion, exactly because this abstraction is so general as to refer to
the members of every social system, shed no light on any particu-
lar one. "Population"

is an abstraction if I leave out, for example, the classes of which
it is composed. These classes in turn are an empty phrase if I
am not familiar with the elements on which they rest, e.g. wage
labor, capital, etc. These latter in turn presuppose exchange,
division of labor.22

The "presupposition" and "resting" here, reminiscent of the
relation of foundation to superstructure, are certainly not meant
ontologically; the relations Marx has in mind are explanatory. As
he later says, each involves the others: "the simplest economic
category, e.g. exchange value, presupposes population, moreover
a population producing in specified relations; as well as a certain
kind of family, or commune, or state, etc. It can never exist other
than as an abstract, one-sided relation within an already given,
concrete, living whole. "23 Ary human population, that is, exists
ordered by specific social relations. To understand a particular
society, therefore, the system-specific definitions of these rela-
tions must be studied. Furthermore, in such a study, the meanings
of the terms for these relations are given by their interrelation as
elements of the whole system.

The same holds true, in Marx's eyes, for "production": the
identity of all systems of production, or their elements-labor
and means of production-is proved by economists only

by holding fast to the features common to all processes of
production, while neglecting their specific differentiae. The
identity is demonstrated by abstracting from the distinctions.2a
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Marx makes the same argunlcnt fbr tcrtns dcnoting particular

social institutions, when these institutions are common to scveral
societies. Although money, for instance, plays a crucial role in
capitalism, it also existed "before capital existed, before banks
existed, before wage labor existed, etc."2s Money is analyzed by
Marx as a commodity which plays the role of the form by which

exchange value is represented; this allows it to fulfill the func-
tions of (to take two) the medium of exchange and the store of
value. Both of these functions are to be discovered in pre-capital-

ist systems, but with a difference. In capitalism, money has the
role of the "universal equivalent": all goods with a central role in
the reproduction of social life, including the basic good, labor
power or the ability to produce, can be and are represented by
sums of money. This is not true in pre-capitalist systems, where
most goods are not produced for sale and where money does not
mediate the social circulation of goods. Although both are cases
of money, an explanation of money that fits one case may not be
very helpful in answering questions about the other.

We thus encounter in Marx's critique of political economy a
core element of Winch's critique of social science: the argument
for the fallacious nature of equating features of different soci-
eties, made in terms of the systematic nature of social institu-
tions. The unbridgeable gap between the two critiques would
seem to be Marx's apparent disregard, in his desire for a scientif-
ic analysis of society, of the consciousness of the individuals
constituting it.

On the other hand, we must note that Marx defines labor, the
active factor in production, as "purposive activity aimed at the
production of use-values."26 Productive activity is of course
itself regulated by consciousness; Marx stresses that his discus-
sion of the labor process in Cnpital presupposes

labor in a form in which it is an exclusively human characteris-
tic. . . [W]hat distinguishes the worst architect from the best
of bees is that the architect builds the cell in his mind before he
constructs it in wax. At the end of every labor process, a result
emerges which had already been conceived by the worker at the
beginning, hence already existed ideally. Man not only effects a
chanse of form in the materials of nature; he also realizes his
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()wn pulposc in thc rnatcr ia ls.  And this is a purposc he is
conscious of, it determines the mode of his activity with the
rigidity of a law, and he must subordinate his wil l to it.27

Furthermore. Marx stresses that the aims of labor are socio-
culturally and not naturally defined: "Hunger is hunger, but the
hunger gratified by cooked meat eaten with a knife and fork is a
different hunger from that which bolts down raw meat with the
aid of hand, nail, and tooth."28 "Food" itself, to develop this
example, is too abstract to serve as a general name for the product
of the relevant branches of production, while to treat it as mean-
ing "satisfier of biological need" is exactly to ignore the social
determination of the humankind-nature metabolism. "Food" oe-
notes a use-value, it is true: that defined by the satisfaction of
hunger. But in capitalism, according to Marx, use-values are the
aim of production only in so far as they are commodities, objects
saleable at a profit on the market. Food which cannot be sold will
be destroyed. It is therefore produced not as foodper se but as the
commodity food, as a "unity of use-value and exchange-value. "
The general goal of production in capitalism is what Marx calls
"valorization," the expansion in value of invested capital. Thus
the labor process which abstractly appears as "an appropriation
of what exists in nature for the requirements of man, . . . the
universal condition for the metabolic interaction between man
and nature"2e in capitalism "is only the means where by the
valorization process is implemented."30

The distinction between abstraction and concrete example is
twofold. On the one hand, since "the requirements of man" are
in part culturally as well as biologically defined, "labor" in
capitalism includes practices of no directly biological value-
casting horoscopes, for example, or adjusting insurance claims.
On the other hand, many activities, such as brushing one's teeth,
or even cooking one's own dinner, do not fall under the definition
of labor relevant to the capitalist market system. In so far as the
two-humankind-nature metabolism and valorization process-
do coincide, capitalism and the physical requirements of human
life are compatible; but if and when they don't, either the system
or life must go, since "production" at any time refers only to one
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particular instance of it or another.
Marx constructs a similar argument fbr the category of

"capital," persistently confused by economists with tools and
materials in general. "Whatever the social form of production, "
Marx writes in Volume II of Capital,

workers and means of production always remain its factors.
. . For any production to take place, they must be connected.
The particular form and mode in which this connection is
effected is what distinguishes the various economic epochs of
the social structure. In the present case, the separation of the
free worker from his means of production is the given starting
point, and we have seen how and under what conditions the two
come to be united in the hands of the capitalist-i.e., as his
capital in its productive mode of existence.3r

Thus, to take the classical economists' concept of "fixed capi-
tal," "means of labor are fixed capital only where the production
process is in fact a capitalist process and the means of production
are thus actually capital, i.e. possess the economic detern-rination,
the social character of capital; secondly, they are fixed capital
only if they transfer their value to the product in a particular
way."32 The abstract definition of "means of production" as
"objects used in the process ofproducing other objects" does not
hold true for "fixed capital, " in the strict sense that being such an
object is necessary but not sufficient for such an object's being
capital. A tool can only function as capital if its use makes possi-
ble the exploitation of labor power and the eventual generation of
a sum of money exceeding that invested in the production pro-
cess. Thus the abstraction, "means of production," applies to
capital only in so far as "production" is here taken in its special
form as the production of capital.

But such definitions, which Marx is opposing to those of the
economists, fundamentally involve reference to cultural categor-
ies: as Marx puts it in the passage just cited, "capital" (for
instance) is a social character or determination. "Capital" is
defined as self-expanding "value," and "value" in terms of the
socially necessary labor time needed to produce commodities.
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This labor tinrc appcars to ref'er to a natural phenomenon, the
hours of actual work put into producing a given object, and is
generally taken to do so by economists commenting on Marx, but
it does not. Marx makes quite a point of distinguishing between
labor as use-value-creating, as natural phenomenon, and labor as
value-creating, as socially-defined "abstract labor." The latter is
defined only in the context of the sale of goods on the market.33
' ' Commod ity, ' ' once it becomes the general form of goods , turns
out not to be disentangleable from the category of "capital,"
while "exchange" itself requires-as noted in the first chapter of
this book-reference to a social mode of behavior in which people
recognize a category of "ownership" and "behave in such a way
that each does not appropriate the commodity of the other, and
alienate his own, except through an act to which both parties
consent. ' ' 34

The concept of "capital" is thus ideological in the same way as
the concept of "nobility" discussed in the previous chapter: by
conflating the specific, historical form of the means of labor with
"means of labor" as a trans-cultural abstraction, the particular
institutions of capitalist society are presented as universal, as
present, even if in different disguises, in all societies. We will
return to this example below. Here I want to point out that Winch
is wrong to assimilate Marx's concept of ideology to Pareto's
"derivations. " This is because Marx's abstractions are not "resi-

dues," real contents hidden by ideological appearances. For Pa-
reto, the various cases that represent the same residue are equiv-
alent to each other, except for their superficial appearances. This
is exactly what Marx wishes to deny in the case of abstractions.
The differences that are extinguished in the formation of abstrac-
tions are what we must appeal to in any attempt to explain the
features of actual societ ies.

The materials and means of labor . . . play their part in every
labor process in every age and in all circumstances. If, there-
fore, I label them "capital" . . then I have proved that the
existence of capital is an eternal law of nature of human pro-
duction. and that the Kirehiz who cuts down rushes with a knife
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he has stolen frorn a Russian so as to weavc thcnl togcthcr to
make a canoe is just as true a capitalist as Herr von Rothschilcl.
I could prove with equal facility that the Greeks and Romans
celebrated communion because they drank wine and ate bread,
and that the Tirrks sprinkle themselves daily with holy water
like Catholics because they wash themselves daily.35

This argument holds even for a case like that of "labor, " which
unlike "capital" is an abstraction like "production," denoting
human effort in metabolizing nature, and so is valid for all social
systems. On the other hand, it has a specific use for the analysis of
capitalism which it does not have for any other system. It is only
in this society that the idea of a "labor force," the individual
members of which "can with ease transfer from one labor to
another "36 has operational meaning, since in earlier systems the
division of labor was more strictly regulated by custom. In addi-
tion, all forms of labor are treated as equivalent in capitalism, in
the sense that their embodiments in products are equally trans-
formable into money. In contrast, when applied to pre-capitalist
systems, "labor" changes its significance. It can not function as a
category for the specific form that production may take in any
given society either. We must distinguish, that is, between "la-
bor" as an abstraction denoting productive activity in any society
and "labor" as a category for such activity in a particular society,
capitalism. A better known example, which has proved equally as
troublesome for commentators on Marx, is the concept of
"class." In describing "all previous history" as "the history of
class struggles," Marx uses "class" to designate an abstraction:
social grouping defined by its control over the means of social
production. When describing the evolution of capitalism out of
pre-capitalist society, inthe German ldeology, however, he draws
attention to the difference between class and estate as forms of
social organization, pointing out the historical specificity of the
former to capital ism.

Marx seems indeed to have held a conception closer to
Winch's idea of a social science than the latter suspects. But here
we must remember the double use Marx makes of his metaphor of
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Ioundation and supcrstructurc: to make not only the specific con-
trast between processes of (consciously regulated) interaction
with nature and other activities, but also the more general con-
trast between social institutions and people's understanding of
them. To say that the processes of social life are structured by
culturally-determined categories is not-as we saw earlier-to
say that people's understanding of these processes cannot go
seriously awry. Although it is by their belief in witchcraft that the
Azande create an object of study for the outsider anthropologist,
this does not mean that the phenomena categorized as witchcraft
and magic are correctly described or understood by the insiders.
As Zande witchcraft for Evans-Pritchard, so does capitalist eco-
nomics serve as the subject matter of Marx's study, which is thus
an example of ideological explanation in the second of Mackie's
senses and not the first (see p. 61 above).

In effect, Marx's work threatens a classic distinction between
anthropology and the other analytic social disciplines. S.F. Na-
del, for example, finds no difference in principle between anthro-
pology and sociology, but distinctions in method and concept-
format ion ar is ing f rom the character of  the objects of
anthropological investigation-the "strangeness of primitive cul-
tures, their separation from our civilization":

Sociology as well as history presuppose a certain familiarity of
the observer with the nature of the data he studies: both disci-
plines imply that certain commonly used categories are imme-
diately applicable, and that the probabilities and consequences
of actions are either readily understood or deducible with self-
evidence from the general background of experience. New
items . . or new problems . . . fall into place against this
background of an experience which is common to observer and
observed. This is not true of primitive society, which is unfa-
miliar and often strange . . . Social categories must be evolved
ad hoc; they cannot simply be taken for granted.3T

As Nadel observes, such an approach need not be limited to
strange cultures; one may go further to ask how it could be, if the
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goal is something wc would cal l  a "scicnt i l ' ic"  unclcrstanding ol '
social life. The contrast with the anthropological point of vicw
can be brought out if we look back to the Martian whom Fritz
Machlup had investigating the stock market (see Chapter 2
above). In Nadel's terms, Machlup's Martian is not doing anthro-
pology but economics. He is trying to explain the functioning of
the stock market within the context of the economic and social
system as a whole, and indeed the concept-system and culture of
capitalism itself. This is implicit in Machlup's statement of the
Martian's goal as "to know the economic functions of the stock
market, particularly its role in the utilization of investible funds
and in the formation of capital. ' '38 Such a goal is imaginable only
if there is capital investment, and all thatgoes with it, on Mars!

Machlup's questions are anthropological ones only as the de-
mand for ideological explanation of Mackie's first sort is, as
explorations of the inner articulation of the culture studied.
Machlup imagines these to be anthropological questions of a
deeper sort perhaps because he is himself an economist, for
whom economic theory consists of a system of " 'universal laws'
or fundamental hypotheses" involving "constructs of idealized
human action based on [assumed] objectives to maximize profits
and satisfactions."3e In line with this Weberian definition of his
field, Machlup sees the theorizing necessary for understanding
the market as consisting "mainly in constructing ideal types of
motivated conduct of idealized decision-makers, and examining
them in abstract models of interactions. " So, for example, busi-
ness competition is to be explained in terms of a "profit motive. "
Of course, these motivations can only exist in a social system in
which the requisite categories of action-market exchange, cap-
ital, profit-exist; Machlup focuses on the goal-defined ideal
types ofaction because he takes the social categories for granted.
His anthropologist from Mars is really an economist from Earth
in a space suit.ao

Were he actually to make the effort, in Nadel's words, "to treat
a familiar culture as though it were a strange one," the anthro-
pologist would go beyond the analysis of a given institution or
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phcnonrcnon in tcrrns ol 'capital ism's own categories ("prof i t , "
"nrarket," "capital," etc.) to an explication of these categories
themselves. He would in this process be forced to evolve new
categories "ad hoc," in the attempt to develop a theory about
those structured activities that in contemporary society we insid-
ers think of as "the economy," a theory which might ultimately
provide an explanation and analysis of this classification itself.
Thus an anthropologist would be led to ask why instruments of
production should be construed under the rubric of "capital,"
i.e. as equivalent to certain sums of money, just as Evans-Prit-
chard wondered about the equivalence of birds and people among
the Nuer and Willett about the Yoruba's identification of cowrie-
shell boxes with their heads or souls.

For the economic theorist the most abstract categories are
those of his own culture; thus economic anthropologists have
struggled-without notable success-to impose the concepts of
neoclassical economics on their field studies of tribal societies. In
reality, in other cultures (for instance that of medieval Europe),
the category of "capital"-and therefore a concept like "profit-
maximization"-plays no real part at all, any more than the
concept of inherited witchcraft plays a role in the culture of
capitalism. The anthropologist's task (as stated concisely by Ju-
lian Pitt-Rivers), if he is not "to accept the 'natives' view' of
their own world as if it bore the credentials of science." is "to re-
order that which they order and discover behind their ordering a
more abstract order that explains it. "4r It is the inability to do
this-to adopt the outsider's point of view in the study of their
own culture-which typically mars the curious attempts of an-
thropologists to apply their techniques to capitalist society. Al-
most always such studies examine an area, a neighborhood, or an
occupational grouping.a2 But if the classic topics of anthropology
are such as the Nuer, the Mbuti, the Nayars, or even "tribal
society" globally, then the equivalent frame of reference for
studying modern society should also be the whole culture-the
capitalist world system. For this reason one may speak of Marx's
work as anthropological in approach, rather than as sociological
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or economic (although it would bc rnislcading to spcak ol'Marx as
an anthropologist, since for him scientific understanding of cap-
italism was to be only a means to its revolutionary abolition).

As a matter of fact, Marx contrasts his theoretical procedure
with that of the economists in the same terms as those we have
used to contrast anthropological investigation with the researches
of Machlup's pseudo-Martian. The starting point of Marx's re-
search procedure in Capital is an attempt to see the categories of
his own culture as foreign and strange. "A commodity appears at
first sight an extremely obvious, trivial thing. But its analysis
brings out that it is a very strange thing, abounding in metaphysi-
cal novelties and theological niceties. "a3 The language of "meta-
physics" and "theology," and above all the dominant metaphor
of "fetishism" is not accidental or purely literary: Marx means to
suggest that the analysis of economic ideology is a case of the
same procedure as is represented by the analysis of religious or
philosophical ideology. The "strangeness" of the commodity is
not noticed by the economists who study it. This is because, in
Marx's words,

Reflection on the forms of human life. hence also scientific
analysis of those forms, takes a course directly opposite to their
real development. Reflection begins po st festum, and therefore
with the results of the process of development already to hand.
The forms which stamp products as commodities already pos-
sess the fixed quality of natural forms of social life before man
seeks to give an account, not oftheir historical character, for in
his eyes they are immutable, but of their content and mean-
ing.. .

The categories of bourgeois economics consist precisely of
forms of this kind. They are forms of thought which are social-
ly valid and therefore objective [are "social facts," one might
sayl for the relations ofproduction belonging to the historically
determined mode of production, i.e., to commodity produc-
tion. The whole mystery of commodities . . vanishes there-
fore as soon as we come to other forms of productionaa

-i.e., as soon as we put them into a comparative perspective.
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This is ol'coursc onc of thc cliches ol'anthropology, that cross-
cultural comparison demonstrates the particularity of what ap-
pears to the cultural insider to be universal. But, as Winch ob-
jects, how can we compare that which is culturally specific? To
quote Pitt-Rivers again,

A comparison of social structures must be concerned with the
elements of social structure: hierarchy, authority, power, sanc-
tity, the division of labor, the definition and solidarity of
groups, the transmission of property, the rules of descent, etc. ,
not with approximations to a stereotype, that is to say, a par-
ticular conjunction of features which may frequently be associ-
ated in fact but have no demonstrated necessary relationship to
one another.a5

Here lies the role of the Marxian abstraction: the subordination
of "capital" (e.9.) to the complex of abstractions "tool use" and
"exploitation" (to take the most important elements of Marx's
explication of this institution) exposes the particularities of the
capitalist mode of production. One can even say that it is, as
Winch recognizes in his attack on transcultural analysis, the avail-
ability of comparison that defines the outsider's point of view (as
opposed to being an actual traveller from a different society).

How can this be? How, that is, could anyone and how can Marx
in particular be said to have had an outsider's point of view on
what was after all his own social system? The answer for the
general case lies in the fact that modern society certainly, and
most societies to some extent, far from being the monoliths sug-
gested by our use of the term so far (which follows Winch's) are
complexes of different interests, or (to use the jargon expression)
subcultures. Marx wrote as a member of the socialist movement
of the second half of the nineteenth century, which by that time
had already developed categories defining a new form of social
life-based on the abolition of wage labor and the substitution for
it of the "free association of producers"-incompatible with the
institutions of capitalism. The novelty of capitalism in world
history is that it is a class society in which one class represents an
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entire potential social systcnr; it is this which was cxprcsscd by
the socialist movement. In this context Marx was an outsidor
within the system itself, in that he could look at it from the
perspective ofa society yet to be created, but ctlready represented
by new categories of socictl action.

Similarly, Marx claimed that the categories of capitalist culture
come to be used to understand other (earlier) forms of society
only when capitalism itself is seen as an historically specific form
of society, rather than as either the equivalent of other forms or
the endpoint of historical development.a6 The scientific strength
of classical political economy derived also from its peculiar his-
torical position at a period when a new form of society, capital-
ism, was stil l in conflict with remains of the pre-capitalist system.
(This is visible, for example, in Smith's polemic against mercan-
til ist policy and for laissez-faire.) Even though the classical think-
ers, true representatives of the Enlightenment, made their argu-
ments in terms of the "naturalness" of capitalist institutions,
they stil l in practice contrasted those institutions with the
leftovers of the earlier order. This implicit conflict of points of
view, then, brought into focus the specific structure of the new
system; so that, "although encompassed by [the] bourgeois hori-
zon, Ricardo analyzes bourgeois economy, whose deeper layers
differ essentially from its surface appearances, with such theo-
retical acumen that Lord Brougham could say of him 'Mr Ricardo
seemed as if he had dropped from another plane1."'+t

Whether or not this explanation for the anthropological char-
acter of Marx's study of economics is correct, it is certainly true
that this is one way of explaining why he called his writings a
critique of political economy. His position was, in Marx's own
opinion, ably summed up by I.I. Kaufmann, the first Russian
reviewer of Capital, who wrote that the position that "the general
laws of economic life are one and the same, no matter whether
they are applied to the present or the past,"

is exactly what Marx denies. According to him, such abstract
laws do not exist . . . On the contrary, in his opinion, every
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historical pcriod possesscs its own laws . . ' fhc old econo-
nrists rnisunderstood the nature of economic laws when they
likened them to the laws of physics and chemistry. A more
thorough analysis of the phenomena shows that social organ-
isms differ among themselves as fundamentally as plants or
animals. Indeed, one and the same phenomenon falls under
quite different laws in consequence of the different general
structure of these organisms, the variations of their individual
organs, and the different conditions in which these organs
function. a8

Marx is therefore with Winch in opposition to the idea of social
science as aiming at the discovery of general laws of social life.
What general "laws" are frameable in this realm are reducible
"to a few very simple characteristics, which are hammered out
into flat tautologies."ae Similarly, the relation between social
consciousness and relations of production, between superstruc-
ture and foundation, cannot be stated except by the most abstract
of formulas, so that "in order to examine the connection between
spiritual production and material production it is above all neces-
sary to grasp the latter itself not as a general category but in
definite historical form. ' 's0 Agreement with Winch ends, howev-
er, at the conception of this "definite historical form." For
Winch cultural forms are wholly defined by the meanings they
represent for natives, so that understanding society is "grasping
the point or meaning of what is being done or said. "5r For Marx,
in contrast, "grasping the point or meaning" of cultural items for
the natives is only the prelude to the knowledge he is seeking: it is
only to identify that which is to be explained, that whose meaning
for the scientific investigator is to be established.

For Max Weber, as we saq complete explanation requires the
conjoining of a motivational interpretation with observed statisti-
cal regularity of behavior. As we noted in Chapter 2, Winch quite
correctly points out that if we construe meaning as something
"subjective" it is hard to see how correlations with statistical
regularities can justify interpretations. Therefore, of necessity, in
attempting to describe a social situation in natural law-like terms,
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Weber ceases to use the notions that would be appropriatc to an

interpretiveunderstanding of this situation. Instead of spcaking
of the workers in his factory of being paid and spending money,
he speaks of their being handed pieces of metal, handing those
pieces ofmetal to other people and receiving other objects from

them; he does not speak of policemen protecting the workers'
property, but of "people with helmets" coming and giving

back the workers the pieces of metal which other people have

taken from them; and so on. In short, he adopts the external
point of view and forgets to take account of the "subjectively

intended sense" of the behavior he is talking about: and this, I

want to say, is a natural result of his attempt to divorce the

social relations linking those workers from the ideas which

their actions embody: ideas such as those of "money," "pro-

perty," "police," "buying and sell ing," and so on. Their

relations to each other exist only through these ideas and

similarly these ideas exist only in their relations to each
other.52

Marx would be in full agreement with the bulk of this passage.
Gold is certainly not (in his eyes) to be identified with money, nor
are all authorities with helmets policemen. On the other hand, he
strenuously denies that social relations exist only through ideas,
since the social relations identified by their ideal representations
among the natives, being observable, are open to different de-
scriptions by outside observers. The error shared by Winch and
Weber lies in the assumption that the alternatives of "objective"
description and''subjective" interpretation exhaust the possibili-
ties of social understanding. As we sau this is not true.

In the previous chapter I sketched a distinction between "com-
mon-sense" and "theoretical" thinking about social life. The
first is represented by Azande thinking about witchcraft in re-
sponse to Evans-Pritchard's questions, and by the stock market
workers' conceptions of their roles in the economy. The second is
represented by Evans-Pritchard's systematization of Azande doc-
trine and by economic theory. Here Winch draws the line of
acceptability, for the third sort of thinking about social life, which
Marx called specifically scientific theorizing, represents a theo-
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rctical construction on thc native categories which the natives
themselves would not recognize as valid.

Such an approach is justified by Marx as affording answers to
questions that insiders will not ask. Vulgar economy, as Marx
sees it, merely "interprets, systematizes, and defends" the going
conceptual scheme of (social) things. "But all science would be
superfluous if the form of appearance of things directly coincided
with their essence."s3 Here Marx adapts the distinction of es-
sence and appearance to the social world: the phenomena to be
explained by social theory include the appearances ofthe system
in the eyes of its inhabitants. The distinction between the two, as
Marx conceived it, can be seen in his discussion of the dual nature
of Adam Smith's work in The Wealth of Nations:

On the one hand he attempted to penetrate the inner physiology
ofbourgeois society, but on the other, he partly tried to describe
its externally apparent forms of life for the first time, to show
its relations as they appear outwardly, and partly he even had to
find a nomenclature and corresponding mental concepts for
these phenomena . . for the first time. . . . The one task
interests him as much as the other, and since both proceed
independently of one anothel this results in completely contra-
dictory ways of presentation: the one expresses the intrinsic
connections more or less correctly, the other . . expresses the
apparent connections [between economic phenomenal

-apparent, that is, "to the unscientific observer just as to him
who is actually involved . . . in the process of bourgeois produc-
tion. "5a Smith was engaged in systematic description of different
aspects of the capitalist social system, in terms of the everyday
categories of "value," "price," "rent," etc. At the same time,
when he used the concept of "labor" to explain the phenomenon
of value, he made use of a category which, as used in his theory,
was not part of the vocabulary of everyday life.

But, in Marx's opinion, despite the efforts of the classical
economists, even they "remained more or less trapped in the
world of il lusion and nothing else is possible from the bour-
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geois standpoint; they all fell thcrefbrc urorc or lcss into inconsis-
tencies, half-truths, and unresolved contradictions."5s Tb go bc-
yond the second level of social thought requires the posing of
questions that do not arise for the social insider. Just because in
capitalism the values of commodities are determined by "the

market," and confront the owners of the commodities as facts
limiting their choices of action, the determination of exchange
values appears as the outcome of natural laws of economics. The
fundamental categories of these laws-"commodity," "value, "

and (for classical economics) "labor"-appear to the economists
as basic properties of the social world.

Political economy has indeed analyzed value and its magni-
tude, however incompletely, and has uncovered the content
concealed within these forms. But it has never once asked the
question why this content has assumed that particular form,
that is to say, why labor is expressed in value . .56

Why, that is, is labor represented in this system by price, the
exchange-value of commodities relative to the money commod-
ity? Marx's answer is to explain the category of value, the proper-
ty of goods measuring their mutual exchangeability, in terms of
specific features of capitalist society. Social labor appears as
value, i.e., is organized through the market, (a) when labor has
become radically social, in the sense that production is carried on
for society at large rather than for the producer or immediate
social groups; (b) while control over property remains individ-
ual; (c) and labor itselfis treated as a good to be exchanged in the
market against other things. This condition requires the separa-
tion of the laboring population from the means of production,
without which they cannot produce for themselves. We may dis-
tinguish two sides to this explanation. First, the category, "val-
ue, " is explained as the representation in this culture of a certain
organization of social production. Second, this organization is
explained as the outcome of a particular historical process, and
not as a consequence of some "inner nature of production itself.' '

While it is an explanation, such an account is not a substitute
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l i l r  r l r  a t ranslat ion ol ' thc ccononr ic categor ies.  Just  as l i fe in
Zande society required Evans-Pritchard to talk in terms of magic
and witches, despite his disbelief in them, l ife in capitalism re-
quires that one does sell one's labor-power, or buy someone
else's, and so think of labor as a commodity. And

IfI state that coats or boots stand in a relation to [gold] because
the latter is the universal incarnation of abstract human labor,
the absurdity of the statement is self-evident. Nevertheless,
when the producers of coats and boots bring these commodities
into a relation with . . . gold or silver . . as the universal
equivalent, the relation between their own private labor and the
collective form of society appears to them in exactly this absurd
form.57

"Value" does not mean "socially necessary abstract labor
time," although that, according to Marx's theory, is what it is.
The latter concept cannot replace the former in economic life; it
would have no significance there. It is because, under the existing
conditions of private appropriation of the social product, the
abstract or social character of labor can have no direct form of
representation (as it would, for example, in a system in which
decisions about social production were collectively made), that
social labor can only be represented, as "value," in the form of
money.

The Marxian analysis of money, as "the commodity whose
natural form is also the directly social form of realization of
human labor in the abstract, "58 is not open to the objection made
by Winch to Weber's attempt at an "objective" description.
Money is defined in terms of the cultural institutions referred to
by the categories of "commodity," "price," and so on. At the
same time, Marx's account also escapes the alternatives posed by
Winch, of cultural relativism or a priori truths of social life, by
explaining both what the essence of this phenomenon is and why
it appears as it does to the natives of capitalism.

To illustrate this, I will return to the analysis of the category of
"capital," money used to make money. According to Marx,
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"capi ta l  is  not a th ing, any morc than money isathing. ln capi ta l ,

as in money, certain social relations appear as thc natural

properties of things in society."5e "Capital" defines things as

they fit into a pattern of social action.

Under certain circumstances a chair with four legs and a
velvet covering may be used as a throne. But this same chaiq a
thing for sitting on, does not become a throne by virtue of its
use-value. The most essential factor in the labor process is the
worker himself, and in antiquity this worker was a s/ave. But
this does not imply that the worker is a slave by nature . .,
any more than spindles and cotton are capital by nature just

because they are consumed nowadays by the wage-laborer in
the labor process. The folly of identifying a specific socicl
relationship of productiorz with the thing-like qualities of cer-
tain articles is what strikes us most forcefully whenever we
open any textbook on economics and see on the first page how
the elements of the process of production, reduced to their
basic form, turn out to be land, capital, and labor. . . . By
confusing the appropriation of the labor process by capital with
the labor process itself, the economists transform the material
elements of the labor process into capital simply because capital
itself changes into the material elements of the labor process

among other things.60

Marx does not stop, as Winch would wish, at noting this social

definition. First, Marx judges this description of the economists
as ideological, in Mackie's sense. It contains the error of treating
a social character as a natural property. Marx assimilates this
error to that of attributing an independent power to manmade
idols by speaking of the "fetishism of commodities," i.e. the
treatment of the results of a stage of social development as ineluc-
table laws to which humans can only submit.

Second, he explains the ideology, by showing what aspects of
capitalist social experience (as described in his own theoretical
vocabulary) call for this ideological interpretation. In capitalism,
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Raw nrater ia ls and thc objcct  o l ' labor in general  exist  only to
ubsorb thc work of others, and the instrument of labor serves
only as a conductor, an agency, fbr this process of absorption.
. . Since work creates value only in a definite useful form,
and since every particular useful form of work requires materi-
als and instruments with specific use-values, . . labor can
only be drained off if capital assumes the shape of the means of
production required for the particular labor process in ques-
tion, and only in this shape can it annex living labor. This is the
reason, then, why the capitalist, the worker, and the political
economist, who is only capable of conceiving the labor process
as a process owned by capital, all think of the physical elements
of the labor process as capital just because of their physical
characteristics. That is why they are incapable of detaching
their physical existence as mere elements in the labor process
from the social characteristics amalgamated with it, which is
what really makes them capital. They are unable to do this
because in reality the labor process that employs the physical
qualities of the rneans of production . . . is identical with the
labor process that converts these self-same means of produc-
t ion into capi ta l .6-

The sorry state of economic theory mentioned in Chapter I of
this essay, in combination with the most severe economic difficul-
t ies since the thirt ies, has led to a crisis of economics serious
enough for the Nobel and Rockefeller foundations to invest mil-
lions in a study of the conceptual bases of economic policy,

described by Dr Victor Urquidi as "theoretical concepts that
have nothing to do with the present or looking to the future."62
We may note also a rash of books and articles on the insufficien-
cies of economics. However, the economists are neither resigning
their academic and governmental posts nor being asked to do so.
As one journalist commented, "The economists have a great deal
invested in their present 'scientific' approach, both intellectually
and practically-in professorships, learned journals, possession
of graduate students, positions in government and industry, hon-
ors, up to and including the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Science. "63 And their employers must find the thought of being
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without scicnt i l ' ic aclvicc, cottnscl .  and pol ic ics to spol lsor cqr-ral ly

r l isagrccablc.
Truc though this cxplanation is, there is more to the matter than

this: wc must explain the material success of economic theory,

given its scientific failure. A factor that springs to mind is the

apparent success obtained by Keynesian economics during the

nineteen-fifties and sixties in managing the business cycle. But

not only did this success turn to stagflationary ashes in the mouths

of its pundits; more significant is the fact that throughout the

heyday of deficit financing neoclassical economics continued to

be taught and accepted as an integral part of economic science,

despite the proof of its own inadequacy presented by the Great

Depression, which had launched an earlier "crisis of economic

theory." This situation, indeed, is reminiscent of nothing so

much as the disinterest of the Azande in exploring and resolving

the contradictions in their account of witchcraft. "Azande do not

perceive the contradiction as we perceive it, because they have no

theoretical interest in the subject, and those situations in which

they express their beliefs in witchcraft do not force the problem

upon them," wrote Evans-Pritchard. Here, however, we see the

over-optimism in Barden's idea that theoretical thinking has a

natural tendency to become critical: while for the economists

their subject is a theoretical one, they nonetheless have little

interest in its methodological presuppositions, given that the aca-

demic or policy advisory situations in which they express their

beliefs in economics do not force such problems upon them.

Marx's theory of capitalist society, as we have seen, goes far

towards explaining this state of affairs. If economic categories

play as central a role in the definition of capitalist social relation-

ships as witchcraft categories do in the life of the Azande, it is not

hard to understand the resistance of this network of concepts to

the effects of theoretical incoherence and empirical disconfirma-

tion. What drew Marx's attention to political economy as an

object for critical analysis was the combination of its theoretical

inadequacy and its dominion over professional intellectual and

ordinary thinking alike. He was thus faced with the same problem
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as Evans-Pritchard: thc cxplanation of a conceptual scheme that is

functionally indispensable to the life of a culture despite its incon-

sistencies and absurdities.
The adequacy of Marx's theory of capitalist society and its

forms of consciousness cannot be a topic for the present essay.

But it should be noted that since this theory aims not at interpreta-

tion of capitalist culture, in the sense of a translation of capitalist

into non-system-specific categories, but at an explanation of the

continuing existence of this social system, its adequacy is not to

be judged by its conformity to "the ordinary consciousness of the

agents of production themselves. " Rather, the theory's strength

is to be measured, first, by its ability to explain that "ordinary

consciousness" and, second, by Marx's success in explaining and

predicting the development of a social system structured by the

categories of capital and wage-labor. As I have indicated, I find

Capital, judged in these terms, to contain the most important

well-confirmed theory within social science. Whatever the diffi-

culties from which Marx's theory may prove to suffer, however,

they cannot be shown to derive either from neglect of the inten-

tional character of social categories or from a failure to observe

the canons of scientific objectivity.



Science ond Society

I have argued in this essay that the "meaningful" character of
"social facts" does not put them beyond the reach of scientific
explanation. On the contrary, it is the very possibility of scientific
understanding of society that makes it important to reject many of
the claims currently made to this title. The many failures of
official social science are due not to an inherent resistance to
scientific inquiry on the part of social phenomena, but to the
would-be scientists' failure to include their own culture in the
domain of invest igat ion.

Of course, it does not seem to them that they have done so.
Economics, for instance, has explicitly sought to discover highly
abstract laws applying to all social systems, just as sociologists
have striven to unveil general principles of human behavior appli-
cable to the visible spectrum of such behavior. Yet the former
discipline, to take what is generally regarded as the "queen of the
social sciences," remains "in the grip of the world of il lusion"
constituted by the categories of everyday life. This judgement of
Marx's has the virtue of explaining the explanatory sterility of
economics and its failure as an empirical predictor and basis for
policy choice. Fundamentally, as we have seen, the root of the

roo
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problctn is to bc lound in thc goal of discovering general laws of

social lil'e. These general laws turn out upon examination to be

merely the projection upon the totality of social experience of the

categories of modern society. It is the inability to see what Karl

Korsch called the "historical specificity" of these categories that

has blocked even recognition of Marx's discovery of the princi-

ples regulating capitalism as a social system.

It has been held-despite his approval of his Russian reviewer's

criticism of the idea-that Marx himself maintained a general

theory of society ("historical materialism"), of which his ac-

count of capitalism is then the application to a particular case.In

the 1859 Preface to Zur Kritik Marx affirms in the tradition of

European "universal history" that "Asiatic, ancient, feudal, and

modern bourgeois modes of production can be designated as

progressive epochs in the economic formation of society," with

bourgeois society as "the last antagonistic form of the social

process of production. "r This way of speaking derives from the

Enlightenment's periodization of history, as preserved and trans-

formed-aufgehoben-by Hegel. While for the Enlightenment

human nature was constant throughout history, with the advance

from one historical stage to another marked by the growth of

knowledge of that nature and the laws governing it, Hegel devel-

oped the Romantic idea of a progression of the human spirit itself,

through a series of civilizations, each with its own unifying prin-

ciple. This view is related more closely than its predecessor to the

modern anthropological concept of culture; it is even an ancestor

of Winch's view of cultures as monadlike systems of meaning'

Commensurability of cultures is fundamental to the Hegelian

conception, however, since not only their elements but the cul-

tures themselves for him have meaning as elements in the over-

arching Culture of human history as a whole. As a result, later

stages can comprehend earlier ones; and in fact, according to

Hegel, a culture can be scientifically (wissenschafilich) under-

stood only when its day is done: "The owl of Minerva spreads its

wings only with the falling of the dusk."2

Elements of this view have certainly been preserved in Marx's

orientation to history, as the phrase quoted above demonstrates.
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At the same time, however, Marx's view is rnarkcd by an abarr-
donment of the teleology essential to the Hegelian schemc. For
Marx the great importance of Darwin's Origin of Species was that
it dealt the "deathblow" to teleology in the natural sciences,
while at the same time offering an empirical explanation of its
"rational meaning"-i.e., explained a teleological pattern as the
result of a causal mechanism.3 This certainly represented Marx's
attitude towards teleological explanation in human history as
well. He had already renounced the Hegelian vision in 1845,
writing that

History is nothing but the succession of the separate genera-
tions, each of which uses . . the productive forces handed
down to it by all preceding generations, and thus, on the one
hand, continues the traditional activity in completely changed
circumstances and. on the other. modifies the old circum-
stances with a completely changed activity. This can be specu-
latively distorted so that later history is made the goal of earlier
history . . . while what is designated with the words "des-
tiny", "goal", "germ", or "idea" of earlier history is noth-
ing more than an abstraction from later history, from the active
influence which earlier history exercises on later history.a

Thirty-odd years later, Marx wrote one of his Russian disci-
ples to strcss that the "historical inevitability" which Capital
ascribed to the development of capitalism "is expressly limited to
the countries of Western Europe."s Similarly, in reply to Mikhai-
lovski, who had criticized him for a theory of "necessary stages"
in history, Marx replied that it was only his Russian critic who

must absolutely transform my sketch of the genesis of capital-
ism in Western Europe into an historical-philosophical theory
of the general march, fatally imposed on all peoples, whatever
the historical circumstances in which they find themselves, to
arrive at long last at this economic formation [socialism] which
will ensure, with the greatest progress of the productive power
of social labor, the most integral development of man. But I beg
his pardon. This is to do me at once too great honor and too
sreat shame.
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Onc can ol '  coursc. Marx cont inues. come to some more
or less general conclusions about history by comparing the
results of detai led studies of di f ferent areas and t imes.
But an understanding of social history will never be achieved
"with the master-key of an histor ico-phi losophical  the-
ory whose supreme virtue consists in being supra-histori-
cal .  '  '6

We must conclude, then, that despite his use of Hegelian
phraseology Marx did not conceive of the series "asiatic, an-
cient, feudal, and [capitalist] modes of production" as ordering
all the world's cultures in one connected history. The sequence
appcars universal in character because capitalism, which devel-
oped from European feudalism, itself developed on the ruins of
"ancient" society, in becoming a world system transforms all the
social forms it overwhelms. As Marx put it in The German
Ideology, the more capitalism expands, breaking down the isola-
tion of hitherto relatively autonomous cultures, "the more histo-
ry becomes world history."T

Even if we disregard the appearances of a teleological concep-
tion, however, can we not identify "what deserves to be called a
theory of history, which is not a reflective construal, from a
distance, of what happens, but a contribution to understanding its
inner dynamic"? That we can is the claim of G.A. Cohen in his
influential book, Karl Marx's Theory of History, in which he at-
tempts to reconstruct "parts of historical materialism as a theory
or infant science."8 Cohen's version of the theory supposedly
stated in the 1859 Preface, and developed in the series of works
constituting the critique of political economy, predicates of histo-
ry "a perennial tendency to productive progress, arising out of
rationality and intelligence in the context of the inclemency of
nature. " The basis of history is thus development of the forces of
production, as measured by the ability to produce a surplus above
current consumption. The basic situation of mankind is said to be
one of "scarcity," meaning that "given men's wants and the
character of external nature, they cannot satisfy their wants un-
less they spend the better part of their time and energy doing what
they would rather not do, engaged in labor which is not experi-
enced as an end in itself. " Human intellisence leads to the devel-
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opment of technologies increasingly able to mect the challcngc ol'

scarcity; human rationality in turn dictates that "when knowl-

edge provides the opportunity of expanding productive power

[people] will tend to take it." Productive forces exist and are

utilized only within one or another set of social production rela-

tions, which therefore develop in such a way as to permit the

development of productive forces. The forces-the embodiment
of rationality's response to scarcity-are the primary causal ele-
ment in history; "the property of a set of productive forces which

explains the nature of the economic structure embracing them

is their disposition to develop within a structure of that na-

ture. "e
Setting aside the difficulties of the "functional" mode of ex-

planation Cohen employs, this is an extremely implausible recon-

struction of Marx's views, as well as an implausible understand-
ing of history. As we have seen, Marx explicitly rejects appeals to

features of the human mind, including therefore its alleged ra-

tionality, as a basis for historical explanation. At the same time,

the concept of "scarcity", drawn-like the characterization of
work as inherently painful-from the ahistorical economics Marx

was attacking, has no place in Marx's view. For Marx, "wants"

are precisely not "given"; the "creation of new needs is the first

historical act."r0 This "creation of needs" is itself conditioned
by social experience, in Marx's view; thus he held that "the key

to the riddle of the unchangeability of Asiatic societies" is sup-
plied by "the simplicity of the productive organism in these self-

sufficing communities which constantly reproduce themselves in

the same form" and "on an unalterable division of labor."tr
Here the nature of the social relations inhibits the progress of
productivity, just as in capitalism the nature of society has led to

its acceleration.
I chose Cohen to discuss because his work has been highly

praised among recent contributions to the understanding of

Marx. But I believe that investigation of any other attempt to

develop a general theory of history from Marx's work would lead

to the same result. It would otherwise be remarkable that the
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argunrcnt in Cupitul tnakcs no usc ol'a general social theory of the

sort we have been discussing. We have already seen that Marx's

general categories, as abstractions, are used not to generate ex-

planations for particular phenomena but to organize the material

in a comparative way. The "guiding thread" in his theoretical

fabric, as he makes clear in an interesting reference in Capital to

the Preface to Zur Kritik, is that "each particular mode of pro-

duction" is the foundation of "definite forms of social conscious-

ness. "r2 For this reason a general theory of ideology is impossi-

ble, as we saw in Chapter 4.
It is the rejection of the possibility of general theories of soci-

ety that lies behind the two-fold critique of bourgeois social

thought exhibited in Marx's distinction between "classical" and

"vulgar" economists. The former were scientific in so far as they

sought to construct explanations of economic phenomena in "the

real internal framework of bourgeois relations of production,"

while the latter only "flounder around in the apparent framework

of those relations"-apparent, that is, in "the banal and compla-

cent notions held by the bourgeois agents of production about

their own world, which is to them the best possible one. "r3 Here

"the forms of appearance are reproduced directly and spontane-

ously, as current and usual modes of thought; the essential rela-

tion must first be discovered by science."l4 In another passage

Marx invokes an analogy with physical science: a scientific anal-

ysis of capitalism is possible only in terms of new theoretical

categories, not part of the system we are trying to explain, "just

as the apparent motions of the heavenly bodies are intelligible

only to someone who is acquainted with their real motions, which

are not perceptible to the senses. " l5 Everyone can see that the sun

rises and sets, moving around the earth; only by looking at the

solar system from a more abstract point of view-i.e., one that

sets the earth-eye view alongside those from other spatial posi-

tions-can the "essential relation"-the motion of the earth

around the sun-be seen. Once we know the real motion we are

able to explain the apparent motion of the sun around the earth.

Similarly, Marx argued, the origin of profit, which appears to
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result from the investrnent of capital, can be undcrsttxrd only
from a more abstract point of view that sees capitalism as one way
of organizing an exploitative production process.

It is to be noted that for Marx neither its lack of historical
consciousness nor its theoretical inadequacies disqualified classi-
cal economics from the title of "science." Science is not to be
identified with correct theories only, but rather with the employ-
ment of certain standards of theory-construction and evidence in
the explanation of some domain of phenomena. Yet a theory that
regards capitalist social relations as natural, inevitable forms
"can only remain a science while the class struggle remains latent
or manifests itself only in isolated and sporadic phenomena,"r6
since the growth of opposition to capitalism bears witness to the
spiralling crisis cycle characteristic of the developed system, and
so to the historical limit to its existence; any theory worthy of the
name will have to be able to explain this cycle and the implica-
tions of capitalism's finitude. Economics at its best was riding to
an inevitable fall as a result of its appeal, explicit or implicit, to
the concept of nature in the analysis of social institutions.

While classical political economy was scientific, in distinction
to vulgar economics, in explaining the phenomena constituting
the economic system, the two were alike in viewing "the capital-
ist order as the absolute and ultimate form of social production,
instead of as a historically transient stage of development."rT
Since capitalism does not in fact represent the emergence to clear
view of social processes and institutions essential to any and
every form of society, this viewpoint was bound to lead to errors
and an inability to explain fundamental characteristics of capital-
ism, such as the tendency toward depression and crisis. Thus
"classical political economy's . . . uncritical acceptance of the
categories [of capitalist society] led it into inextricable confusions
and contradictions . . ., while it offered a secure base of oper-
ations to the vulgar economists who, in their shallowness, make it
a principle to worship appearances only."r8

By revealing the natural laws of the production and distribu-
tion of wealth political economy was supposed to clarify the

i t
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rangc ol 'choiccs opcn t()  social  pol icy Inakcrs. Outsidc these
choiccs thcrc was nothins.

The belated scientiflc discovery that the products of labor, in so
far as they are values, are merely the material expressions of the
human labor expended to produce them, marks an epoch in the
history of mankind's development, but by no means banishes
the semblance ofobjectivity possessed by the social character-
istics of labor. Something which is only valid for this particular
form ofproduction . . appears to those caught up in the rela-
tions of commodity production (and this is true both before and
after the above-mentioned scientific discovery) to be just as
ultimately valid as the fact that the scientific dissection of the
air into its component parts left the atmosphere itself unaltered
in its physical configuration.re

Just as the chemical analysis of the atmosphere did not alter but
only explained the composition of the air, so the classical analysis
of value in terms of social labor time did not alter the reality thus
described. This is of course exactly what we should expect from a
scientific analysis. However, while Marx's explanation of wfty
labor time appears in the form of value also does not alter the
reality explained, it does suggest the possibility of such change in
a way the classical analysis does not. By describing "value" as a
category of social behavior, as a concept in terms of which goods
are deaLt with, Marx shows that it is not just descriptive but also
constitutive of the social system. While natural properties of
goods exist independently of social action, a property like value
that is itselfa product ofsocial behavior can cease to exist even as
it was once brought into existence.

On the one hand, Marx criticizes the portrayal of the institu-
tions of modern society, by economists and by social theorists
generally, as natural givens. He emphasizes, in contrast, not only
the transitory, historical character of social structures but also the
fact that they are products of human activity rather than of a
"logic of history." On the other hand, Marx describes his own
work on the pattern of natural science, comparing it explicitly to
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the physicists' research into natural processes.20 'lhis paradox
reflects, not a self-contradiction in Marx's understanding of his
enterprise, but the nature of the object of enquiry-capitalism-
itself. It is a feature ofthis social system that the consequences of
people's continuing adherence to the rules and institutions defin-
ing it affect them as forces over which they have no control, and
which indeed the imaginative effort of science is necessary to
understand. Truly, says Marx, the determination of value by
social labor time "asserts itself as a regulative law of nature "
but-quoting his fiiend Engels-"What are we to think of a law
which can only assert itself through periodic crises? It is just a
natural law which depends on the lack of awareness of the people
who undergo it."2! As we have seen, the law would remain in
effect even ifpeople did understand it: beyond understanding, the
world requires actual changing. But it would no longer appear
natural.

Thus Marx suggests that social science comes into existence
when society appears as a force (or structure) dominating the
experience of those who make it up. In particular, Marx suggests
that it is capitalism itself which creates the conditions for a
science of society. It is certainly the case, despite the work of
Plato, Aristotle, and Ibn Kaldun, that the social sciences as we
know them have their origin in the seventeenth century. Joseph
Schumpeter attempted an explanation of this historical fact:

commonsense knowledge, relative to scientific knowledge,
goes much farther in the economic field than it does in almost
any other. It is perferctly understandable, therefore, that eco-
nomic questions, however important, took much longer in elic-
iting specifically scientific curiosity than did natural phenom-
ena. Nature harbors secrets into which it is exciting to probe;
economic life is the sum total of the most common and most
drab experiences.22

It obviously did not occur to him that the subject-matter of
economics-the capitalist market economy-not only was not
banal but did not exist until the modern era. As Marx said.
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'l ' lrc valuc characlcr ol 'thc products ol ' labor becomes firmly

cstablishcd only when they act as magnitudes of value. These
magnitudes vary continually, independently of the will, fore-
knowledge, and actions of the exchangers. Their own move-
ment within society has for them the form of a movement made
bythings.. . .23

It was this actual experience of a world of autonomous prices. an

historical novelty, which suggested the need for a science of this

new sphere of experience, the market economy. Given the rapid

rise of the language of natural science to its position as privileged
mode of discourse, reflecting both the break with the theological
ideology of the ancien rtgime and the technological needs of
industrial capitalism, the extension of scientific thinking to the
study of society-in Hume's words, "An attempt to introduce the
experimental Method of Reasoning into Moral subjects"-was
inevitable.

Indeed, it was first in the eighteenth century that the word
"society" took on its modern meaning as the body of institutions
and relationships, characterized by special laws, in which the
individual finds himself.

Only in the eighteenth century, in "civil society," do the var-
ious forms of social connectedness confront the individual as a
mere means towards his private purposes, as external necessity.
But the epoch which produces this standpoint, that of the isolat-
ed individual, is also precisely that of the hitherto most devel-
oped social . . relations.2a

Hence the subjectivist strain in social science, seeing the essence
of social life in individual consciousness; hence also the problem
of explaining how the interaction of many individuals produces
results affecting each person as the working of an Invisible Hand,
and the conception of social processes as a domain of social facts.

It seems to follow from this understanding of the social sci-
ences as products of capitalism that socialist revolution can be
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expected to bring with it, along with the abolition ol'wagc labor

and the state, the disappearance of the subject-matter of econom-

ics and political science-more generally, in G.A" Cohen's
phrase, "the withering away of social science." This is already

suggested in Marx's comparison of the mystery of commodity
relations with the absence of economic facts in other forms of

society. Thus in medieval Europe, "precisely because relations of
personal dependence form the given social foundation, there is no

need for labor and its products to assume a fantastic form differ-

ent from their reality. " In this society people nevertheless experi-

enced social reality ideologically, in terms of such concepts as
kinship, honor, loyalty, and the divine will-"the motley feudal
ties that bound men to their 'natural superiors"' that capitalism
(as Marx put it in the Communist Manifeslo) "has ruthlessly torn

asunder." On the other hand, in the future socialist society as

Marx imagined it, "an association of free men, working with the

means of production held in common, and expressing their many

different forms of labor power in full self-awareness as one single
labor force," the relations of the producers with each other, their

labor, and its products, would again be "transparent." The gap

between appearance and reality filled today by economic science
would no longer exist.25 Marx believed that a tendency in this

direction was to be seen even within capitalism, as in the course

of the class struggle the workers discover the historically limited

character of the laws of economics, so that the continued effec-

tiveness of these laws becomes a matter of political action.

Thus as soon as the workers learn the secret of why it happens
that the more they work, the more alien wealth they produce,
and that the more the productivity of their labor increases, the
more does their very function as a means for the valorization of
capital become precarious; as soon as, by setting up trade
unions, etc., they try to organize planned co-operation between
the employed and the unemployed in order to obviate or to
weaken the ruinous effects of [the] natural law of capitalist
production on their class, so soon does capital and its syco-
phant, political economy, cry out at the infringement of the
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"clcn) i . r l ' '  ancl  so to spcak "sacrcd" law of supply and dcmand.
H,vcry con'rbination between employed and unemployed dis-
turbs the "pure" action of this law.26

With the triumph of communism, furthermore, Marxian the-
ory itself would cease to have meaning. In so far as the aim of this
theory is the unmasking of the social reality beneath the appear-
ances of capitalist society, it would have no place in a world in
which "the practical relations of everyday life between man and
man, and man and nature, generally present themselves to him in
a transparent and rational form."27 Marxian science, in other
words, will of necessity share the fate of its bourgeois antagonist.

This would not mean an end of scientific thinking about soci-
ety, but only that of bourgeois ideology and its critique. The
disappearance of those phenomena rooted in the peculiarities of
capitalism would not bring a sudden solution of all the mysteries
of social behavior: the nature of grammar and its relation to
spoken language, for instance, or the processes by which an
infant becomes a human being would still remain invisible to the
non-scientific eye. In addition, the attempt to construct a demo-
cratically and consciously regulated society would require exactly
that questioning of assumptions and procedures which plays an
essential role in scientific theorizing. To be scientific here would
mean consciously to attempt to place existing and proposed insti-
tutions and procedures in the context of the past, on the one hand,
and in that of the imagined and desired future, on the other. The
goal of democratic decision-making would require attention paid
to comparison and mediation between the variety of cultural
forms constituting society on the world-wide and local levels. But
one imagines a flavor here quite different from that of today's
social science, as the aim would be explicitly not so much the
discovery of necessities as the expansion of the realm of choice.

Such a future implies a transformation in the conception of
social knowledge which goes far beyond the discarding of the
illusions of the social pseudo-sciences. Two aspects of this trans-
formation-thc abandonment of "value-freedom" as a scientific
ideal, and an altcration of the idea of science itself-may be
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discussed here, however briefly, as they may be discerncd tn

trends of the present time, bound up with the continuing develop-

ment of the existing social system. The two are intimately con-

nected in the complex idea of "nature" and of science as the

"objective" study of it. Basic to the concept of "nature" in-

volved here is the idea of a "natural order," represented by a

system of laws, existing independently of the human observer,

that it is the aim of science to discover. This is a world of

"objective" facts, as opposed to the ("subjective") conventions

and values of human invention.

It is in accordance with this set of concepts that social science is

taken to be the study of human nature, or of the nature of society,

construed aS a Set of drives, instincts, innate mental structures, or

social necessities in terms of which complex systems can be

explained. A classic version of the ideology of modern science

imagined a unified science, in which sociology, individual psy-

choiogy, biology, chemistry, and physics study the properties of

the same basic stuff at varying degrees of complexity. But the

relevant concept of nature may be shared by those, like Durk-

heim, who think in terms of irreducibly social facts.

Brun van Albada suggests that not just social science but this

ideaof ..science" itself is apartof thedevelopmentof capitalism,
.'born of the presumption of that class which had the illusion of

having solved all social problems and believed it had the power to

dominate nature as it dominated society. Thanks to the bourgeoi-

sie the world was now in ordeq and in good order, in harmony

with the demands of reason. It ought to run regularly, like a well-

designed and well-oiled mechanism. "28 Van Albada continues by

pointing out that the shocks to the bourgeoisie's sense of cosmic

order and its place in it occasioned by the economic and social

upheavals of the latter half of the nineteenth century were reflect-

ed in the displacement of the confident materialism of the eigh-

teenth century by "a semi-idealist conception which, with-

out entirely denying the existence of the material world, could

assign to man only the role of powerless and fearful observer,"2e

a conception exemplified by Mach's philosophy of nature' Cer-
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tainly thc twcnty ycars' rcncwed expansion of capitalism that
lbllowed World War II were accompanied by a renewed faith in
the power of science to understand and control the world, social
and natural-this was the age both of the atom bomb and of
"macroeconomic fine-tuning." In this context the dominance of
positivist philosophy of science is not surprising. But the opti-
mism of capitalism's earlier periods could not survive the century
of total war, and the social relativism produced in part by the loss
offaith in progress as ofthe essence ofcapitalism and in part by
the apparently stable confrontation with state-run societies has
made possible the development of "post-modern" (if not yet
post-capitalist) philosophies of science.30

One consequence of this intellectual development was a change
in the understanding of laws of nature. The concept of "natural
law," applied for most of its history both to the investigation of
physical nature and the evaluative study of social institutions, is
of course itself a metaphor taken from social reality. The medi-
eval Christian picture of God as lawgiving sovereign of creation
gradually gave way to the image of God as engineer, designer of
the world machine. The disappearance of the divine rule-setter
from today's science has left the metaphor as designation of a
form of description, or as a means to the explanation, of natural
phenomena.

We are coming to see that just as what seemed to be social
givens are not universal, so truth need not be understood as
something given and waiting to be discovered, but can be con-
strued as something historically and socially constructed, without
for all that becoming arbitrary or "subjective." The concept of
"natural order," similarly, can now be seen to draw its meaning
from the fact that we are able to construct theories ordering and
explaining our experience, just as it is only by our construction of
categories and theory-like systems of thinking that our experience
has shape at all. We now have learned that just as on the individ-
ual psychological level there is no perception without representa-
tion, so scientific experiments are meaningful only in the context
of sets of theoretical constructs.
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Science, in a word, is being perceived more and morc on the

model of a product of social labor, both as a final product and as a

tool for future production, although few are as clear about this as

is J.R. Ravetz in his description of scientific work as a type of

"craft" exercised on "artificially constructed objects" (intellec-

tual constructs) and his conclusion that "the special character of

achieved scientific knowledge"-its justifiable claim to truth-

"is explained by the complex social processes of selection and

transformation of the results of research."3r This new under-

standing of the place of science in the social labor process has

been no doubt in part suggested by the actual social position ofthe

scientist, far different today from that of the eighteenth or even

the nineteenth century. In the age of "big science," involving

massive state and private investment, he can no longer be seen as

a disinterested and independent seeker of truth. This situation has

led to a change

as radical as that which occurred . . when independent arti-

san producers were displaced by capital-intensive factory pro-

duction employing hired labor. . . . With his loss of indepen-
dence, the scientist falls into one of these roles: either an

employee, working under the control of a superior; or an indi-

vidual outworker for investing agencies, existing on a succes-

sion of small grants; or he may be a contractor. managing a unit

or establishment which produces research on a large scale by

contract with agencies.32

One casualty of this situation is the image of the scientist as an

individual mind seeking truth through analysis of its experience of

the "external world. " The alternative is a conception of scientif-

ic truth not in terms of a correspondence of mental with natural

objects or structures, but as socially communicable and confirm-

able knowledge.
This conception of science also erodes the distinction between

science as search for truth, on the one hand, and its technical

application, a non-scientific matter to be decided by reference to

values, on the other. The impossibility of sustaining this distinc-

tion in the twentieth century was perhaps demonstrated most
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clcarly by E,nrico Fermi's use of it in explaining his feelings about

thc atomic bombing of Hiroshima: while unfortunate from the

human point of view, he explained, it was a wonderful piece of
physics.33 The classical formulation of this ideal for the social

sciences is that of Max Weber, in his addresses on science and
politics as vocations. For Weber the "scientific attitude" implied

freedom from the evaluative stance essential to political activity.
This attitude reproduces within the social sciences the opposition

between the (naturally) given and (culturally) chosen or created

aspects of society, as with the difference between the laws of

economics and policy choices evoked by the title of Arthur

Okun's book, Equality and Efficiency. The Big Tiade-Off.3a
The same attitude appeared within Marxism, as exemplified by

Bernstein's distinction between socialism as ethical ideal and

Marxism as a scientific theory of the capitalist economy.35 For

this Bernstein seemingly could claim ancestry in Marx's charac-

terization of his own viewpoint as one "from which the develop-
ment of the economic formation of society is viewed as a process

of natural history. " Marx praised the English factory inspectors
for their freedom "from partisanship and respect of persons,"

and observed, in anticipation of Capital's critical reception, that

In the domain of political economy, free scientific inquiry does
not merely meet the same enemies as in all other domains. The
peculiar nature of the material it deals with summons into the
fray on the opposing side the most violent, sordid and malig-
nant passions of the human breast, the Furies of private inter-
est.

In the face of this, he welcomed "every opinion based on scientif-

ic cr i t ic ism. "36

Yet Marx had no wish to pretend that his theoretical labors

were "value-free. " His aim was to serve what he considered the
practical needs of the working class in its struggle against capital-

ism. But this for Marx meant not abandonment of the claim to

scientific truth, but the opposite. Those who wish to control their

social (as their natural) conditions of life need to understand the
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situations in which they find themselves and the possiblc choiccs

of action within these situations. In fact, it seems clear that Marx

anticipated the picture of science which only now is gaining more
general acceptance as the inadequacy ofthe older picture becomes
inescapable. With the supposed conflict between objectivity and
values Marx abandoned both the idea that there is an eternal

social order to be discovered and the scientist's claim to a special
position of social expertise, based on his supposed character of a

seeker after truth, above the passions of the laity.
Thus by "scientific socialism," as Marx put it in reply to

criticism by Bakunin, he meant-in opposition to "utopian so-
cialism which seeks to foist new fantasies upon the people"-
"the comprehension of the social movement created by the peo-

ple themselves. "3T The historical process Marx was interested in,
as a socialist theoretician, would consist precisely in people's

attempts to change the society in which they find themselves, just

as that society's continued existence consists in their continued
obeisance to the laws of economics. Scientific work, in leading to
a better understanding of society and so of the tasks involved in
changing it, should serve as an element of these attempts.

"The production of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness,"
Marx says in The German ldeology,

is at first directly interwoven with the material activity and the
material intercourse of men, the language of real life. . . . The
same applies to mental production as expressed in the language
of the politics, laws, morality, religion, metaphysics of a peo-
ple. Men are the producers of their conceptions, ideas, etc.-
real, active men, as they are conditioned by a definite develop-
ment of their productive forces and of the intercourse corre-
sponding to these. . Consciousness can never be anything
else than conscious existence, and the existence of men is their
actual life-process. 38

Once consciousness is construed as the organization of human
activity, then revolutionary consciousness, like its opposite, can
be understood as the systems and quasi-systems of conceptions by
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nrcans of' which pcople organize their revolutionary (or non-
rcvolutionary) behavior. Like everyone, revolutionaries think
about what they are doing: the theoreticians among them are
those who try to explore, systematize, and explain the social
interactions that constitute the social status quo and the movement
against it.

This attitude was reflected in Marx's conception of the tasks of
intellectuals in the socialist movement. He put his writing skills at
the service of the First International, preparing position state-
ments, official communications, and so forth. In addition, we
should note the project of an Enqu?te Ouvribre, a questionnaire
which Marx published in the Parisian Revue Socialiste in 1880,
and had reprinted and distributed to workers' groups, socialist
and democratic circles, "and to anyone else who asked for it" in
France. The text has the form of 101 questions, about working
conditions, wages, hours, effects of the trade cycle, and also
about workers' defense organizations, strikes and other forms of
struggle, and their results. Though this might be described as the
first sociological survey, its preface urges workers to reply, not to
meet the data needs of sociologists or economists, but because
only workers can describe "with full knowledge the evils which
they endure," just as "they, and not any providential saviors, can
energetically administer the remedies for the social ills from
which they suffer. " The role which Marx intended to take on was
that of the collection, organization, and transmission of this in-
formation; thus, the results of the Enqu?te were to be analyzed in
a series of articles for the Revue and, eventually, a book.3e

The main task which Marx set himself as a revolutionary intel-
lectual, however, was the task of theory: the elaboration of a set of
concepts, at a fairly abstract level, that would permit a better
comprehension of the struggle between labor and capital. He
prefaced the French serial edition of the first volume of Capital
with an expression of pleasure, that "in this form the book
will be more accessible to the working class-a consideration
which to me outweighs everything else."40 The function of the-
ory was to hclp the movement as a whole clarify its problems and
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possibilities; it did not, in Marx's vicw, placc thc thcorist in a

dominating (or "hegemonic," as the currently fashionablc eu-
phemism has it) position vis-d-vis the movement, but was rather

what he had to contribute to a collective effort.
That effort, however, was to be abandoned. Capital was trans-

formed by the history of the Second and Third Internationals into

the "Bible of the working class"-an ironic fate for the product
of Marx's scientific efforts. Today, in the absence of a working-

class movement, Marxism has become a specialization for intel-

lectuals, and Marx's critique of the ideology of capitalist society
grist for the social-scientific mills that continue to produce that
ideology. Basic elements of Marx's approach to the analysis of

social action and consciousness have increasingly come to be

adopted by the social sciences-strikingly enough, with the great-

est success and the least resistance at the points farthest from the

critique ofpresent-day reality, such as the study ofclassical antiq-

uity or the anthropology of "simpler societies." But in their
inability to understand the culture that gave birth to them, the

social sciences, and in particular economics, have not advanced
since Marx's day.

Commenting on a recent book on this state of affairs, a review-

er noted the author's

firmly held belief that the notorious absence of a universally
accepted conceptual core in social science, and of commonly
agreed standards by which such core-concepts could be select-
ed, has been engendered in no small measure by confusion as to
the exact epistemological status of social-scientific concepts;
and that the resulting disarray could be largely rectified, if only
social scientists were to embrace the right philosophy of sci-
ence and recognize the true nature of scientific concepts.ar

Despite my own sympathy for anything suggesting the social
utility of employment of philosophers, the weakness of this sug-
gestion is obvious. What needs explanation is the persistent fail-

ure, throughout the history of these "folk sciences" (as Ravetz
calls them), to embrace conceptions of society and of science
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pcrrnitting rcal progrcss in thc dircction of social knowledge. I

have hoped to defbnd the powers of scientific rationality against

barriers supposedly discovered through philosophical analysis.

But my wish is not so much for the improvement of the social

sciences as academic disciplines as for the imaginative rejection

of the conditions of present-day society by their victims. It is this

refusal of the laws of capitalist reality which will make possible

both their understanding and their abolition.
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view, however, except for the rare laboratory cxperiment direct psychological

access is not possible and we must construct and evaluate our models from the

"outside. "
24. Wallace, op. ci t . ,  p. 123.
25. Ibid.,  p. 131 .
26. See, for example, Jean Piaget and Barbel Inhelder, The Psychology ttf

the Child (New York: Basic Books, 1969), pp. 4-6.

27. Clyde Kluckhohn, Culture and Behavior, pp. 25, 52. Note that
"learned behavior" does not have here the meaning it has in behaviorist

learning theory.
28. Kluckhohn, op. ci t . ,  p. 63.
29. Alasdair Maclntyre, "A Mistake about Causali ty in Social Science,"

pp . 6l-62 . The non sequitur in Maclntyre's argument-lack of the concept of a

game need not spell inability to recognize rule-following-does not affect his

essential point.
30. The problem offormulating categories for the observation of "subjec-

tive" phenomena can be seen in perhaps its purest form in archaeology, where

the human constructors of meaning have long since vanished. For an interesting

account of the problem in this context, see Edwin Wilmsen, Lindenmeier: A

Pleistocene Hwting Society (New York: Harper & Row), pp. 45-58 and

passim.
31. Barry Barnes, ScientiJic Knowledge and Sociological Theorl'-, pp. 66'

32. Winch , Idea, p. 84.
33. Ibid.,  p. 87.
34. Marvin Harris, Cultural Materialism: The Struggle for a Science of

Culture, p. 32. Harris 's use of the emiciet ic dist inct ion is a subject of debate

among anthropologists; see Anthony F. C. Wallace's review of Cultural Mate-

rialism in American Anthropologist 822 (1980), pp. 423-26, and especially

Lawrence E. Fisher and Oswald Werner, "Explaining Explanation: Tension in

American Anthropology," Journal of Anthropological Research 34:2, pp.

194-218. The position taken in this paper is much closer to my own than is that

of Harris. However, the passage I quote here from Harris does not commit the

faults against which Fisher and Werner argue; since Cultural Materialism was

published after their article, perhaps this indicates a responsive change in

Harris's position. I am grateful for these references to Kenneth M. Kensinger,

of Bennington College.
35. Harris, op.cit . ,  pp. 34-35.
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3. Understonding on Alien Society

l .  Weber,  Theory,  p.99.
2. Af fred Schutz, The Phenomenology of the Social World, p. 234.
3. Winch, Idea, p. 108.
4.  Ib id. ,  p.  90.
5. Fritz Machlup, "If Matter Could Talk," p. 54.
6. Winch, Idea, p. 58.
7. Bronislaw Malinowski, The Sexual Life of Savages in North-West Mela-

nesia (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich , 1932), pp. 425-29 , cited in
Alasdair Maclntyre, "The Idea of a Social Science," in Alan Ryan (ed.), ?'fte
Philosophy of Social Explanation, pp. l5-32, p. 16.

8. Winch, Idea. p. 89.
9. Ibid., pp. 108-9.

10. Ib id. ,  p.  107.
11. E. E.Evans-Pritchard, Theories oJ Primitive Religion, p.98.
12. Jack Goody, Comparative Studies in Kinship, p. xiii.
13. See Winch, Idea, p. 104.
14. Gopafa Sarana, The Methodology of Anthropological Comparisons, p.

15.
15. E. E. Evans-Pritchard, "The Comparative Method in Social Anthropo-

logy," p. 35. The skepticism derives from his sense that social facts may well
be "so totally different from those studied by the inorganic and organic sci-
ences that neither the comparative method nor any other is likely to lead to the
formulation of generalizations comparable to the laws of those sciences. We
have to deal with values, sentiments, purposes, wil l, reason, choice, as well as
with historical circumstances" (p. 33).

16. Harr is,  p.41.
17. Winch, Idea, p. l l5.
r8.  lb id. ,  p.  88.
19. E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcrafi, Oracles, and Magic among the

Azande, p.224.
20. Ib id. ,  p.229.
21. Cited in Peter Winch, "Understanding a Primitive Society," p. 80.
22. Ib id. ,  p.  82.
23. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcrafi, p. 11 .
24. Ibid., p. 126.
25. Ib id. ,  p.  18.
26. Winch, "Understanding," pp. 78-9.
21. Ib id. ,  p.  93.
28. Winch, Idea, p. 123.
29. Winch, "Understanding," p. 82.
30. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcrajl, p. 25.
3r.  Ib id. ,  pp.22-3.
32. Ib id. ,p.  199.
33. Ib id. ,  p.  31.
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34. Ibid., pp. 25-6.
35. Winch, "Understanding," p. 82.
36. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcrafi , p. 244.
37. Winch, "Understanding," p. 95.
38. Sara Ruddick, "Extreme Relativism," pp. 317-8'
39. Winch, "Understanding," p. 99.
40. Ibid., p. 102.
4r.  Ib id. ,  p.  103.
42. Ibid., pp. 104-5.
43. Ibid.
44. Ibid., p. 107.
45. An effective Winchian critique of just such an attempt to universalize

the concept of "kinship" can be found in Ruddick, pp. 42 ff. It is hard to see
why such an argument as she gives here wouldn't apply equally to attempts at
generalizing categories like "birth," etc.

46. See Evans-Pritchard, Witchuail, p. 53.
47. In Evans-Pritchard's words, "For if the Azande cannot enunciate a

theory of causation in terms acceptable to us, they describe happenings in an
idiom that is explanatory. They are aware that it is particular circumstances of
events in their relation to man, their harmfulness to a particular person, that
constitutes evidence of witchcraft." Witchcrafi, p. 24.

4. Understonding ond Explonotion

l .  Winch, Idea, p. 107.
2. P.K. Feyerabend, "Explanation, Reduction, and Empiricism," p. 68.
3.  Ib id. ,  p.  81.
4. Ibid., p. 59. For the example of "force" in Aristotelian and Newtonian

physics, see p. 57 and p. 89.
5.  Ib id. ,  p.  83.
6. This is the situation pictured by the Seligmans in their study of the tribes

of the Sudan: on the subject of magic, ' 'the black man and the white regard each
other with amazement: each considers the behavior of the other incomprehensi-
ble, totally unrelated to everyday experience, and entirely disregarding the
known laws of cause and effect." C.G. and B.Z. Seligman, PaganTribes of the
Nilotic Sudan (London: Routledge, 1932),p.25,cited in Steven Lukes, "Some
Problems about Rationality, " pp. 194-213 in Bryan Wilson (ed.), Rat ionality,
p.  198.

7. Winch, "Understanding," pp. 8l-2. The last two assertions in this
sentence are highly disputable. Alasdair Maclntyre has argued the contrary of
the first on lines similar to those of my argument here, in "Is Understanding
Religion Compatible with Believing?"; Robin Horton has disputed the second
in "African Traditional Thought and Western Science," pp. 131-171 in Wil-
son (ed.) .

8. Winch, "Understanding," p. 83.
9. Winch, "Understanding," p. 82.
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lO. lltid.
l l .  Ib id. ,p.  tJ l ;  sce also Ruddick,  p.  43.
12. Winch, "Understanding,"  pp.  8 l -2.
13. See Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, section 265.
14. Garret Barden, "Method and Meaning," p. 128.
15. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcraft, pp. 3l-2.
16. Ibid., p. 4.
17. Barden, p.  l12.
18. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcraft, p. 229.
19. Evans-Pritchard, Theories, p. 91. It must be said that Evans-Pritchard's

definitions of "mystical," "commonsense," and "scientific" notions are not
unproblematic. The first, for example, are defined as "patterns of thought that
attribute to phenomena super-sensible qualities which, or part of which, are not
derived from observation or cannot be logically inferred from it, and which
they do not possess' ' (Witchcrafi , p. 229) . Given what we know about the role
of unobservables in science, and the far from straightforward connection of
scientific concept-formation with observation, this definition would make it no
easy task to discriminate between mystical notions and scientific errors.

20. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcra.ft , p. 23.
21. Barden, p. I 16. To anticipate, compare Marx on the relation of social

theory to social practice: "Reflection on the forms of human life, hence also
scientific analysis ofthese forms, takes a course directly opposite to their real
development. Reflection begins post festum, and therefore with the results of
the process of development ready to hand" (Capital, Vol. I, p. 168).

22. Barden, p. l l7.
23. Barnes, p. 43; see Winch, "Understanding," p. 89.
24. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcraft, pp. 202-4.
25. Barden, p.126.
26. I.L. Mackie, "Ideological Explanation," p. 184.
27. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcrafi , p. 9.
28. Malcolm D. Mcleod, "Oracles and Accusations among the Azande,"

pp. 170, 176; the point had already been made by Evans- Pritchard: "The
poison oracle is a male prerogative and is one of the principal mechanisms of
male control and an expression of sex antagonism" (Witchcrail, p. 130).

29. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcrail, p. 18.
30. Ib id. ,  p.25.
31. Mackie,  p.  187.
32. Ib id. .  pp.  193-4.
33. Ibid. , p. 194.
34. Winch, Idea, p. 123.
35. Ib id. ,  p.  107.
36. Maclntyre, "Is Understanding Religion Compatible with Believing?"

pp. 67-8.
37. See Ernest Gellner, "Concepts and Society," p. 43.
38. Gellner, pp. 44-5.
39. Ib id. ,  p.  45.
40. Ibid., p. 24.
41. Wallace, pp. 126-7.
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5. Foundotion ond Superstructure

l .  stuart Clark, "Inversion, Misrule, and the Meaning of Witchcraft,"

p.  127.
2.  Ib id. .  pp.  t26-1.
3.  Ib id. ,  p.  98.
4. Mart in Holl is, "Reason and Ritual," p. 38'

5. Cl i f fbrd Geertz, "Ideology as a Cultural System," p. 56.

6. Maurice Mandelbaum, "Functional ism in Social Anthropology,"

p. 324. To my taste, Mandelbaum's phrase suggests an unwarranted attach-

ment to the covering-law model of scientific explanation. His point can

be extended, however, since functionalist generalizations also permit no

theoretically warranted consequences with respect to specific cultural phenom-

ena.
7. Karl Marx, Capital, Volume l, p- 494.

8. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, The German ldeology, p. 36'

9. Marx, Contr ibution, PP. 20-1'

10. Ib id. ,  p.  20.
l l  .  Ib id.  ,  p.  21 .
t2. Ibid.
f  3. Karl Marx, Capital,  Volume II I ,  p. 117.

t4. Ibid.,  p. 969.
15. Ib id. ,  p.  956.
t6.  Ib id. ,  p.  969.
17. Karl Marx, Grundrisse. Foundatittns of the Critique of Political Econo-

l lr ,1'  (Rough Draft),  p. 511.'  
18. Ibi(t . ,  p. 85; see Evans-Pritchard on anthropological " laws": "Such

generalization.s, supported by a few selected illustrations, are either so general

as to be devoid of significance or, where more precisely formulated, rest on too

slendcr a base of evidence and fail to take into account negative evidences ...

The more the universality claimed, not only the more tenuous does the causal

interpretation become but the more it loses also its sociological content" (''The

Comparative Method in Social Anthropology"'  pp.24-5)-

19. Max Weber, The Methodology of the Social Sciences, p. 90. In Weber's

own opinion, "all specifically Marxian 'laws' and developmental constructs-

insofar as they are theoretically sound-are ideal types, " heuristically valuable

but "pernicious" "as soon as they are thought of as empirically valid or real"

(ihid., p. 103).
20. Ibid., p. 106. It should be noted that weber takes this instrumentalist

position with respect to all "precise" concepts.
21. See Leszek Nowak, "Weber's Ideal Types and Marx's Abstraction,"

Neue Hefie fur Phibsophie 13: Marx' Methodologie (Gottingen: Vandenhoek

& Ruprecht, 1978), pp. 8l-91; for the relat ionship between concepts and

h.istory in Marx, see Otto Morf , Geschichte und Dialektik in der politischen

bkonomie (Frankfurt am Main: Europaische Verlagsanstalt' 1970).

22. Marx, Grundrisse, P. 100.
23. Ib id. .  p.  l0 l .
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2.1.  Kar l  Malx.  "Rcsul ts ol  thc l r r r r r rct l iatc Proccss ol 'Product ion,"  p.  982.
2-5. Marx, Grundrisst,, p. 102.
26. Marx, Capital, Volume I, p. 290 (my emphasis).
2'7 . Ibid., p. 284.
28. Marx, Grundrisse, p.92.
29. Marx, Capital, Volume I, p. 290.
30. Marx,  "Resul ts,"  p.  991.
31. Marx, Capilal, Volume II, p. 120.
32. Ibid., p. 303. See Capital, Volume I, p. 909.
33. See Paul Mattick, Jr., "Some Aspects of the Value-Price Problem "

tr"r"*irt , i- i,tr i ir i i  (C"ni"rs de I 'ISMEA, Serie S) l5:6,7 (1981) , pp.lz5-
781.

34. Marx, Capital, Volume I, p. 178.
35. Marx, "Results," p. 998-99.
36. Marx, Grundrisse, p. 104.
37. S.F. Nadel, Zfte Foundations of Social Anthropology, p. 5.
38. Machlup, "If Matter Could Talk," p.297.
39. Ibid., p. 300.
40. The distinction is apparently clear at least to Martian academics, as

witness an editorial, entitled "The Martian's View," from the International
Herald Tribune of 5 February 1982:

The man from Mars dropped into Earth orbit, just in time. He had heard
that the first Reagan budget was about to appear. What, he asked, was the
focus of public attention? . . . The Martian wanted to know whether the

[national deficitl number turned out to be accurate. We laughed, and ex-
plained that everyone knew it would be pretty fake from the beginning. . . .

"If everybody knew the number was bent," the man from Mars asked,
"why did the president go to such lengths to produce it?" He kept asking
questions like that. You could tell he was from Mars.

"It makes people feel better," we patiently explained. "That's why Mr.
Reagan is going to struggle so hard . . . to keep his deficit figures under $ 100
billion. It's a matter of paying respect to the proprieties, like the medicine
man doing the rain dance.

If the budget office puts out a fairly reliable set of numbers, the Martian
asked, why does the president put out different ones?

"That's polilics, " we said, "which would hardly interest a serious econo-
mist  l ike you."

"l'm not an economist," the Martian indignantly exclaimed. "I'm an
anthropologist. I'm writing a book on the tribal habits ofthe smaller planets. "

41. Juf ian Pi t t -Rivers,  "On the Word 'Caste' , "  pp.23l-2.
42. Eric Wolf's position is typical: "The anthropologist's study of complex

societies receives its major justification from the fact that such societies are not
as well organized and tightly knit as their spokesmen would on occasion like to
make people believe. . . . [The] formal framework of economic and political
power exists alongside or intermingled with various other kinds of informal
structure which are interstitial, supplementary, parallel to it. . . . The anthro-
pologist has a professional license to study such . structures in complex
society and to expose their relationship to the major strategic, overarching
institutions" ("Kinship, Friendship, and Patron-Client Relations in Complex
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Societ ies," pp. l-22 in Michael Banton (ed.), ' l -he Sociul Atthrttptt l t tgyttf '

Complex Societies, New York: Praeger, 1966). "Professional liccnscs" are
clearly parcelled out by reference to academic fields, rather than by the nature

of social subject matter; anthropology's claim to some bits of modern social
reality are necessitated by the disappearance of the "simpler" societies that
were its original preserve. On a more conceptual level, what we see here is the
projection onto modern society ofcategories evolved (within that society) in the
study of "simpler" ones, just as economic anthropologists attempted to exam-
ine "primitive" economies with the categories of marginal utility theory.

43. Marx, Capital,  Volume I,  p. 163.
44. Ibid.,  pp. 168-9.
45. Pit t-Rivers, p. 250.
46. "[B]ourgeois economics arrived at an understanding offeudal, ancient,

oriental economies only after the self-criticism of bourgeois society had be-
gun" (Marx, Grundrisse, p. 106). "The owl of Minerva spreads its wings only
with the falling of the dusk."

47. Marx, Contr ibution, pp.60-1.
48. Marx, Capital,  Volume I,  p. 101.
49. Marx, Grundrisse, p. 86.
50. Marx, Theories of Surplus Value, Part I, p. 276.
5l .  Winch, Idea, p. l l5.
52. Ib id. .  pp.  l l7-8.
53. Marx, Capital, Volume III, p. 956.
54. Marx, Theories of Surplus Value, Part II, p. 165.
55. Marx, Capital, Volume III, p. 969.
56. Marx, Capital, Volume l, pp. 173-74.
57. Ibid., p. 169. Compare Evans-Pritchard's remarks in Witchcraft,

p. 15l:  "I t  is dif f icult  for us to understand how poison, rubbing-board, ter-
mites, and three sticks can be merely things and insects and yet hear what is said
to them and foresee the future and reveal the present and the past, but when used
in ritual situations they cease to be mere things and mere insects and become
mythical agents." This is of course a prime example of the phenomenon of
fetishism, of which Marx believed the power of gold to incarnate human labor
was another.

58. Marx Capital,  Volume I,  p.241 .
59. Marx, "Results," p. 1005; see p. 1003: "Man can only l ive by produc-

ing his own means of subsistence, and he can produce these only if he is in
possession of the means of production, of the material conditions of labor. It is
obvious from the very outset that the worker who is denuded of the means of
production is thereby deprived of the means of subsistence, just as, conversely,
a man deprived of the means of subsistence is in no position to create the means
of production. Thus even in the first process, what stamps money or commod-
ities as capital from the outset, even before they have really been transformed
into capital, is neither their money nature nor their commodity nature, nor the
material use-value of these commodities as means of production or subsistence,
but the circumstance that this money and this commodity, these means of
production and these means of subsistence confront labor-poweq stripped of all
material wealth, as autonomous powers, personified in their owners."
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60. Ibid., pp. 997 {t.
61.  Ib id. ,  pp.  1007 8.
62. "Economic Theories Face Test." New York Times.2l June 1983.
63. Leonard Silk, "Economic Scene," New York Times, S July 1983.

Compare Lester Thurow's article, "It's AI1 Too Easy to Be a Critic, " ibid. , 19
June 1983.

Among the most important criticisms of economic theory from within the
profession, see Sidney Schoeffler, The Failures of Economics. A Diagnostic
Study (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1955); Oskar Morgenstern,
On the Accuracy of Economic Observations (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1963) and "Thirteen Critical Points in Contemporary Economic
Theory," pp. 1163-l189 in Journal of Economic Literature l0:4 (December
1972); Benjamin Ward, Wat Is Wrong with Economics? (New York: Basic
Books, 1972); Guy Routh, Tfte Origin of Economic ldeas (White Plains: Inter-
national Arts and Sciences Press, 1975); E. Ray Canterbery and R. J. Burk-
hardt, "Economics: The Embarrassed Science," National Science Foundation
EVIST Research Report, 1979; and Alfred S. Eichner (ed.), Wy Economics Is
Not Yet a Scienc'e (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 1983).

6. Science ond Society
l .  Marx,  Contr ibut ion,  p.21 .
2. G.W.F.Hegel, Phiktsophy of Right (trans. T.M. Knox, Oxford: OUB

1952), p. 13. Ehud Sprinzak has observed that this belief of Hegel's was the
ancestor of Marx's argument "that an insightful view of society in history is
best to be gained only in retrospect. Classical political economy, according to
this conception, can very well understand all the . . stages of history that
anticipated its own, by virtue of its inclusive categories," such as those of
labor, economy, etc. This explains Marx's unwillingness to write "recipes for
the cook-shops of the future": in Sprinzak's words, "Marx's objective knowl-
edge could not be extended to the socialist future age, but had to limit itself to
the crit ique of bourgeois society. . ."(8. Sprinzak, "Marx's Historical Con-
ception of Ideology and Science," pp. 409,410). This is why "scientif ic
socialism" could not be a science of the future society but only a critical
understanding of the present day movement to establish one.

3. Marx to Lassalle, 16 January 1861, in Marx and Engels, Selected
Corresytndencc, p. 151.

4. Marx and Engels, German ldeology, p. 50.
5. Marx to Vcra Zasulich, 8 March 1881, in Marx and Engels, Selected

Corrasytrulcnce, p. 412.
6. Marx to the editorial board of the Otechestvennye zapiski, November

1871 ,in M. Rubel (ed.), Marx Oeuvres, vol.2, p. 1555; and see M. Rubel
(ed.), Marx/Engels: Die russische Kommune. Kritik eines Mythos (Munich:
Carl Hanscr. 197211, pp. 49ff.

7. Marx and Engels, German ldeology, p. 51.
8. G.A. C<rhen, Karl Marx's Theory of History, p.27.
9.  Cohcn, op. r ' i t . ,  pp.  155, 152, 153, 161.

10. Marx and Engels, German ldeology, p. 42. This is the basis for two
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important points made by Marx in his crit ique of polit ical cconorny. First, hc
attacked the biological subsistence conception of wages; in contraclistinction
both to the classical economists and to early socialists like Lasalle, for Marx
"the number and extent of [the worker's] so-called necessary requirements, as
also the manner in which they are satisfied, are themselves products of history
. . ." (Capital, Vol. I, p.275). Second, he insisted against Malthus (and, after
him, the generality of economists) that it is incorrect to speak of a natural law of
population; he insisted that every form of society has its own law of population.

1 1. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, pp. 479, 47 8. See also Lawrence Krader, Marx's
Ethnological Notebooks and The Asiatic Mode of Production (both strikingly
missing from Cohen's bibliography, which shows little sign of acquaintance
with the marxological literature).

12. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, pp. 175-6, n.35. See also ibid., p.273 f .
13. Ibid., pp. 174-5, n. 34.
14. Ibid., p. 682.
15 . Ibid. , p. 433 .
16. Ib id. ,  p.  96.
t7. Ibid.
t8. Ibid. , p. 679.
19. Ibid., p. 167 .
20. See ib id. ,  p.90.
21. Ib id. ,  p.  168 n.
22. J.A. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1954), p. 53.
23 . Ibid. , p. t67 .
24. Marx, Grundrisse. See the article on "Society", pp.243-47 in R.

Williams, Keywords (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976).
25. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, pp. 170, l l l .
26. Ibid., pp.793-4. Marx goes on to point out that the bourgeoisie are

quite happy to violate the "sacred" law of supply and demand themselves, rn
the case of labor shortages.

21. Ib id. ,  p.  173.
28. Brun van Albada, "Sciences de la Nature et Soci6t6."
29. Ibid.
30. The phrase is borrowed from Stephen Toulmin's article, "The Con-

strual of Reality: Criticism in Modern and Postmodern Science" (Critical
Inquiry9:l (1982), pp. 93-l I l), expressing a view on the relation ofnatural to
social science somewhat similar to my own.

31. J.R. Ravetz, Scientific Knowledge and its Social Problems, p.72.
32. Ibid., p. 44.Ravetz quotes the Soviet physicist Kapitsa:

The year that Rutherford died (1938) there disappeared forever the happy
days offree scientific work which gave us such delight in our youth. Science
has lost her freedom. Science has become a productive force. She has become
rich but she has become enslaved and part ofher is veiled in secrecy. I do not
know whether Rutherford would continue nowadays to joke and laugh as he
used to do (ibid., p. 32).

33. That such attitudes were hardlv Deculiar to Fermi is shown bv other
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rncrrur i rs ol  atonr ic physic ists,  as wcl l  as by thc cont inucd work ot 'sonte

hunclred thousancl scientists on weapons research. In the words ofJacob Bron-

crwski. in his book Science arul Human Values lsicl, "science has nothing to be

ashamed of even in the ruins of Nagasaki. The shame is theirs who appeal to

other than the human imaginative values that science has evolved" (London:

Hutchinson, 1961, p. 83, ci ted in Ravetz, op. ci t . ,  p. 65 n' 41)-values which,

it need hardly be pointed out, did nothing to prevent the bomb-designers from

proceeding with their work.
^ 

34. A.M. Okun, Equality and Efficiency. The Big Tradeoff(Washington:

The Brookings Inst i tut ion, 1975)'

35. See Eduard Bernstein, wie ist wissenschalilicher Soz.ialismus mbglich?

(Berl in: Sozial ist ische Monatshefte, 1901). Bernstein shared Max Weber's

neo-Kantianism. Not too much should be made of this, however, fbr our

purposes here, as this philosophical orientation, like Kant's itself, was only a

particular manifestation of a general cultural attitude.

36. Marx,  Capi ta l ,  Vol .  I ,  PP.91,92,93.
37. Marx. Notes on Bakunin, in Marx and Engels, Werke,Yol '  18' pp'

597-642; translation quoted from Richard N. Hunt, The Political ldeas of

Marx and Engels (Pittiburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1914), p' 326'

38. Marx and Engels, German ldeobgy, pp. 13-14'

39. T. Bottomore and M. Rubel (eds.), Karl Marx: Selected Writings in

Sociology emcl Social Philosophy (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1963)' pp' 210-

11.
40. Marx, Capital,  Vol. I ,  P. 104.

41 . Zygmunt Bauman, review of William Outhwaite, Concept Formation

in Sociat-siience (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983). inTimes Literary

Supplement 4,118 (29 Apri l  1983)'  p. 441.
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